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 CHAPTER 1 

INTIsOI)IJCT iON.

1. SIGNIFICANCE OF PLASTIC•STRENGTH ANALYSIS IN PLASTIC DESIGN 

„-.The principal design criterion of the conventional "allowable stress" 

design method or,.elastic design method is the allowable stresses. The,elastiC 

designer,has to select-first a reasonable set of member cross-sectidns for a 

structure-.with_the help. of his-.design experiences, calculate stresses-caused. 

by several sets of,work-ing loads or design loads by means of elastic stress  

analysis and then check if the predicted stresses are all-- within the'respec, 

tive allowable.stresses_. The elastic -designer is often inclined to believe 

that the predicted..stresses are precisely the "absolute actual stresses" 

occurring in an "actual state",defined by a set of design loads. This=is in 

many casesnot true. -The elastic-designer--is able-to predict only-the struc-

tural behavior under the design loads-which could be superposed on -a -state of-

initial stresses if-,the s-tructure-were _to-remain entirely elastic, In any 

comp)er,fframe of.practi;cal,inter-est, initial stresses such as residual stresses, 

due to,rolling and-cambering, stresses induced at erection and due to imper-

fect fabrication and-those due to foundation settlements, etc. are so great 

that they-cannot be neglected if _an "actual state of stress" is to be found. 

The structural behavior under subsequent external disturbances such as design 

loads_iwill _not_in general be-purely elastic and involve irreversible defor-

mations.due to lQcal plastic deformation, slips in connections and differential 

settlements. It-appears therefore almost endless and in many cases almost 

meaningless to•make-an effort to find "absolute actual stresses" 

        The requirement that the stresses calculated by means of the elastic 

stress analysis for the design loads must-be within the respective allowable 

st,ess_es. does-not necessarily imply that the actual--45solute stresses shall be 

within the respective.a,llowab_le stresses. Such a calculation is meaningful -iin-

the sense-that it gives an-estimatiorl _on the order of magnitude of stresses 

which would occur ,under- --the wor,king loads if the structure were to remain 

purely elastic, and that it serves also.for thepurpose of estimating deflc -
* This has been stated in many books:Ref.[7-23J. particularly in Ref.[12] 
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tions and overall structural stiffnesses. Any rational design method should 

include these two elements but they are not sufficient for a designer to be 

confident of the overall safety of his structure. 

      The principal design criterion of the plastic design method in its 

simple and narrow sense is the "plastic strength based upon  ductility". Not 

only the material but also the moment-curvature relation or the generalized 

stress-generalized strain relations in general need to be ductile and stable 

in the sense that the relation curves do not involve portions of negative 

slope within the usable range of a deformation measure. The well-known Simple 

plastic theory of frames is based upon the stable rotation capacities of plas-

tic hinges. The ductility and stability of a generalized stress-generali'zed 

strain relation may not necessarily imply that the overall behavior'of a 

ductile structure is always stable as will be discussed in Chapter 3. 

       In contrast to the elastic designer making a reasonable guess in 

selecting member sections, the plastic designer needs to construct only one 

possible state of equilibrium in order to design a frame without assuming 

member sections.3rIJFrom the plastic designer's point of view, the elastic moment 
distribution in a frame is merely another state of possible equilibrium stress 

distribution. A direct design of a steel frame is possible-in the sense that 

a set of member section properties can be directly found as a solution of the 

problem of minimizing the structural weight written in terms of plastic moments. 

This problem will be discussed in Chapters 2 and 4. By constructing a reason-

able-state of equilibrium stress distribution for a structure under a set of 

loads defined by multiplying the working loads by an adequate load factor, the 

plastic designer can be confident how safe his structure will be under the 

working loads. 

       The value of the load factor represents the margin of the overall 

strength safety of the structure against the working loads. The overall strength 

safety of a ductile structure directly depends upon the accuracy of plastic 

strength analysis. In the simple plastic theory, a number of factors affecting 

plastic strengths are neglected. They may or may not act in favor of load-

carrying behaviors. Unless their effects are estimated or at least bounded by 

some means, the plastic designer cannot be fully confident of the true strength 

safety of his structure. 

                            2



2. SIGNIFICANCE OF PLASTIC  STRENGTH-IN STRUCTURAL TOUGHNESS 

        While ductility. is a measure of the strain to fracture in materials 

engineering terminology [ 1 ] and is the term used for describing the property 

of a material-to undergo large plastic deformation, toughness is a measure of 

the:plastic work for fracture and is the term used for describing the capacity 

of a material to.absorb large.amount of 'energy Similarly. structural duc-

tility or overall ductility is defined as the term representing the capacity 

of a structure to undergo large deflection involving large plastic deformation.' 

The,overdll plastic strength of a strueture and its overall ductility are both 

based,upon-the ductility of the material and the ductility in the generaliied` 

stress-generalized'strain relations'. If the overall plastic strength of a 

structure can"be•described by a single load factor and if an appropriate-defor-

mation measure is chosenso that-the-area under the relation curve will repre-

sent directly.the work, then the total work•may be analogously called the 

structural touYiness-or overall toughness representing the capacity of the 

s.t`xiueture- to ,sor'b- large amount of energy in its plastic'regions before the 

struCture'co.l-lapses or reaches its ultimate state. The overall toughness of 

a.structure is therefore governed not only by the overall ductility but also' 

by_-the plastic strength. -

        Fig.l shows one of the numerical results presented by R. Tanabashi, 

S. Ishida and the present author for perfectly-plastic multi-story'frames of 
-a weak-beam strong-column type [ 2 J, -[ 3 ]. The overall structural rotation 

6ST introduced by Ishida [ 3 ] is the deforthatio'n measure chosen so that the 

area urrder.the lead factor=6ST curve Will' represent the energy absorbed by'the 
frame. The precise definition of 6ST will be given in Chapter 3. In th'e 
coordinate.system-of Fig.1, the-ordinate of a point on the curve represents 
directly. the rate.of work done by the-horizontal loads per unit value of-9ST' 
The-overall-plastic strength is therefore nothing but the rate of ene_; 
absorption.--
       The~atrength•aafety discussed in the preceding section will be appro-
priate only for-the working loads which can be replaced by static loads. For 
varying dynamic disturbances such as strong motion earthquake disturbances, ' 
the direct replacement of the resulting inertia forces by some equivalent 
static forces may not be justified well. The significance of the overall 
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toughness of a ductile structure in earthquake  resistant design was first 

pointed out by R. Tanabashi in 1935 [ 4 ],[ 5 ]. The theory now termed as 
"The Velocity -Potential Energy Theory" may be summarized essentially as 

follows: The effective intensity of the ground motion due to an earthquake 

disturbance acting upon a structure is proportional to the square of the maxi--

mum velocity and the resistance of a ductile structure against the earthquake 

is governed by the potential energy that the structure can store before it 

collapses. What has been called the potential energy by R. Tanabashi is the 

structural toughness defined above. The latter part of the Tanabashi theory 

may be restated in other words as that of maintaining that the appropriate 

measure of safety of an earthquake resistant ductile structure is the overall 

toughness safety. In the toughness design method defined as that method 

whose principal design criterion is the overall toughness safety, a ductile 

structure is designed so as to possess a prescribed amount of total energy 

absorption capacity. If a certain limit is prescribed from practical point 

of view not necessarily from the rotation capacities of plastic hinges, on the 

amount of a representative deformation measure such as 6ST until up to which 

it is desirable for the structure to absorb all the conceivable maximum amount 

of input energy, then a specific value of the load factor associated with the 

deformation measure and hence the overall plastic strength of the structure 

can be determined. The ratio of the overall toughness of the structure to 

its energy absorption capacity prescribed represents the factor of the toughness 

safety. In practise, however, not only the overall toughness but also the 

overall plastic strength of a structure are considered to he taken as the 

principal design criteria. 

       The problem of the toughness design is thus seen to be reduced to that 

of plastic strength analysis in its broader sense, or in other words to the 

analysis of variations of load-carrying capacities. In order to evaluate the 

energy absorption capacity of a ductile structure, it is necessary to find 

load-deflection relations in the plastic range. Load-deflection relations 

may be affected by changes of geometry which may become more significant as 

deformation proceeds. 

       The investigations of load-carrying capacities in finite deflection 

ranges may be said to be of an unrealistic nature in a sense. The plastic 

design loads for a structure determined usually by multiplying the working 
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 toads by an adequate load factor represent a conceivably wors4"pos5'ih1c 

combination of Ioadk and are tircretore of a hypothetical and Unr.oalnature 

and not expected to occur in re,i I i t v. Yet the strength safety factor of the 

structure under the working loads can he confirmed explicitly only after a 

purely hypothetical strength analysis has been made. The concepts of the 
strength design ,ind „f the toughness design may therefore be said to be 

close to.the concept of the "hazard analysis". The importance of a hazard 

:inalv.sis`in any engineering design has been emphasized by Y. Yoko() reCently 

J 6 J. In summary, the safety of a structure under a working conlit.i a can 
he confirmed quantitatively only by investigating conceivably possihIc extra-

ordinary hazardous states. The present work is devoted to methods >~t'. an rlysis 

of load-carrying capacities in the sense of the limit analysistbeareMS and 
methods of analysis of load-deflection behaviors in the plasticrange;!and in 

the strain-hardening range. 

3. PROBLEMS OF PLASTIC STRENGTH ANALYSIS 
,Useful methods and solutions of limit analysis pf elementary struc-

tures have been summarized in books : Baker, Horne and Heyman [ 7•], Neal [ 8 ] 

Heyman [ 9 ], Massonnet and Save [ 10 ], Tanaka [ 11 ], Baker and Heyman [ 12 ] 

for beams and frames; Prager [ 13 ], Hodge .1 14 ], and Tanaka [ 15,] for more 

general Firoblems including plates and/or shells; Wood [ 16 ], Sawczuk and 
Jaeger ["17 ] for plates; Olszak [ 18 ], Hodge 19 ] and Mikeladze [ 201 for 

shells. More practical problems of elastic-plastic analysis of ,frame eletnents 
have been treated in detail in books by Beedle [ 21 ], Tall et aZ[ 22 ] and 

Galambos .[ 23 ]. Several extensive surveys are also available [24, 25, 26 ]. 

       With the use of electronic digital computers, the finite element and 

finite difference methods and mathematical programming methods are now power-

ful computational methods applicable not only.•to materially,or geometrically 

nonlinear problems but also combined materrrally and geometrically nonlinear 

problems [; 27 ]. In spite of a great deal Of previous papers concerned witlr 
methods and solutions of plastic strength analysis, several 'important factors 

affecting plastic strength analysis still need to be investigated further. 

Although referencesiclosely related to the problem of each chapter'in the 

following wi'i'i be cited and reviewed in the re"pe'ctive introdixctory secf'ion, 

a brief review on the factors affecting plastic strength analyses considered 
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here and related problems will be helpful for  'erstanding the motivations 

 and scopes of the following chapters. 

        The load-carrying capacity of an elastic-perfectly plastic structure 

subjected to proportional loading has been defined as the load intensity at 

which plastic deformation could occur under constant loads if all the changes 

 in geometry of the structure were neglected. Within the limitation of the 

 linear strain theory (infinitesimal deformation theory ), the well-known 

theorems of limit analysis [ 28, 29 ] can be applied to the structure. So 

far as the load-carrying capacity and the associated stress field of a struc-

ture at plastic collapse, are of interest, Hill's theory [ 30, 31 ] on rigid-

perfectly plastic structures may as well be applied. Analytical solutions 

have, however, been obtained only for some simpler problems and axi-symmetric 

problems. For practical complex structures such as shell roofs, approximate 

analytical solutions can only be obtained unless aurerical methods are 

utilized. Not only numerical solutions but also approximate analytical solu-

tions are useful for understanding the naturc of problems and for ready 

estimates of collapse loads. 

        The load-carrying capacity of an elastic-perfectly plastic frame 

depends certainly upon the cross-sectional properties of its members . In 

practice, the direct plastic design of a complex frame is of great interest 

as well as its analysis. If the load-carrying capacity is the sole design 

criterion and if minimization of the structural weight is the sole design 

objective function, then the Foulkes theory [ 32 ] of linear minimum weight 

design can be applied within the limitation of infinitesimal deformation as 

a crude first approximation. While the linear programming techniques are 

directly applicable to the problem, analytical solutions for regular rectan-

gular frames if obtained explicitly are useful for direct designs and for 

understanding the nature of linear minimum weight designs . More general and 

realistic methods of optimum design have received considerable attention 

during the last decade [ 33 j. Methods of synthesizing building frames still 

need to be developed further in more practical formulations . 

       For a ductile structure subjected to varying repeated loads due , for 
instance, to earthquake disturbances, the structural toughness and elastic-

plastic behavior under load or strain cycling need to be investigated. If 

the cyclic stress-strain relation is assumed , as a first approximation, to 
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 he of a perfectly-plastic type, the stress variations in framed structures 

including limit analysis and shakedown problems can he traced and investigated 

by applying Greenberg's theorem [ 31 ] with Prager's interpretatiOn in a 

stress space. Actual hysteretic stress-strain.curves of structural steels 

subjected to strain cycling are not of imperfectlY-plastic type arid in general 

not, similar to the respective virgin stressL-strain curves. The idealization 

to the perfect-plasticity for strain cycling:problems.will therefore be a 

rather crude first approximation. A bettey prediction of the structural tough-

ness of such a structure can only be made if axealistic hysteretic stress-

strain relirtion fitting experimental results better is derived and applied. 

The corresponding mom:-nt-eprvatnre relation will'in .general he rather compli-
cated and not convenient for application to the analysis of structural tough-

ness of a frame unless some simplification is considered by idealizing cross-

sectional properties the members. 

The equations of e.a.itihrium for a slender structure and its load-

carrying capacity may he greatly influenced by the changes of geometry which 

occurs heforc the theoretical load-carrying capacity is attained, it is now 

we that, the so-called PA-effect in a structural frame decreases the                                                                               

I oad-carrying capacity predicted by an infinitesimal deformation theory. 

whereas the membrane action developed in a loterally .loaded plate as the 

deflection is increased, acts in favor of the load-carrying behavior so far 

as in-plane displacements are restrained.along the houndary. It does not. 

appear, however, that the load-carrying behaviors of structural frames, plates 

and shells in the ranges of large deflection accompanying plastic deformation 

have been elarified well 

If the effect of changes of gc.oetry of a pi,riectly-plastic structure 
"suppresses" a load factor-deflect ion curve of 'the structure , elaslic-plas-

                               „ tic instability phenomenon will become of-great jmportancel 35 1, The load-

carrying capacity of such a structure may he defined by the maximum peak value 

of the load factor. lf, on the other hand, the effect Of geometrical non-

                        

, - 

linearity acts in favor of the load-carryim:, behavior of a.structfire, no maxi -

                                                                      mum peak value of the load factor appear,; NWT the load-carrying capacity may 

he said to increase as deflections are increased The load-carrying capacity 

of a structure in the finite deflection range,must therefore be described with 

respect to a state of deformation. The plastic strength analysis of structures 
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then necessarily  mewns the analysis of load-deflection behaviors, The present 

work will include not only methods of analysis of load-deflection behaviors in 

the plastic range within the infinitesimal deformation theory, but also methods 

of analysis of some combined materially and geometrically nonlinear problems 

and methods of designing framed structures based upon the plastic strengths. 

 4. SCOPE OF THE'PRESENT WORK 

        Table 1 shows a classification of the contents of the present work in 

 accordance with material properties, loading conditions, types of structures, 

 and magnitudes of deflection. Not only methods of limit analysis and design 

 of perfectly-plastic complex structures subjected to monotonic loadings, but 

also'methodS of rigid-plastic and elastic-plastic analysis of simpler structures 

 and structural elements involving various factors affecting plastic strengths 

 will be presented. Most of the chapters are respectively based upon the 

author*s papers which have been published previously. The remaining chapters 

 also contain some new results which have not been published as yet.

Table 1 CLASSIFICATION OF THE CONTENT 

  (Numbers indicate Chapter numbers)

STRUCTURE  BEAMS, COLUMNS $ FRAMES PLATES & SHELLS

MATERIAL

DEFLECTION SMALL LARGE SMALL LARGE

LOADING

PERFECTLY

PLASTIC

MONOTONIC

LOADING
2, 4 3 10, 11 12

VARIABLE

REPEATED

LOADING

5

STRAIN-

HARDENING

MONOTONIC
LOADING

6

13, 14

VARIABLE

REPEATED

LOADING

7, S, 9

9



       The pethods of strength analysis in the present work are based  upon 

two common underlying principles of approximation: ( 1 ) the sandwich ideali-

zation of cross-sections not only of beams and columns but also of plates and 

shells and ( 2 ) the piecewise approximations to yield conditions. 

        The idealization of an actual moment-curvature relation in the absence 

of axial force for a bar member to an elastic-perfectly plastic relation 

corresponds in essence to the idealization of an actual H-section to an equi-

valent sandwich section. It will be shown in Chapter 9 that the sandwich 

idealization is useful also in predicting cyclic load-deflection behaviors 

of H-beams subjected to alternating plastic bending. Trussed or latticed 

plate or shell roof structures may also be idealized, to a first approximation, 
to anisotropic sandwich plates and shells subjected to the Kirchhoff-Love 

assumption [ 36 ]. 

        The yield hypersurface Tor isotropic sandwich plates and shells obey-. , 
ing the von Mises yield criterion consists of two constituent quadratic 

hypersurfaces. The yield hypersurface for uniform isotropic shells obeying 

the Tresca yield criterion can be approximated very well by three pairs of 

quadratic hypersurfaces as will be shown in Chapter 10. The advantage of the 

piecewise approximations to the yield conditions lies in the fact that velocity 
equations can be uncoupled from the equations of equilibrium and that explicit 

general solutions can be obtained for the materially nonlinear problems. It 
will be shpwn'that this advantage remains available also for geometrically 

nonlinear problems of rigid-plastic shells. 

       Part I is concerned with methods of strength design and analysis of framed , 
structures. The problem of the linear minimum weight design is closely related 

to the problem of the simple plastic analysis in the sense that the latter can 

be regarded as a problem of restricted design in which a limit load factor and 

a set of fixed ratios between the members of a frame are both given, Several 

classes of general solutions are obtained for regular rectangular multi-story 

frames in Chapter 2 and for simply-supported and clamped Vierendeel frames in 

Chapter 4. An elaborated method in which both of the interaction yield 

condition and the effect of changes in geometry are taken into account will be 

proposed.in Chapter 3. 

While the assumption of the perfect plasticity simplifies load-deflection 

analyses and enables one to treat analytically regular frames consisting of a 
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 iarge number of bar members, it is not a good approairn:ition for problems of 

 structures subiected to variable repeated loading in thc: strain-hardening 

 range Methods of load-deflection analysis for linear a.' nonlinear strain- 

 hardeningbeams and forl,inear-sltrain--hardening columns will be developed in 
Chapters-6.-0 of. Part - I 1. 

Part.11I consisting of Chapters 10-l2.wi11 be concerncd with plastic 

analysis of--axi=symmetric and 'non-symmet>aic shells. Practically useful appro-
 ximate yiefd conditions are proposed in Chapter 10 for Axi-symmetric problems 

and'in Chapter-11 for non-Symmetric sandwich shells. It is shown in Chapter 12 

 that the velocity equations for finite deflection analysis are also uncoupled 

 from the equations of equilibrium' and hence that general solutions can be 

.lt^tar~ed i^ slmple closed . forms., . 
Two fundamental problems of numerical analysis of-materially and/or 

 geotn-Arically nonlinear problems will be discussed in Chapters.13 and 14. 
 It is shown in Chapter 13 that the discretization errors can be considerably 

 reduced by using a higher-order finite difference boundary equations.: ,The 

 elastic-plastic stiffness matrix for a sandwich shell element is derived in 

Chapter 14 and its application to combined nonlinear problems will he briefly 

 described.
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                           CHAPTER 2 

                THE MINIMUM WEIGHT DESIGN OF A CLASS 

                OF TALL MULTI-STORY FRAMES SUBJECTED 

 * 

                    TO LARGE LATERAL FORCES 

  1. Introduction 

        The minimum weight design of a broad class of tall multi-story frames 

subjected to a class of lateral loads which are large compared to the vertical 

loads on the beams is obtained in this chapter. A frame considered here consists 

of horizontal beams and vertical columns with uniform cross-sections between 

joints. Each joint is rigid enough to transmit the fully plastic moment of any 
member framing into it. The problem of minimum weight design may be  stated as 

follows: Given the center line dimensions of a frame and a set of static loads 

acting on it as shown in Fig.l, what fully plastic moments should be assigned to 

the members in order that the loads may be just sustained and the material con-

sumption is a minimum ? 

       This problem has been investigated in a more general form by Heyman [1], 

Foulkes [2], [3], Livesley [4], Heyman and Prager [5], Stone [6], Kalker [7], 

Tanaka [8], and Prager [9]- The principal difficulty appears to consist in the 

discrepancy between the structural complexity and the size of the corresponding 

linear programming problems stemming from the very large number of inactive 

constraints. Even with Heyman's and Prager's method [5], Kalker's program [7] 

for an IBM 704 Computer can solve, in effect, a 6-story 8-bay frame. It has not 

been shown how powerful and convenient Tanaka's method is for multi-story frames, 

compared to the former. Although these computational methods based upon the 

linear programming technique are quite general and automatic, they furnish a 

solution, problem by problem, numerically. The general qualitative features of 

the minimum weight designs can then hardly be studied for practical multi-story 

frames. Furthermore, in view of the approximate nature of the linear minimum 

weight design theory and the flatness of the permissible region, the exact 

solution of a problem may not have to be obtained for practical purposes with so 

much computational labor- Calladine [10] has studied the minimum weight design

*This chapter is based upon the author's papers, "Minimum Weight Design of 

a Class of Tall Multi-story Frames Subjected to Large Lateral Forces,I,II" 
Trans. A.I.J., No.118(Dec.1965) and No.119(Jan.1966). The papers were 

presented at the 15th National Congress for Applied Mechanics in 1965. 
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of an isolated story of a frame with equal spans. This special case appears to 

have  revealed some interesting features of the minimum weight designs to a certain 

degree. 

       The purpose of this chapter is to establish in an extremely simple and 

explicit form the minimum weight design of a broad class of tall multi-story 

franes subjected to sufficiently large shear resultants compared to vertical 

loads. In view of the fact that the magnitude of vertical loads on beams hardly 

change from the topmost story through the first story, whereas lateral loads be-

ing accumulated downward, the proposed design may readily be modified for the 

case of comparatively large vertical loads in the upper stories, resulting in a 

good Upper bound on the minimum weight. This will be illustrated by a numerical 
example. 

        The present minimum weight design should not, however, be adopted as a 

practically desirable design without the following modification for the effect 
of axial forces in twofold. First, the effect of axial forces in columns must 

be taken into account in the corresponding yield conditions. A practical way of 

augmenting the column sections will be illustrated in chapter 3. Secondly, the 

design must be modified for the additional moments induced by the presence of 

large axial forces in columns and large elastic-plastic deformation at the ulti-

mate state of the frame. In view of the so-called Rankine formula [11], the 

present rigid-plastic collapse load design plays an important role as a funda-
mental design in establishing the real ultimate strength design [1S]. 

        Besides the customary assumptions made in the plastic analysis of structures, 

the-following additional assumptions are made in this paper. (1) A designer 

has at his disposal the continuous spectrum of structural cross-sections available 

commercially. (2) The weight of a frame is estimated by a linearized weight 

function [9]. 

  2. Frame moments and equilibrium equations 

       Since a frame acted upon by a set of sufficiently large lateral forces is 

considered here, it may be assumed that the equal extreme values of the bending 

moment in a member occur at its ends and any other section of the member may 

attain this extreme value. For the sake of simplicity, we replace here all the 

vertical loads on a beam by a single concentrated load acting upon its midspan 

[12]. The potentially critical sections of the beam are then its two ends and 
midspan. It should be observed that the collapse mechanisms in Foulkes'exhaustive 

study [4] on a portal frame must be a prototype of a more general mechanism for 
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a multi-story frame. The minimum weight design of internal bays of an isolated 

story studied by Calladine [10] must also be a special prototype which serves to 

suggest us a more general approach. It seems quite natural then to ask if the 

extreme state can exist where plastic hinges have formed at all the end sections 

of the members of a frame at collapse as shown in Fig.2. Some more hinges may 

 form at some of the midspans of beams. This is the starting point of the present 

study. This approach is supported by the fact that, since a minimum weight de-

sign is in general represented by a vertex of a convex permissible region, it 

is a reasonable short cut toward the minimum weight design of the present class 

of frames, to minimize the weight with respect to a limited number of appropriate 

vertices and then to check if the corresponding mechanism satisfies the Foulkes' 

mechanism condition [3]. 

        Let us consider an f-story s-bay frame. The symbols are defined in 

Fig.l. At such an extremely deteriorated state as mentioned above, all the end 

sections attain their fully plastic moments and hence the number of unknown end 

moments is equal to that of members if appropriate plus and minus signs are used. 

It is assumed here that the direction of the shear resultant in a story is al-

ways the same as that in the topmost story. Since under the above assumption the 

concentrated load on a beam merely determines the bending moment at its midspan, 

we shall first concentrate our attention to the lateral forces only. In view of 

the moment diagram in the elastic range, an appropriate choice of plus or minus 

signs may readily be made as shown in Fig.3 and we may assume the corresponding 

plastic hinge rotations as shown in Fig.2. The f(s+2) equations of equilibrium 
however, do not in general suffice to determine f(2s+1) plastic moments uniquely 

except when s=1. The degree of redundancy is therefore f(s-1). Instead of deal-

ing with f(2s+1) plastic moments, it seems convenient to define a " frame mo-

ment "- In view of the linearity of the equations of equilibrium in terms of 

the plastic moments without any slope-continuity requirements, we may split or 

decompose the moment diagram at collapse into fs constituent elementary diagrams 

for the fs rectangles as shown in Fig.4., and regard the original moment diagram 

as the composite consisting of these elementary diagrams. It is noted that if 

the lower ends of the first story columns are all fixed, imaginary ground floor-

beams may be supposed to exist for the frame moments of the first story rectan-

gles. Each elementary moment distribution is such that moment equilibrium is 
maintained at the four corners with the same absolute value in the manner shown 

in Fig.4. Such an elementary moment diagram is therefore completely defined by 
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this equal corner moment,  whidil will be called a " frame moment""- The positive 

frame moment is defined as the one corresponding to the shear which has the same 

direction as that of the shear resultant in the story. The frame moments illus-

trated iv Fig:,4 are,,positive when the shear resultant in a story is directed 

from left to right. Let M. denote the frame moment of the k-th rectangle from 

the left in the j-th story The k-th beam and ddVuYfd'"'fr iri"'tlie left in the j-th 

story will be called (j, k) -beam and (j, k) -column, respectively. Let B
ej, k and 

~,kdenote the plastic moments of the (j,k)-beam and (j,k)-column, respectively. 
It is noted that the subscript k in Cj

,kshould run from 1 through s+1 since 
there are s+1 columns in a story.. The plastic moments of any beams and columns 

may be expressed in terms of these frame moments as follows.

    B.=M+M.B=M      ~,k~j,ka+1,kf,kf,k1 
   C.M.C.= M+ M.C.-= M.(1)        ~

, 1j, 1'~,k~j,k-1~,k'~,s+1i, s 

(j=1,2, ,f; k=1,2, ,^) 

       If there are ground floor beams, Bo
~k = Ml,k. The equations of equilibrium 

for the assumed moment diagram are given by 

       B f
~ ' = Cf, 1'Bfk-1+ Bf~k= Cf,k'Bf~s= C f, s+1 

       B~, j, l + Cej+l, l' Bj, k-1 + Bi, k = Cj, k + CJ+l, k' 
                                                    (2) 

        B. = C
ej,s+1 + C,j+1,s+1 

(j=1,2,3, ..... ,f-l; 

for the f(s+1) joints and are satisfied identically by these frame moments. 

Therefore we may only have to ..write'down just one equation of sway equilibrium 

for each story In other words, f conditions of sway equilibrium for the fs 

unknown frame moments leave f(s-1) degreeS'of redundancy as a whole. This re-

duction of the number of unknowns from f(2s+1) to fs is one of the advantages 

of introducing the frame moments. The f equations of sway equilibrium may be 

written as 
sf 

   4
kE1M.E Pit7=1s2,.f)(3)                      2=~j 

where Pi is the lateral load applied at,the i-th`'story beam'l'vel. 

        Some inequality constraints must be imposed upon the frame moments. 

The principal assumption in defining the frame moments has been the one that 

plastic hinges have formet at all the-end sections of the members, no othere 
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sections having violated the yield conditions. This assumption remains satis-

fied even if comparatively small vertical loads are applied together with the 

lateral loads. If the simple-beam bending moment diagrams are superposed on the 

assumed diagram in Fig.2, the resulting moment at any section of a member should 

not exceed the plastic moment of the member. Conversely  therefore, for a specific 

set of vertical loads, there must exist the limiting smallest value to which the 

plastic moment of a beam may be decreased in order to achieve the minimum weight. 

Let V. denote the concentrated load acting upon the midspan of the (j,k)-beam, J
,k 

Then the minimum values of the plastic moment of the (j,k)-beam may be obtained 

as follows 

Bf k Mf
,k (1/4)Vf,klk                                                       (4

a) 
     B.kAL+1 ,k ~(1/4)j,klk 

       As far as B.andC.kare all non-negative, M.kdoes not necessarily 

have to be non-negative. But it is assumed that the minimum weight design 

satisfies the condition 

 Mk>O(4b) 

       Then the problem of minimization may readily be dealt with by means of 

the standard techniques of linear programming parametrically [16]. 

  3. The minimum weight design 

       Any moment distribution represented by a set of M. satisfying (3) and 
                                                 j, k 

(4) provides us with a conq lete solution since it satisfies all the equilibrium 

equations, does not violate any yield conditions and corresponds to an overcom-

plete collapse mechanism. Let D denote the set of all the designs satisfying 

(3) and (4). Let D denote the set of all the possible designs including D and 

those designs which do not correspond to the present particular overcomplete 

collapse mechanisms. The minimum weight design may be established in the follow= 

ing two steps of a semi-inverse method. 

   (I) Assuming that the minimum weight design Dmin in D also gives the mini-

     mum weight among all the designs in D, the weight is minimized subject to 

     the constraints (3) and (4) by means of linear programming. 

(II) It is then proved that the overcomplete collapse mechanism correspond-

     ing to D in indeed satisfies Foulkes' mechanism condition for the class 

     of frames of practical interest. This proof justifies the above assump-

     tion (I) since Dmin then satisfies all the necessary and sufficient con-
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      dition for the minimum weight design [3]. 

 The ,linearized weight function [3], [9] may be written as 

      f s+l s f 
       G= gr E h. E C. + E Z E B. 

j=1 k=1"- k=l k,j=1k 

        rE 2hE M. + E Z { M +2E M}~II(5) 

               j 

         - g
L~=1k=1,a,k k=1 k l,k.=2j,kJ 

where g is a proportionality constant. The problem is to minimize G given by 

(5) subject to the constraints (3) and (4). The first step of linear program-

ming.is to convert the inequalities (4a) into equivalent equalities by intro-

ducing fs slack variables x. 
                            ,~, kas follows. 

Mf
,k - xf= (1/4)Vf,kZk                                                   (6) 

M,k+M.xi,k(1/4)V.x.xj,k>G 
        There are now fa+f constraints in 2fs non-negative variables. In order 

to choose fs+f basic variables appropriately, it is helpful to consider the 

geometrical sigMficance of the constraints (3) and (4) in a frame moment space 

of fs-dimensions whose cartesian coodinates are Mj,k_ The constraints (3) de-
fine a f(s-1)-dimensional intellvection of f hyperplanes in the fs-space. Only 

that part of the intersection which satisfies all the constraints in (4) is the 

permissible convex region. A vertex of this permissible region may be defined 

by a set of f(s-1) equalities in (4a), provided that (4b) are also satisfied. 

It is noted that for a specific value of k, the f frame moments Mikmay be 
uniquely determined by the f simultaneous equalities for M.

a,kin (4a). In other 
words, the fs equalities in (4a) may be subdivided into s sets of those f equal-

ities. We may then choose any (s-1) out of the s sets to define a vertex. The 

weight function (5) represents a family of hyperplanes in this fs-space for 

various values of G. The minimum weight design is represented by the point or 

points of tangency when the weight hyperplane is tangent to the permissible region. 

With the help of this geometrical consideration, xi
,k (km) may be chosen as the 

f(s-1) non-basic variables where the subscript m is defined by 

s 1 = Min.{Z}       m
k=1k 
       The subscript msatisfying this condition may not in general be unique. 

Let N denote the set of all the subscripts corresponding to the minimum beam 

length. Then any subscript rEN may be chosen as the subscript m. The basic 

variables M. and xjmay readily be expressed in terms of the f(s-1) non- 
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sic variables as follows. 

 Mf
,k = (l/4)VfZk + xf,k 

Mf-1,k-(1/4) (Vf_l,k - Vf,,k)Zk + xf-1,k - xf,k 

     M. = (1/4)Zk{j,kV.+ ...+ (-1)f-jVf,k} + xe,kJ+l5k +.... 
...+ (-1)f-ixf

,k(7) 

            (1/4)h,E P. - E (1/4)Zk{v,;k -+l ,k+....+(-1)f-avf,k} 
                Z-~krn 

          kEm{x~,k- x+(-1)f-`~xf} 
s xf

,m = (1/4)h,TTPf - (1/4)EZkVf,k - E xf,k               k=1 
fk,/ms 

x,j,m = (1/4)h4 EjP. + (1/4)ha+1jPk                                   (1/4)E1ZkV . kkx4,k 

     The corresponding basic solution may immediately be obtained if we set 

,k=0. The basic solution is feasible if the following conditions are all sat-
Lied. 

     j,k - Vj+1,k +.. .+ (.1)f-iVffk?0 

     h. E P. - E Z {V. - V. ;+.....+_1)f jV}Z0 
     i=`kr~k a,k j+1,k(f,k 

sffs 
     h ,pp - E 1k1>0,h. E Pi+h~+1EP.- E ZkV, k~0(8) 

     Jfk=1f,k`~i=j2-j +1 k=1 

     In many practical problems where V.
, kdoes not increase radically down-                            Vi                                                                          ,k 
 compared to the downward increase in the shear resultant, it may readily 

 found that if these conditions are satisfied at the topmost story, they will 

1 general be satisfied at any other story For instance, if V
ti,k-Vk for all j, 

3a) is always satisfied and the remaining three conditions may be satisfied if 

f s 
    h~E P. > E ZkVk 

i=j k=1 

1ly those cases in which the conditions ( 8 ) are all satisfied, will be 

)nsidered in the following. If equations ( 7 ) are substituted into the 

(pression ( 5 ), the following expression of G may be derived: 
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      G =  g  E (1/2)h. E Pi+ Zm{(1/4)hl .E Pi+ (1/2) E h~iE P.     J --1i=1e=2= 

                      + E (Z7,-Zm) E{(1/4)V,kZk+ xjsk}(9)                    k#m,j=1 

       If m is the only subscript which indicates the minimum beam length, 

then Zk
m> 0 for all k#m. Then the basic solution obtained above by setting 

xj
,k=0(k#m) in (7) is the unique minimal solution. If on the other hand, N 

contains more than one element, then Zk-Z
m=O for k e N and Zk-Zm>0 for k li N. 

In this case the coefficients of x.
, k(k EN) become zeros. Hence the minimal                            ~ 

basic solution obtained by setting xj
,k=0 (k#m) in (7) is not unique and x.sm                                                        ~ 

may be exchanged with any other xj
,r, r e N, giving the same minimum weight. 

Any linear combination of these minimal solutions will also provide a minimum 

weight design. In the case where N contains the sole element m, the corre-

sponding plastic moments may readily be obtained from equations (1). 

s 

       B.= (1/4) ZkV.                 j,k(k),B,,~m(1/4)hJpfk(1/4) ZkVf,km 
ff s 

      Bj,m(1/4)hJE P. + (1/4)h.1E P. - E (1/4)Zk V,k           z-„i=+1 k#m 

       Cj
,k(1/4)1k E (-1)t-1Vt,k + (1/4)Zk+1E (-1)t-~jVt,k+1     t=t=j

(10) 
(k#1, m-1, m, s+1) 

fs f t -~j        C .(1/4)h.E P.- (1/4) E ZkE (-1)Vt
,k(n=m-1, m; m#1, s)             z-ik#n,t=j 

k#n+1 

       C.e= (1/4) ZeE (-1)t-,jVt
, e (e=1, s+l)                    t=j 

        Similar expressions may be obtained for the case m=1 or m=s. It is worth 

noticing that the f(s-1) beams with length 1k's (k#m) are to be designed to carry 

vertical loads in their respective spans and that the corresponding bays contri-
bute little to supporting the lateral shear. The bay with the minimum beam lengt} 

Zm' on the other hand, must then be designed to carry the remaining part of the 

lateral shear in each story. It should also be pointed out that in certain cases 

the present solution results in columns of zero plastic moments. This theoretica] 

solution is a necessary consequence under the present assumption but appears un-< 

practical. Although the columns may be augmented by taking into account the 
effect of axial forces as will be shown in Chapter 3, a more practical design may 
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 also be obtained by imposing further restrictions on the plastic moments. Such 
 a special class of minimum weight designs will be discussed later. 

       Foulkes' mechanism condition must be satisfied in Step (II) Since the 

present problem involves  f(2s+1) independent variables g, and ~ a minimal 
design can always be found which has f(2s+1) alternative collapse mechanisms. 
It is noted, in view of the solution obtained above, that since at least f(s-1) 
midspans attain their fully plastic moments, plastic hinges may form not only 
at their end sections but also their midspans. Hence there are f(s-1) indepen-
dent hinge rotations at the f(s-1) midspans as shown in Fig.5c. There are f(s+1) 
independent joint rotations and f different sway mechanisms. The total number 
is equal to f(2s+1). Foulkes' mechanism condition may be stated as follows: 

       A mechanism must be found by an appropriate combination of these alter-
       native mechanisms such that, for every beam and column, 1 Hinge rotations 

       in (j,k)-beam ( or (j,k)-column ) = a constant times the length of 
(j,k)-beam ( or (j,k)-column ), respectively.[ A ]. 

        It should be observed that all the (j,k)-columns with a fixed number j 
in the j-th story have the same length hj. Hence the condition [A] may be sat- 
isfied between all the (j,k)-columns in the j-th story if the same hinge rota-
tions 6 appear through all the upper and lower end sections of the j-th story 
columns as shown in Fig.5a. Then fs ratios between f(s+1) sums of hinge rota -
tions in the columns satisfy the condition [A], leaving only f different sums 
for further study. In a similar manner, the condition [A] may be satisfied be-
tween all the (j,m)-beams (m EN) if the same hinge rotations th due to joint ro-
tations and sways appear through all the (j,m)-beams as shown in Fig.5b. Since 
Zk>lm, it is apparent that some more hinge rotations will be required to occur 
in (j,k)-beam (k0 N) As has been pointed out, a plastic hinge may appear at 
the midspan of any (j,k)-beam (k ON). Hence we may consider the collapse mech-
anism shown in Fig.5c where the same hinge rotations 2$

k occurethrough all the hinges at the midspans of (j,k)-beams with a fixed subscript k (k ON) A simi-
lar mechanism may be considered for every different kO N. Then the (f-1)s rati-
os between fs sums of hinge rotations in beams satisfy the condition [A], leav-
ing s different sums for further study . It is now shown that the condition [A] 
may be satisfied by a mechanism formed by an appropriate linear combinatio n of 
these f+s different mechanisms. Fig.Sd shows the resulting overcomplete mechanism. 
The sums of hinge rotations for the members may be tabulated as shown in Table 1. 

      The condition [A] may be satisfied if the angles of rotations are deter-
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Table 1

Member
Plastic

moment
Length

Subscripts

j k

Sum of hinge
rotations

 (j,m)-beam 

(j,k)--beam 
(j,k)-column 
(/,k)-column

Bf,,„ 

B;,k 

Cj,k 

Cl.,,

1. 

1k 

h3 

h,

1,2 

1,2 

2,3 

1

,f 
  •~f

3

m 

1,2,•••,m-1, 

1,2,•••,s+1 

1,2,•••,s+1

m+1,• ,s

2y.. 

2*,+2Oh 

2Bj 

20,+-.r,

TABLE2

Member Plastic
moment

Length Subscripts
j;  k

Sum of hinge
rotations

 (1  , m)-beam 
(1,k)-beam 
(j, m)-beam 
(j,k)-beam 
(1,k)-column 

(2,k)-column 
(j,k)-column

B,,m 

B1,k 

Bi,m 

Bi,k 

C,,k 

Ca, k 

Ci,k

!m 

1k 

1m 

1k 

h, 

ha 

h

2,•, f; 
2, ,f; 

3,—; f;

k

k 711 

1,2,•••,s+1 

1,2,•••,s+1 

1,2,•••,s+i

2±2V', 

20k+2V., 

211r+2Va 

2

.4k+2(*.+11/2) 
7' 1 

2 Ba++/ra 
2e

---r

TABLE 3

Member
Plastic

moment
Length  Sum of hinge

rotations

Beam 

Internal column

External column

 B; 
C; 
C, 

C. 
C,

L 

(s-1)h, 

2h; 

2h,

2s*, 

2(s-1)B; 

(s-1)(26,+*,) 

40; 

48+21/t,

TABLE 4

Member
Plastic

moment Length
Sum of hinge

rotations

Beam

Internal column

 Lxternal column

Bi 

B1 
Ci 

C2 
C, 
Ci 
C2 

Cl

L 

L 

(s —1)h 

(s-1)h2 

(s-1)h, 

2121 

2 h2 

2 h,

2s(l',+* ) 

2s*,+2s r, 

2(s —1)0; 

(s-1) (lb'2+2 02) 

(s-1)+P, 

20 Of 

2 *2+4 02 

2*,
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mined as follows. 

      $1 = .(1/2)Zm0, $k = (1/2) (Zk 1m)0, 0. = (l/2)hj0,  ' (11) 

      01 =  (1/2)(121-lm/2)0 

where 0 is a positive constant. 

       Since *1 >$k ZO and 01>0 by assumption, the condition [A] can be sat- 

isfied by those'frames which satisfy 

   21
m>1>-1mand 2h1>1m. (12) 

       Thus it has been shown that the design defined by egs.(10) for the frames 

satisfying the restrictions (12)", indeed satisfy the three necessary and suf- 

ficient conditions for the minimum weight design. The minimum weight design 

for those frames which violate the latter of the restrictions (12) may be ob-

tained by modifying the first story members of the present design. 

  4. A class of the minimum weight designs of the frames such that 2h1<lm' 

        In view of-the fact that the Foulkes' mechanism condition has been vi-

olated only in the first story columns and that ;1i is large enough to eliminate 

' 01, it seems appropriate to modify the previous !:.ec1anis::, as shown in Fig.6, 

where 01 does not appear. (0., j;>2 are not shown in Fig.6) The pattern of 

the mechanism shown in Fig.5 (d) is now considered only for that part of the 

frame which excludes the first story columns. The equal angle of rotation in 

the plastic hinges formed at all the lower end sections of the second story columns 

will be denoted by *2. The equal angle of rotation of all the joints except the 

first story joints is equal to *1+*2. Corresponding to these modifications, a 

collapse mechanism of beam type will be necessary for the first story beam with 

the minimum span length Zm_ This angle of rotation is denoted by $m. The sums 
of hinge rotations for the members of the frame may be tabulated as shown in 

Table 2. 

       The condition [A] may be satisfied if the angles of rotations are deter-

mined as follows. 

11,1 = h10,*2 = (1
m/2-h1)0, 

$m = (1m/2-110 0, k = (1k/2-h1)0, $k = (1/2)(1k-1,n).0, 
          = (h./2)0, 02 = (l/2) (h1+11`-l

m/2)0. 0j 

        Since all the angles of hinge rotation must be non-negative, the-condition 

[A] can be satisfied by the frames.with those span lengths and story heights which 

satisfy 

      2Z
m>Zk>lm,4hl>Zk,2(h1+h2),4hl>lm>2h1.(13) 
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       Corresponding to this modified  overcomplete collapse mechanism, the de-

sigp must be modified as follows. First, the general procedure of the previous-

section may be applied only to that part of the frame which excludes the first 

story beams and columns. Secondly, all the first story beams shall be so de-

signed as to collapse under the vertical loads with plastic hinges formed at 

their midspans and both ends. Thirdly, the first story columns may be designed 

almost in any manner to carry the shear resultant so far as the assigned plastic 

moment of each column exceeds the moment at its top end in conformity with the 

direction of the hinge rotation. This is due to the fact that the first story 

columns have the same length and that the weight function is linear 

        For a frame of single span, the frame moments are uniquely determined 

only by (3) and the solution for this case will be included in Sec.2.6. 

        The regions of l
m and for which the minimum weight designs have been 

obtained, may be represented as Fig.8. The region R1 is defined,by the restric-

tion (12), whereas R2 by (13). In view of the restrictions in terms of hl and 

h2, at may be well expected that a similar modification may be extended to the 

remaining region of Zk> Z
m >0 . 

5.-Frames with equal span length. 

       Consider a special class of frames such that Zk= Z for all k. The linear-

ized weight function (5) may then be written as 

   f ssf s 
       G = g[E 2h.(F.Mj

~k) + Z( E Ml~y)+2ZE ( EJ~k)](14a)        j=1 k=1k=1 j=2 k=1 

       Substitution of (3) into (14a) furnishes 

f ff f f 
       G = g[ E (1/2)h.2 E P. + (1/4)1h E P. + (1/2) 1 E %z . E P.] (14b) 

j=1 i=j 21i=1..4._j 

In order words, the weight is uniquely determined only by (3), without 

regard to the other constraints (4) This implies the following geometrical 

significance. The weight hyperpin is paralic r•) ti," intersection of j' hy-

perplanes defined by (3) The constraints (4) truncate this intersection. G 

achieves the minimum weight when it coincides with this inersection bounded by 

(4) Unless this bounded intersection is a point, any puint therein represents 

a minimum weight design. Even though , is unique, theme rxist ,in y` minimum 

weight designs. The corresponding overcomplete collapse mode need of include 

the beam type mechanism such as shown in Fig.5c. The Foul}s.es cechanism condition 

.may readily be examined for both of the case 2/21;>/ and th, case 2h1<Z. Included 

in this class of designs is the special case where 
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       M. Mfor all k with the same  j, 

satisfying all the constraints (4). This-is a design such that all the beams 

and all the internal columns in a story have the same plastic moments, respec-

tively and that the two external columns in a story have half the plastic moment 

of the internal columns in the story. 

  6. Frames such that  Ai. k=~for all k with the same j. 
- The -aforementioned simple example leads us to the special class of de-

signs for the case of unequal span lengths such that 

    M.afor all k with the same j(15) 
This implies that all the beams in a story have to be assigned the same plastic-

momennt and altogether form a large total span with the length defined by 

L = E 1k'and that, in view of eqs. (1), the plastic moment of an internal col- 

umnkin a story must be twice as large as that of the external columns in the 
story. In view of (15), the equations of sway equilibrium (3) may be written 

asf 

  M. = (h./4s) E Pi(16) 
i=j 
       Substitution of eq. (16) into the weight function (5) provides 

f ff f f 
      G = g[(1/2) E h.2 E P. + (L/2s)h1E Pi+ 2 E hjE P.] 

J=1 i=j2=1 j=2i=j 

       Thus G is uniquely determined only by eq. (16) as far as the constraints 

(4) are all satisfied. The corresponding plastic moments are given by 
f f 

B. = (1/40(h 
j+hj+li=j+1Pi) 

    C. = (1/2s)h.E P.= (1/4s)hE P(17) 
    t7e~i=jjji= j 

where B. C. denote the plastic moments of the j-th story beam, internal 

column and external column, respectively. 

        Since there are only three different plastic moments in a story, the 3 

f sums of hinge rotations for the 3 f spans must satisfy the Foulkes mechanism 

condition. These sums are tabulated in TABLE 3. 

       The Foulkes condition can be satisfied if we determine *1 and 8j as 

follows. 

*1 = (L/2s)0, 8j =((1/2)hj0, 81 = (h1/2-L/4s)0(18) 

       In view of the limiting value of 81, the present design gives the minimum 

weight for the frames satisfying 

 2h1~L/s(19) 
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       This condition corresponds to the previous limitation (12). A slight 

modification is necessary for those frames in which the restriction (19) is vi-

olated. The same technique as in Section 4. may be employed again to obtain 

the modified mechanism shown in Fig.7. The symbols similar to those used in 

Fig.6 are employed here in Fig.7. Each first story beam carries a different 

vertical load and has the limiting smallest value to which its plastic moment 

may be reduced in order to achieve the minimum weight. Now that all the first 

story beams are to be assigned the same plastic moment here, the actual limita-

tion is given by the largest value among all  these limiting smallest values. 

As soon as the plastic moment of the first story beam is reduced to this largest 

value, there exists at least one beam at whose midspan a plastic hinge may form. 

Let s be the number of beams of the first story at whose midspans plastic hinges 

may form. Let this angle of hinge rotation be 2 41. The sums of hinge rotations 

of the members may then be tabulated as in Table 4. 

        In order that the Foulkes condition be satisfied, 4'1,11)2,41 and 0, must 

be given by 

       41 = h10, 42(L/23-h1)0, 41 = (1/5)(L/2-sh1)0, 

9. = (1/2)h.0, 02 = (1/2)(1/11-h2-L/28)0.(20) 

        All the hinge rotations are non-negative for the frames satisfying the 

conditions 

2(h1+h2)>L/s>2h1s 2(s+s)h1/s>L/s(21) 

       These are the restrictions corresponding to (13) 

  7. Example:30-story frame of 2 bays. 

       A 30-story frame of two bays with equal span length carrying equal ver-

tical loads shown in Fig.9b is designed for the lateral forces distributed as 

shown in Fig.9a, where the base shear coefficient is 0 .10. The plastic moments 

obtained from the general solution (17) are tabulated in Fig .9. The numbers 

with asterisks in the plastic moments indicate the modified design of the top -

most story members by means of plasti- moment distribution . In order to restrict 

the modification as locally as possib'e, plastic moment distribution has been 

carried out under the constraint that the lower end section of the internal col-

umn of the topmost story is to be assigned the plastic moment twice as much as 

that of an external column. 

  8. Concluding remarks. 

       The minimum weight design of a broad class of tall multi-story frames of 
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ractical interest in an extremely simple and explicit form has been established 

n this chapter. The theoretical solution serves to clarify the general  features 

f the minimum weight designs of regular multi-story frames subjected to compar- 

tively large lateral shear. It should be remarked that all the beams except 

hose with the minimum span length are designed to carry the vertical loads in 

heir respective spans, and that the corresponding bays contribute little to 

upporting the lateral shear. The bays with the minimum span length must then 

e designed to carry the remaining part of the lateral shear resultant. This 

esult appears to suggest, from economic point of view, the use of shear walls 

^.bracings. It is however noted that in certain cases the present solution 

esults in columns of zero plastic moments. Even if the columns are to be aug-

ented by taking into account the effect of axial forces, this theoretical so-

ution may in some cases appear to be unpractical in view of the elastic-plastic 

nstability just prior to collapse. Hence several special classes of restricted 

esigns have been obtained. 

      The present design must next be modified for the effect of axial forces 

ithin the simple plastic theory The simple plastic design so constructed must 

hen be augmented against the effect of additional moments induced by the large 

lastic-plastic deformation under the presence of large axial forces. Then the 

ltimate strength design within the second order theory may be established. 

his approach which has been suggested by the present author in Ref.[15] will 

e presented in the next chapter and appears to be practically useful in its 

implicity and directness. 
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                             CHAPTER 3 

          OVERALL STRENGTH AND  TOUGHNESS OF MULTISTORY FRAMES 

                        AS DISIGN CRITERIA* 

1. INTRODUCTION 

       The method of linear minimum weight design in the preceding chapter 

is a simple but extremely idealized first approximation to more realistic 

.plastic design methods. The quantitative results may be useful only if 

proper modifications are made for various factors to be taken into account 

in a realistic design. In plastic design methods it is usual that a plane 

frame is required to carry more than one set of design ultimate loads. For 

the overall strength safety of a plane frame designed by the linear minimum 

weight solutions, not only the interaction conditions in terms of bending 

moment and  axial force but also the effect of geometry changes must be taken 

into account. A realistic method of design may be said to be a method of deter ,-

mining element sizes in a cost minimization process under practical constraints. 

        In previous investigations on practical design methods of a plane 

multistory frame or building frame, it appears that, the stronger the 

emphasis on the cost-minimization procedure is, the less precise the method 

of strength-safety analysis is [1] and that, in design methods whose primary 

concern is the realistic ultimate strength of a frame, the cost-minimization 

procedure becomes of a secondary concern [2,3,4]. The recent paper [5] by 
Holmes and Sinclair-Jones appears to have made an effort to incorporate both 

phases in a direct method which does not depend on the use of a computer 
analysis., 

       In the present chapter, the basic idea of a design method based upon 

the overall load-deflection curves and the overall structural toughness 

concept is described. The third phase of the present method makes full use 

of the overall load-deflection curves obtained by the well-known stiffness

* The basic idea of the successive modification proposed in this chapter 

  was presented in "An Approach to the Last Hinge Point Design of Tall 
  Multi-story Frames" Proc. Symposium on External Forces and Structural 

  Design of Long-span and High-rise Structures, held in Nov.1964, Japan 
  Society for Promotion of Sciences, Tokyo, Sept.1965, pp169-179. 

  The method of successive modification was originally proposed with res-

  pect to the Zast hinge point displacement for which a method of estima-
  tion without a large-capacity computer was available. 
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matrix method. The significance of overall load-deflection analysis for 

design purpose lies in the following  points:(1) An overall load-deflection 

curve represents the variation of the overall stiffness, the elastic-plastic 

stability limit, the unstable behavior after the stability limit;(2) If an 

appropriate second-order member stiffness matrices are used, all the possi-

bilities of any local failure of subassemblages can be detected;(3) If the 

displacement axis is properly scaled as will be explained later, the overall 

energy absorption in a frame can be visualized as the area under the modified 

load-deflection curve;(4) When the second-order elastic-plastic-hinge stiff-

ness matrices are used, all the angles of hinge rotations can be obtained as 

one of the computer outputs and therefore checked if they are all within 

their respective allowable limits of the equivalent member end rotations; 

and if a more elaborate member stiffness matrix is constructed, plastic 

strains can be evaluated. Attention is confined here only to the overall 

strength and toughness aspects of structural design. Although a practical 

design must satisfy various requirements due to architectural considerations 

and must be in conformity with legal design and analysis requirements, the 

present chapter is concerned only with an idealized bare frame consisting 
of idealized members without local out-of-plane member instability. 

2. THE DESIGN PROBLEM AND OVERALL LOAD-DEFLECTION CURVES 

       The problem of ultimate strength design of a frame is usually 

defined in terms of several sets of design ultimate loads and the respective-

ly corresponding sets of working loads. It has been customary to denote 

the states of dead, live, earthquake, snow and wind loadings symbolically 

by G, P, K, S and W, respectively. The same notation will be used here to 

represent symbolically the sets of loads. A symbol swill be used for 

denoting a set of combined loads. One of the simplest choices of the sets 

of design loadsmay be summarized as follows. 

       For strength designFor deflection check 

LGP AG G 0) PI                                L: G® P 

LK G ®+P© XKK LS : G (1)P Q K 

LW : G 0P© X W LS : G E+ P© W
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where  X with a subscript denotes a load factor and where  L and LS denote sets 

of Combined loads. The simplest.problem of ultimate strength design may be 

stated as follows: Given the centerline dimensions of a-regular rectangular 

frarie B, the three sets of design ultimate loads LGP, LK and LW and the.three 

sets of service Zoads,determine the cross-sections of the members of B so 

as to he able to support L';,LKand LW -to minimize the cost ofB under 
the constraints due to architectural considerations and structural detail 
requirements and to be able to remain clastic Jice only to LSP 
LK and LWwith a sufficient overall stiffness which precludes undesirable 

excessive deflections. 

       The design procedure for a plane multistory frame subjected to a 

single set of loads will be described first in Section 3. The procedure 

will then be modified for a problem involving two load factors. A procedure 

of dealing with a building frame consisting of regular rectangular parallel 

frames will then be outlined in Sec.5. 

       While the interaction effect of axial forces can be taken into 

account without difficulty as will be stated in Sec.3, the well-known pA-

effect can be incorporated in a strength design method by defining the 

required strength of a frame with reference to a certain prescribed state 

of deformation. Since the pA-effect can be included in elastic-plastic [6] 

or elastic-plastic-hinge stiffness matrices [7], it is now possible to trace 

the load-deflection responses of a perfectly-plastic multistory frame and 

in principle to trace responses of a strain-hardening multi-story frame 

subjected to. any quasi-static loading programs. 

Fig.l shows a result of a numerical analysis of a ten-story frame 

subjected to a set-of uniformly distributed lateral loads which are increased 

proportionally to a load_factor [7]. The over-turning moment-top sway angle 

curves approach the corresponding rigid-plastic mechanism curve from below 

as the rate of tapering in beam stiffnesses and plastic moments is increased. 

The point of inception of the mechanism_.eurve indicates the rigid-plastic 

collapse overturning moment and is seen.to be considerably above the maxima 

of the elastic-plastic response curves. The mechanism curve represents a 

simple estimate of the PA-effect.by means of the rigid-plastic large deflec-

tion analysis by hand. The PA-effect in a multi-story frame "suppresses" 

the load-deflection curves so greatly that the.curves will eventually have 
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some negative slopes even before plastic collapse mechanisms have formed. 

It is also observed, however, that even after the elastic-plastic stability 

limit on a curve, the frame is able to support loads which are only slightly 

less than the maximum and is able to absorb a considerable amount of energy 

until up to a certain overall displacement. It is apparently natural to 

define the overall strength of a frame for a design purpose with respect to 

a certain prescribed value of the corresponding displacement scale. 

        For this purpose, it appears advantageous to use the concept of the 

overall structural rotation of a frame introduced by S.Ishida [8] Let  f., 

u.  and  1i denote the lateral force acting upon the i-th floor level of a 

frame, the lateral displacement associated with fi and the height of the 

i-th floor level from the ground, respectively. The rate of work WH done 

by all the fi's may be written as 

                              du 
WH=Efidui= XE(f.li)(---------l2)(1) 

                               202 

where A denotes the load factor to be multiplied on the standard state of 

loads if.} The overall structural rotation is defined by 
         ZO 

            rEfi--rWH   A
ST-77RM(2 ) 

where RM denotes the external resultant moment. The RM-0STrelation 

visualized as a curve on a (6ST,RM)-plane is a one-degree-of-freedom repre- 

sentation of the load-deflection behavior of the frame. It is then natural 

to consider a design problem defined by the overall strength at a prescribed 

overall structural rotation. On the (AST,RM)-plane, the design problem of 

a frame for LW and LS may be stated as that of shooting a prescribed aim 
(ew,RMD) with an initial stiffness (or in other words with an initial angle 

of attack) which should not undershoot the deflection check point(ODS'RMD) 

       A typical RM-BST curve is shown as the curve OFU in Fig.2. The 

energy absorption during an overall structural rotation AD may now be repre-

sented by the shaded area OFUR. The overall strength RM of the frame varies 

with respect to AST and represents the rate of work done by RM at AST per 

unit AST.As has been mentioned in chapter 1, the overall toughness of a 

frame together with the ultimate strength are considered to be the appro-

priate design criteria for LK 
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       Although the concept of "overall toughness design" appears to be fairly 

well-known since Tanabashi's proposal of the "Velocity-Potential Energy Theory" 

in 1935 [ 9  ], no practical computational procedure based upon the second-order 

theory has yet been proposed for multi-story frames. If a frame is designed so 

as to possess the energy capacity to absorb a prescribed energy Ab at a rate 

not less than RMD per unit overall structural rotation at some OST , the method 
of design may be called an "overall toughness design" 

       The energy absorption capacity may not be defined uniquely, depending 

upon the criterion on the deformation limit. It may be argued if it is appro-

priate to take into account , as serviceable energy, that portion of the area 

under the RMMOSTcurve with a negative slope as shown in Fig.2. In view of the 

extensive numerical results [ 7,8 ], it appears possible to design a frame so 

as not to possess a portion of a negative slope on the RMtiOST curve within a 

range of a fairly small prescribed value of OST. Furthermore, slopes observed 

in the extensive numerical results[ 7,8 ] are only slightly negative within a 

practical range of OST, say 0.02. For these reasons, the attention in this 

chapter will be confined only to the shooting problems. 

        In practical problems, the prescription of Ab may also be written in 

terms of OST if the RM\JOSTcurve can be roughly regarded as an elastic-perfectly 

plastic response as shown in Fig.1 and 2. For, Ab and OST are related roughly. 

by 

       Ab MD  
 eST = -------- +(3) 

      MDSE 
where SE denotes the initial elastic overall stiffness of the frame. The aim 

of the shooting problem is then defined by ( ex'DRRD). The first condition of 
the ultimate strength design underlined on p.34 must now be rephrased as "to 

support LK at OD, LWat OD and LGP" 

3. DESIGN PROCEDURE OF A PLANE FRAME FOR A SINGLE LOAD FACTOR 

       It has been frequently pointed out in previous investigations [ 1 ], 

that, although the cost of a frame B is a function of the amount of materials 

to be used, an exact minimization of material consumption does not necessarily 

result in the minimum of the cost because of other factors including fabrication 

and erection procedures. For instance, the columns and beams of two or three 
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stories of a frame are frequently designed to have the same cross-sections, 

respectively. Because of this circumstance, an explicit minimization of material 

consumption for a frame will be carried out here only in determining the  start-

ing sizes by means of the linear minimum weight design developed in Chapter 2. 

The starting sizes are then modified successively so as to keep the amount of 

augmentation minimum necessary for supporting the additional moments due to the 

PA-effect. 

        Let the set of design ultimate loads and the corresponding overall 

structural rotation (LD, eD) represent either(LWoD) or ( LK, fiK). A design 
procedure for ( LD, op) may be summarized as follows. 

(i) RIGID PLASTIC DESIGN If a rigid-plastic multi-story frame is designed so 

as to collapse in a mechanism of a weak-beam strong-column type, the additional 

moments due to GOP at 0ST 0D can be taken into account in advance. An 

initial assignment of the plastic moments to the members of the frame can be , 

made by utilizing the linear minimum weight design solutions in Chapter 2 for 

most stories except several stories from the topmost and by applying the "plastic 

moment distribution method" to the remaining stories so as to collapse in an 

overcomplete collapse mechanism. The load-carrying capacity of the foundation 

and the stability consideration will usually restrict the range of plastic 

moments already in this stage. The initial design so constructed will be referred 

to as DRP(M). 

        An assignment of the plastic moment to a member does not determine the 

cross-sectional dimension completely. Furthermore, the plastic moment C.for a 

column in DRP(M) must be regarded as that plastic moment which has been reduced 

by the existing axial force N.. Since DRP(M) is associated with an overcomplete 

collapse mechanism, the axial forces corresponding to the bending moment diagram 

at collapse may readily be found for all the members of DRP(M). The cross-

section of each member can then be determined so that C.and N.will just satis- 

fy the (M, N) interaction yield condition associated with the selected cross-

sectional shape. There still remains one degree of freedom for a choice of the 

stiffness of the member. The set of cross-sections of all the members of B for 

LD will be referred to as DRP(M, N). 

       For instance, the interaction relation for a column with an idealized H 

section ( sandwich section) may be written as 
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 C. 
   C.+N

t~=+C.(Fig.3)(4) N. 

where C. denotes the plastic moment of the section when the axial force is 

absent and N.,the fullyplastic axial force of the section when the bending 
moment is zero. Since C. /N. = H (half a depth of the sandwich section), the 

bending stiffness of the member may still be chosen within a certain range. The 

stiffnesses of all the members may be taken as independent variables with respect 

to which the overall elastic behavior can be controlled within a certain 

practical range. 

       It should be noted that, in the construction of DRP(M,N)~the axial 

forces in the columns at collapse of the frame will be different according as 

the direction of the replaced static lateral forces. Two different DRP(M, N)'s 

are obtained from a DRP(M) depending upon the lateral load directions. The 

larger value of
Pdor N.will be chosen for each column.Thedesign obtained b

y modifying DR(M, N) in this way will be referred to asDRP(M, N).The frame 

of 77(M, N) will collapse not in the overcomplete collapse mechanism of DRP(M) 
but in a complete or incomplete collapse mechanism in which plastic hinges need 

not form in some columns, possibly in all the windward columns. This justifies 

a posteriori the assumption that the collapse mechanism is of a weak-beam 

strong-column type. 

(ii) STIFFNESS AND STRESS CHECK AT SERVICE LOADS The design DRP(M, N) has 

been constructed only with respect to the strength safety or to the toughness 

safety. A stiffness and stress check at service loads is desirable in order to 

preclude undesirable vibrations and excessive deflections. Such a check can be 
made approximately in a similar manner to the approximate stress analysis in 

the conventional allowable stress design. 

        The recent developments in the stiffness matrix methods enables one to 

carry out not only the elastic analysis of complex structural systems consisting 

of a large number of elements, but also the elastic-plastic analysis of these 

large systems at least by means of the elastic-plastic hinge stiffness matrices 

[7,8,10]and in future by means of more elaborated elastic-plastic stiffness 
matrices [ 6 ]. Among many advantages of the stiffness matrix method, it should 

be pointed out that, the method makes it possible to analyze not only the over-

all elastic-plastic behavior of a frame but also any possible local instability 

so far as the stiffness matrix including the second-order effects is used. It 
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Is therefore possible to assess the effect of elastic deformations of the members 

upon the overall behavior of the frame, which has been neglected in  DRP(M,N). 

(iii) SUCCESSIVE MODIFICATION FOR STRENGTH AND TOUGHNESS SAFETY Let RMDdenote 

the external moment resultant of the design lateral loads represented either by 

A f or AhlJ Let the load factor to be multiplied on R1 be denoted by u. The 

factor u is used in order to represent the variation of the external moment 

resultant with respect to (31,. The load-factor-overall structural rotation 

curve (0,0ST curve) can be obtained by an elastic-plastic second-order stiffness 

matrix method. Due to the effect of elastic deformations of the members of a 

frame, a v'OSTcurve of the frame of DRP(M, N) may or may not overshoot the 

design aim (0S1„u)=( OD, 1), depending upon the slendernesses of the members. 

If the aim is undershot by a 111,0sT curve, DRP(M, N) must be augmented so that 

the curve would just shoot or overshoot the aim. The uti®ST curve overshooting 

(°D' 1) guarantees that the frame so modified and designed will be able to sup-

port the design loads at Os, 0D. Not only any possibility of local instability 

can be detected in the course of the load deflection analysis,but also the amounts 

of plastic hinge rotations or of plastic strains can be obtained as computer 

outputs. A detailed elastic-plastic analysis of a member alone can be made 

separately and incorporated in the design at some stage of the above procedure. 

4. DESIGN PROCEDURE OF A PLANE FRAME 

(i) RIGID PLASTIC DESIGN The additional moments due to the PA-effect can 

again be evaluated in advance for the larger rotation among ODand OWDRP(M) 
must now be constructed for a lateral shear force diagram which just circum-

scribes both of the lateral shear force diagrams of AKX and A d. If, for 

instance, the lateral shear diagram of AwW for a portion U consisting of some 

upper stories to the topmost circumscribes that of X.K, the portion U will not 

participate in the collapse mechanism of LK and vice versa. It is apparent 

that the moment diagrams constructed for LK alone or LW alone are both 

statically admissible. The plastic moments of members in several upper stories 

must further be augmented so as to be able to support LGP This design so 

modified will be referred to as DRP(M) again. 

       The procedure of constructing r}` (M, ad) based upon the Df) remains 
the same as that for a single load factor in Sec.3, except that the axial forces 

in columns must now be evaluated from the moment diagram at collapse under the 
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circumscribing lateral shear force diagram. With this procedure, the stress 

points (N.,C.) of the members corresponding to the two statically admissible 

moment diagrams for  Lk and  L will be as shown in Fig.3. 

(ii) STIFFNESS AND STRESS CHECKS FOR WORKING LOADS Stiffness and stress 

checks for LGP,LSand Lcan be made either by means of conventional appro- 
ximate methods of elastic analysis or in the course of load-deflection analysis 

in (iii). 

(iii) OVERALL LOAD-DEFLECTION ANALYSIS FOR STRENGTH AND TOUGHNESS SAFETY CHECKS 

       Let RM and R denote the external moment resultants of the design lat-
eral loads ~~f and ah, respectively. Let the load factors to be multiplied 
on RM and RM be denoted by and pW, respectively. Both of the uKRM~ex 

                                                          xT curve and pWRMti6STcurve can be obtained by means of an elastic-plastic second 
order stiffness matrix method. If the slenderness ratios of the columns are 

so small that the effect of elastic deformations of the members upon the overall 

load-deflection curves is not great and hence if no local instability phenomenon 

occurs, both
Kf theuKRM~STWcurve and pWRM~OSTcurve will shoot their respec- tive aims (6D,RM) and (eD,RM). 

        For a frame consisting of members of larger slenderness ratios, both 

curves may undershoot their respective aims as shown in Fig.4(a) So far as 

the curves SK               and S(Z)have been obtained, maxpK=UK1)and maxpWu(1) are known. 
The rigid plastic design procedure must then be repeated for the sets of mag- 

nified lateral forcesyip(/) and aWW/u(1). 
It is in general difficult to shoot both of the aims within small errors. 

It suffices, however, that either of SKor SW shoots the corresponding aim within 

a small error and that the other overshoots the other aim. The successive modi-

fication procedure may be made automatic in a computer once a program is written 

for constructing a system stiffness matrix from a second-order elastic-plastic 

member stiffness matrices. Fig.4(b) illustrates the set ofuRM eST curves for a 

frame which have met the conditions stated above within a tolerance limit. 

       The variations of the state of stress in a member with respect to 6ST 

are also found from computer outputs. The result may be used to check the 

safety of the member in view of a number of more elaborated analysis. Require-

ments on the cross-sectional details of a member must of course be incorporated 

in an earlier stage. For instance,the thickness ratio of a flange must obey a 

requirement obtained from a separate analysis and be checked in DRP(M3 N). 
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       A  numerical example due to Ishida and Ohta will be shown in the 

Appendix to this Chapter. 

5. PROBLEMS ARISING IN BUILDING FRAME DESIGN 

       The method of designing a plane frame may be extended to a three-

dimensional building frame by including interaction effects between a number 

of parallel and intersecting plane frames. A building frame F of a rectangular 

parallelopiped may be considered to consist of two groups of parallel plane 

frames intersecting orthogonally on the plan. It is assumed that the principal 

directions of sidesway stiffness remain to be these two directions of the 

parallel plane frames even in the plastic range. The use of 85,1 may not be 

appropriate for a torsional deformation mode. Let F
a (a=1,...,m) and 

F8 (8=1,...,n) denote the a-th plane frame of group A and the R-th plane frame 

of group B, respectively. Let {F
a} denote the structural system consisting of 

all the parallel plane frames in group A which are connected by floor slabs. 

       The lateral design loads must now be prescribed not only for {F
a} but 

also for {F8} and are denoted by (LA,LA) and (LB,LB), respectivelyIn order 
to construct a DRP(M,N), it is necessary either to assume a set of load-carrying 

capacity ratios for {F
a} and for {F8} by architectural or structural consider-

ation or to seek for appropriate ratios by means of a weight- or cost minimiza-

tion procedure. DRP(M) can then be constructed separately for each F
a or F8. 

Since a column belongs not only to a F
a but also to a F8 , it must not violate 

two interaction conditions of the form of equation (3). 

       The load-deflection analysis must be carried out on {Fa} and {F } for 

uLA and jL8 and for pLWand PLB ,respectively by introducing connection condi- 
tions between F's and between Fas in the process of constructing system 
stiffness matrices. If the second-order elastic-plastic hinge method is applied, 

the incremental analysis must be made with finer load or displacement increments 

due to the circumstance that the next hinge must be sought among all the members 

of the parallel plane frames of the respective system. 

       A pair of shooting problems, one for {Fa} and the other for {F8} must 

be solved by one and the same design. A column is subjected to a pair of modifi-

cation conditions due to the unbalanced story shears in {Fa} and in {F8} 

and must be redesigned so as to satisfy both of the requirements. 
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6. CONCLUDING REMARKS 

       A successive modification procedure has been outlined for an ultimate 

strength design of a plane multi-story frame and an extention to a regular 

rectangular building frame has been indicated briefly. Simplifications and 

elaborations of various levels can be considered. For instance, if it has been 

investigated for a class of regular  rectangular multi-story frames that RMtieST 

curves are mostly below the respective rigid-plastic collapse mechanism curves 

by a certain amount which can be bounded roughly depending upon the structural 

parameters, then a frame in the class can be designed by DRP(M, N) without 

load-deflection analyses so far as the Pt-effect have been included in a magni-

fication factor on the design loads.
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DESIGN TABLE FOR A 20-STORY PLANE FRAME

WIND  EARTHQUAKE
Design

DRP (M) NJinIT-P(M) DRP (M, N)

Str1
No.

Lat. Story Aotal
force shear ear

Lat. Story Total

force shear shear

lat.

shear

Beam Column

B.3
Dead Lat. Total
load shear J H C.1.2C.Ac3

3c
BB AB

ton ton ton ton ton ton ton tmtm ton ton ton cm tm tm cm cm cm`

20 13.12 13.12 13.52 16.33 16.33 17.13 17.13 24.50 24.50 - 28 0 28.0 21 30.38 --- --- 31.0 32.9

22.49 22.49 -20'. 1.4- 21.4 21 26.98 32.38 64.3

19 12.95 26.07 26.87 15.51 31.84 33.44 33.44 51.90 29.41. - 40 - 11.2 - 51.2 21 40.24 48.29 95.8 31.0 69.8

18 12.78. 38.85 40.05 14.69 46.53 48.93 48.93 72.30 42.81 - 60 - 25.0 - 85.0 21 60.66 72.79 144.4 31.0 97.2

17 12.60 51.45 53.05 13.88 60.41 63.61 63.61 98.47 55.66 - 80 - 43.8 - 123.8 23 84.13 100.96 182.9 32.0 128.2

16 12.41 63.86 65.86 13.06 73.47 77.47 77.47 123.45 69.79 -100 - 67.3 - 167.3 23 106.27 127.52 231.0 32.0 160.7

15 12.21 76.07 78.47 12.24 85.71 90.51 90.51 146.99 - 79..20 -12Q - 95.3 - 215.3 23 128.72 154.46 279.8 32.0 191.4

14 12.00 88.07 90.87 11.43 97.14 102.74 102.74 169.10 89.90 -140 -127 .5 - 267.5 25 156.78 188.14 313.6 33.0 213.5

13 11.78 99.85 103.05 10.61 107.75 114.15 114.15 189.78 99.88 -160 -163 .6 - 323:6 25 180.78 216.94 361.6 33.0 239.6

12 11.55 111.40 115.00 9.80 117.55 124.75 124.75 209.04 109.16 -180 -203 .4 - 383.4 25 205.01 246.01 410.0 33.0 263.9

11 11.30 122.70 126.70 8.98 126.53 134.53 134.53 226.87 117.71 -200 -246 .6 - 446.6 26 233.83 280.60 449.7 33.5 282.2

10 11.03 133.73 138.13 8.16 134.69 143.49 143.49 243.26 125.55 -220 -292 .9 - 512.9 26 258.90 310.68 497.9 33.5 302.6

9 10.75 144.48 149.28 7.35 142.04 151.64 151.64 258.24 132.69 -240 -342.1 - 582 .1 26 284.04 340.85 546.2 33.5 321.2
584 5 333.1

8 10.43 154.91 160.11 6.53 148.57 158.97 160.11 272.79 140.10 -260 -394.1 - 654.1 27 316.71 380.05 586 5 134.0 334.3
632 2

7 10.09 165.00 170.60 5.71 154.28 165.48 170.60 289.38 149.28 -280 -449.2 - 729.2 27 346.16 415.40 641 0 34.0 354.6
679 8

6 9.71 174.71 180.71 4.90 159.18 171.18 180.71 307.40 158.12 -300 -507.8 - 807.8 27 376.23 451.47 696 7 34.0 376.7
/LS a

5 9.28 183.99 190.39 4.08 163.26 176.06 190.39 324.71 166.59 -320 -569 .6 - 889.6 28 415.68 498.81 742 3 34.5 392.2
782 3

4 8.77 192.76 199.56 3.27 166.53 180.13 199.56 341.21 174.62 -340 -634 .6 - 974.6 28 447.51 537.01 799 1 ;34 .5 412.1
839 S

3 8.17 200.93 208.13 2.45 168.98 183.38 208.13 356.73 182.11 -360 -702.5 -1062.5 28 479.61 575.53 856 5 34.5 430.8

2 7.38 208.31 215.91 1.63 170.61 185.81 215.91 371.03 188.92 -380 -773.2 -1153.2
885

29 523.35 628.02 902
4
3 35.0 441.7

941 9
1 6.20 214.51 222.51 0.82 171.43 187.43 222.51 383.62 194.70 -400 -846.3 -1246.3 29'556.13 667.35 958 8 35.0 456.7

B 194.70 35.0 231.8

 *Design determined by 

** Design i ztsed .a upon
LGP 

t hE'

 #Design by 
(:uial forces

means of Plastic Moment 
computed for AKK and

Distribution, 

Awfil alone.
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                            CHAPTER 4 

 THE MINIMUM WEIGHT DESIGN OF VIERENDEEL FRAMES 

1. INTRODUCTION 

       In this chapter, a general method of finding the linear minimum weight 

designs is proposed for simply-supported and clamped Vierendeel frames based upon 

the cccncept of the "frame moment", defined in chapter 2. A Vierendeel frame con- 

sidered here consists of horizontal upper and lower chord members and vertical 

members as shown in Fig.l. Each joint is assumed to be rigid enough to transmit 

theIfully plastic moment of any member framing into it. All the assumptions 

usually intrcL!';.ed in the linear theory of minimum weight design are also made 

here. The problem considered here may be stated as follows: Given the center-line 

dimensions of a Vierendeel frame and a set of static loads to be carried as shown 

in Fig.1, what fully plastic moments should be assigned to the members of uniform 

cross-sections in order to sustain the loads and to make the linear weight func-

tion a minimum ? For the sake of simplicity, the paper considers the case where 

all the external loads act only upon the joints. Some local modification may be 

necessary if, at some subspans, the inter-span loads are not small compared to 

the subspan shear. 

       While a multi-span multi-story frame subjected to lateral loads may be 

regarded as a cantilever as a whole as shown in chapter 2, a Vierendeel frame may 

be clamped and externally indeterminate. The weight function must therefore be 

minimized with respect to the unknown redundant reaction that governs the subspan 

shear. 

2. EQUATIONS OF EQUILIBRIUM IN TERMS OF FRAME MOMENT 

       Consider first a simply-supported Vierendeel frame of f subspans or panels. 

Joints and vertical members are numbered from 0 through f from left, whereas 

chord members, from 1 through f as shown in Fig.l. Let 11, Z2 ,...and denote 

the panel lengths, respectively and h, the height of the frame. Let A. C. 

(j = 1, 2,...,f) and B. (j = 0, 1, 2,. .,f) denote the fully plastic moments of 
the jth upper and lower chord members and of the jth vertical member, respective-

ly„from left. 

       Due to the assumption that all the external loads act upon the joints

This chapter is based upon the author's paper,"THE MINIMUM WEIGHT DESIGN,OF 
VIERENDEEL FRAMES," Int. J. Solids Structures, 1970, Vol. 6, pp353 to 369 
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only, the end sections are the only potentially critical sections. In view of 

the overcomplete collapse mechanism for the minimum weight design of tall  multi-

story frames, it is natural to expect also that the minimum weight design of the 
Vierendeel frame be included in such a class of designs that correspond to ex-

tremely deteriorated overcomplete collapse mechanisms in which plastic hinges 

have formed at all the potentially critical sections as shown in Fig.2. It 

should then be observed that, since all the end sections attain their fully 

plastic moments respectively, under such a special circumstance, the number of 

unknown end moments is equal to the number of members, provided that their signs 

are properly chosen. There are then (2f+1) independent equations of joint equi-

librium and f equations of sway equilibrium for the (3f+1) unknown fully plastic 

moments and the problem may be said to be statically determinate. The essential 

problem is then reduced to how the directions of end moments should be determined. 

       The concept of "frame moment" is not only useful for a proper choice of 

end moment signs but also convenient for understanding the' simple beam character 

of the Vierendeel frame. In view of the linearity of the equations of equilibrium 

in terms of plastic moments without any slope-continuity requirements, the moment 

diagram at collapse may be regarded as a composite consisting of the f constituent 

element moment diagrams shown in Fig.3. An element diagram is to be characterized 

by the particular moment distribution shown in Fig.4 with the four corner values 
of equal magnitude. Such an element moment diagram is completely defined by this 

equal corner moment except the direction of the corresponding shear force. The 

corner moment associated with this moment distribution is called "frame moment 

M " for the ith rectangle. The positive frame moment is defined here to be the 
one that corresponds to a clockwise couple of vertical shear forces Qi in analogy 
to the usual shear force sign convention. Then Q. is related to M by 

42= lQ.(1) 
The fully, plastic moments may be expressed in tarms?of M. as follows: 

A = C. = M (J = 1,2,...,f) 

B. = M. + M.(i1,2,...,f-l)(2) 

        B0= M1 , Bf = Mf 

In the present case of externally statically determinate frame, Qi and hence M 

are immediately determined by the external loads. If the plastic moments are 
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 -assigned to-the-Members in accordance with equations (2), the moment distribu-

tion-satisfies all the equations of equilibrium without violating any yield 

conditions-and corresponds to the overcomplete collapse mechanism. Hence this 

is indeed a complete solution in the theory of limit analysis. Because of the 

statical determinacy in the sense stated above, there remains no further freedom 

for minimizing the linear weight function 

       G - 2gE I (Zi+h)1yZl -`JE I (ZZ+h) ZZQZ I '(3) 
(g: proportionality constant) 

as far as the minimum weight solution is included in the assumed class of col-

 lapse mechanisms. Geometrically speaking, there is only one vertex determined 

by equations (1) and (2) in a (3f+1)-dimensional plastic moment space. In order 

to prove that this solution is indeed the minimum weight design, it is necessary 

to show that a Foulkes mechanism can be formed at this vertex. Otherwise, the 

minimum weight design has not been included in the assumed class of collapse 

mechanisms and another vertex must be sought at which the weight function can 

have a smaller value. 

3. MECHANISM CONDITION 

        Since (3f+1) members may be assigned different plastic moments in this 

problem, the Foulkes mechanism condition may be stated as follows [iJ: 
        A frame of minimum weight design must be able to collapse in an over-

        complete collapse mechanism consisting of (3f+1) independent alternative 

        mechanisms, such that, for every member, 

E(Hinge rotations in a member) = a common constant x the length of the 

                                              member. 

        If a frame designed for minimum weight may include a member of zero plas-

tic moment, then that part concerned with the member in the Foulkes mechanism 

condition associated with the compatible statically admissible moment distribution 

is only sufficient but not necessary for the minimum weight design. When a 

Foulkes mechanism is to be constructed for a regular rectangular frame, it should 

first be observed that number of groups of members have the same lengths, respec-

tively. All the vertical members of a Vierendeel frame have the same length h, 

whereas a pair of lower and upper chord members have the same length 1.. 
                                                           2A pair

 An extended sufficient condition suggested by H. Nagaoka is that the sum of 

 hinge rotations in the nieinher of zero plastic moment is not greater than the 
 common constant times the . _ . th of "her
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of lower and upper chord members can have the same amount of hinge rotations, if 

the corresponding plastic hinge rotations are the same, respectively. A pair of 

the same hinge rotations can be produced not only by the vertical displacement of 

a pair of lower and upper joints but also by the rotations of such a pair of 

joints of the same magnitude and direction. A joint rotation causes a hinge ro-

tation in a vertical member framing into the joint. Since all the vertical mem-

bers have the same length, the plastic hinge rotations at the ends of every ver-

tical member must be of the same magnitude, their directions being always consist-

ent with the moment distribution determined above. With these observations, a 

Foulkes mechanism may be constructed as follows: 

       If the given vertical loads are relatively large compared to the horizon-

tal shear resultant, there exist a pair of adjacent chord members between which 

the vertical shear changes the direction. Let m denote the index of the joint 

and the vertical member between such a pair of chord members. The moment distri-

bution in this mth vertical member depends upon whether  I%I = IM+1l. Figure 2 
shows the mechanism corresponding to the case where 1%1 > IM77+1l. Let th denote 
the angle of clockwise rotation of the (m+1) joints from left and 4)2, the angle 

of counterclockwise rotation of the remaining f-(m+1) joints. Let Po denote the 

clockwise angle of horizontal sway of vertical members. Then the Foulkes condi-

tion can be satisfied through the (f+1) vertical members if 

201,1-114) = he, 2(i4240) = he.(4) 

where ® is a positive proportionality constant. Let 0j(i=1,....,m) and Ok(k=m+1,.. 

...,f) denote the angles of hinge rotation due to the vertical displacements of 

joints whose directions are to be consistent with the moment distribution. The 

Foulkes condition requires 

         20
~j = 0(5) 

           +P1+ *2 =Z
m+10(6) 20m+1 

20k = O.(7) 

The equation of compatibility of the collapse mechanism: 

mf 
         E (0 .+ 4)1)12 - E (6k+ *2)1k0(8) 

j=1'k=m+ 1k 

must further be required in order to satisfy the condition of the external sup- 

ports. Equation (8) is new and was not necessary in Chapter 2 because the overall 

external supports of a multi-story frame may be regarded as a cantilever. The 
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 (f+3) unknown angles *o, *i, 1,12, O. and 0k can be determined by the (f+3) equa-

tions of (4), (5), (6), (7) and (8). If the sum of the two equations in (4) is 

substituted into equation (6), 0m+1 is given by 

Om+1=2(lm+l- h)0.(9) 
Since all the hinge rotations must be non-negative in order to be consistent with 
the moment distribution, equation (9) requires 

1m+1> h.(10) 
It may now be concluded that the Foulkes condition is indeed satisfied by the 
assumed mechanism shown in Fig.2 for those frames where equation (10) is satisfi-
ed and hence that the minimum weight design is indeed given by equations (1) and 
(2) . 

        If the vertical shear does not change its direction due to a relatively 
large lateral shear, then equation (6) will not be necessary and hence a simpler 
Foulkes mechanism may readily be constructed. 

For frames with h >1m+1, it is apparent that the assumed angles of plas-
tic hinge rotation exceed 1m+10 even if 0m+1=0. In order to decrease the sum of 
the hinge rotation, it seems unavoidable that the angle of rotation of the mth 

joint be decreased from 44. This change, however, would then result in violation 
of the Foulkes condition which had been satisfied for the mth vertical member. 
The latter difficulty may be resolved if the mth vertical member is assigned 
Bm=O so that any arbitrary amount of plastic hinge rotation within the member be-
comes permissible. In order to maintain the equilibrium of moments about the -nth 

joint after this change, it is necessary that the left end moment of the (m+l)th 
chord members be equal to IMnI. Since the vertical shear remains the same, the 
moment diagram for the (m+l)th chord members must have the same slope as before. 

The right end moments must then be equal to IMn+lI - {ImI - IMn+lI} = 2IMR+1I 

 - 

 :IMnI<_ImI as shown in Fig.5. The weight change may be written as 

2{I mI I m+1I}(Zm+l-h) < 0. 

Thus the weight is indeed decreased. Let the angle of clockwise rotation of the 

mth joint be *
m. The Foulkes condition will remain satisfied if 

          (V 1+0m-Vm)+0m = im0(11) 

P2 + 11)m = Zm+l0(12) 
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If the sum of the two equations in (4) is subtracted from the sum of equations 

(11) and (12), then 

                     20
m = (1m+Zm-1-h)0 

The range of validity of this modified design is therefore given by 

       1777+1m+1-1(13) 

It should be remarked that the mth vertical member in this modified design has 

lost the role as a bending-resistant member and simply behaves as a strut which 

transmits half the vertical load to the lower chord members. 

4. CLAMPED VIERENDEEL FRAMES 

       A clamped Vierendeel frame shown in Fig.6 is characterized by its external 

indeterminacy together with its end constraints against lateral sway The cir-

cumstance that the vertical shear in each subspan is not statically determinate 

and dependent upon the redundant reaction, say R1, in Fig.6, indicates that the 

weight can be minimized with respect to  RI. Because of the end constraint against 

sway. on the other hand, the Foulkes mechanism in Fig.2 must be so modified as to 

exclude the angle *o. 

       The concept of the frame moment is again helpful for the minimization 

process with respect to the redundant reaction and enables one to regard the 

Vierendeel frame as a beam. Any moment distribution represented by a set of 

frame moments satisfying (1) provides a complete solution since it satisfies all 

the equilibrium equation, does not violate any yield conditions and corresponds 

to an overcomplete collapse mechanism. The corresponding design may readily be 

obtained from the frame moments as given by (2) Let D denote the set of all the 

designs that can be described by frame moments only. Assuming first that the 

minimum weight design Dmin for a frame is included in D, the linear weight is 
minimized with respect to the redundant reaction and the necessary conditions are 

found. In order to prove that Dmin is indeed the minimum weight design among all 

the designs including those which can not be described by the frame moments only, 

it must be shown that the overcomplete collapse mechanism corresponding to D min 

satisfies the Foulkes condition. It may then be shown that the necessary condi-

tions are violated only locally This indicates that the minimum solution for 

such a frame has not been included in D. Because of the local violation of the 

Foulkes condition, however, it is natural to expect that a local modification on 

Dm
in      obtained as above will suffice to achieve a different minimal solution. It 

will be shown through three successive modifications that a local modification 
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on the  moment diagram and the corresponding hinge pattern of the Dmin indeed 

leads to a different minimal solution whose region ui Hcability is mutually 

exclusive and compensating with the previous design. 

Design-I 

        For most practical purposes,'it may be assumed that the vertical loads 

act only downward so that the corresponding transverse shear diagram is monotoni-
cally non-increasing with the shape as :illustrated in Fig.7.The wei.glit " ne, 
tion given by equation (3) indicates that, for a spedi11 case of equal'subsp , 
Z°i=Z, & is propurtional to the area of thelQil di.agram. It may readily be shown 
that if J IQ(x) dx(where Q(0)-Q(x) is a given continuous monotonic functthi) 
is. to he minimized with respect to the end value Q(0) , then Q(1/2.)==0. , Althoi gp 

ivhe.Q2-4iagram in the present problem is of a staircase shape, it is natural: tb 
expect that a minimizing Q.-diagram would analogously contain a subspan with 

Qi=O as illustrated ip Fig,7- Let n be an assumed index of the subspan for 
which Qn=O. Then the weight may be written as 

n-1f 
     G 5-gQ              (E (Z.+h)Z.. E (11,+h)lQ).(14) 

j=1 a`ak=n+;kk 
Ir' view of Fig.7 and the assumed monotoneus variation of Q.Z-diagram, it is qp- 
parent that G tends to decrease as n is increased from 1 in equation (14) and 
also decrease as n is decreased from f, There must therefore be a minimizing, 

index number m between 1 and f 

Apparently, any variation of the reaction R1 corresponds to a simple 

downward or upward translation of the Qi-diagram. An increase AR1 increases 

Qi(,j=1,.., m-1) by ARI, respectively and decreases FQ, l(L=m+1,..., f) by AR1, 
respectively. The corresponding variation in the weight may be calculated from 

the variations of the moment diagram as indicated by the dashed lines in Fig.8 

(a) . If should be noted that since Qm =U, the moment i s -ero through the rnth 
chord membefs, Let AG1 and AG2 denote the weight variations for Mc() and for 
-AR

1, respectively. In view of -the circumstance that, since the shear direction 
of AC 

n-1 is opposite to AQm+1,the weight decrease i the I:+1 )th vertical mem- 
ber due to AQm just cancels with the weight increase in the 'nth vertical member 

and vice versa, the weight variationsare given by 

m-1r' 
           AG1TgAR1{l (1.+h)1.+m} (ik+h) Z} 
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 m-1f 
            AG =1gMR {-E (Z .+h)1 .+Z2 + E (Z+h) Z) .             2 2 1
j=1JJm k=m+1kk 

If the moment diagram shown in Fig.8(a) is to correspond to the minimum weight 

design for a given frame, then AG1>0 and AG2>0. The necessary condition may be 

compactly written as 

          -Zm< L(m) < Zm(15) 
where 

f m-1 
L(m) = E (Z+h) ZE (Z .+h) Z ..(16) 

k=m+1kk j=1 

L(m) is a discrete-valued function of the subspan index m and is characterized 

by-the center line dimensions of a frame. It is therefore appropriate to call 

it the "shape function" for the frame. Although this function has been intro-

duced'here for the convenience of describing the weight variations, it will be 

shown later that L(m) is closely related to the angle of rotation of the mth 

chord members in the corresponding collapse mechanism. 

        The moment diagram may also be varied under the same subspan shears. 

The only possible variation for the mth chord members is the constant moment dis-

tribution pattern similar to Fig.9(a) This variation results in the necessary 

condition: 

       h < Z
m(17) 

For those frames for which (15) and (17) are satisfied, the minimizing Q.
2                                                                                                -dia- 

gram belonging to the index m immediately determines the design through- (1) and 

(2). In particular, Am= Cm=O in this case, This design will be called Design-I. 

       In order to prove the sufficiently of (15) and (17), it must be shown 

that the Foulkes condition can be satisfied in the corresponding collapse mech-

anism. Because of the lateral constraint, lPo =0 and equations(4) are reduced 

to 

        =~2=V~=-hO(18) 

The condition (5) and (7) must remain satisfied except at the mth chord members. 

Figures 8(b) and (c) show two of the three possible patterns of hinge formation 

for Design-I. The angle of clockwise rotation of the mth chord members is ob-

tained from the equation of compatibility for the mechanism as 

        w =-L(m)0/Zm.(19) 
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 The rouditio^^sool• non negative hinge rotations in the mev*arism shown iii i w•.8(c) 
are V'0 and ,11 o, from which the following inequalities are i i'eained. 

       w <1,i~^H20) 

Similarly, the conditions w + 0 and :u iy > 0 for the mechanism in Fig.8(b) 

lead to , 

-h0<w(21) 

whereas•the third case similar to I'ig.8(b) hut just reversed, leads to 

w <2aU.(22) 

Since the particular circumstance of Am = Cn = 0 permits any increase in the 

amount of hinge rotations by assuming arbitrary plastic hinges within the chord 

members,,'the Foulkes condition can be satisfied if the total sum Stm of hinge 

rotations for an mth chord member is not greater than l
m0. Hence 

= 21w1 < 1m®' for Fig.8(b)and 

m= 24 < 1m0 for Fig,8(c). 

Thus'the Foulkes condition can be satisfied if h and w are within the rectangular 
                  1region defined by -1m0 < w <2Zm0 and h < im on an (h,w)-plane, which consists 

of the three suhreglons defined by (20), (21) and (22). These conditions obtain-

ed by the kinematical consideration precisely coincide with (15) and (17) It 

may therefore be concluded that the existence of t;.,, suhspan index m satisfying 

(15) and (17) for a given set of centerline dimensions of a frame is the neces. : 

sary and sufficient condition for the Design-I belonging to m to be the minimum 

weight design. In those frames for which h > Zm,S2r is in excess of _1.m0 and-a 

different design must be sought. 

Design-II 

' The state of Q
m= 0 does not necessarily imply dm= Cm (^ if designs other 

thin 'in V may be considered. Figure 9(a) shows a constant moment distribution, 

through the mth chord members, corresponding to the magnitude of which the-1)11:s: 

tic moments of the (rn-l)th and the mth ,vertical members' are decreased. LThis.. 

modification may be regarded as a process of shifting miniBm -1, bm}• to,..tie znth.. 

chord members due to the circumstance /7 I1Figure 9(a) shows the case where 
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 min{Bm-1, m} = m. If the modified values of the plastic moments are indicated 
by a bar, the modified design may be written as 

             m-m= Bm'Bm-1- Bm-1- Bm'm= O.(23) 

The amount of weight decrease compared to Design-I is given by 2(h-Zm)min{ m _i, 

m}. This design will be called Design-II. If the moment diagram shown in Fig. 
9(a) is to correspond to the minimum weight design, any change of redundant re-

action R1 must increase the weight. The smallest possible weight variations as 

R1 is changed by AR1 are illustrated by the dashed lines in Fig.9(a) for AR1>0 

and -AR1 and may be expressed as 

              AG1=tR1{-L(m)+hZm+(h-Zm)2m+1} 

             AG2=LR1{L(m)-(h-Zm)(Zm+Zm+1)+Zm} 

The necessary condition for the minimum weight is therefore given by 

             (h-Zm)(Zm+Zm+l)-Z2 < L(m) <h1m+(h-Zm)1m+1.(24) 

Variations of the moment diagram without any change in the QZ-diagram may again 

be considered. The variations with respect to a simple downward translation of 

the moment diagram of the mth and (m+l)th chord members and to an upward transla-

tion of the diagram of the mth chord members lead to the following inequalities 

          Z
m< h < Zm+Zm+l.(25) 

Since the necessary conditions have been obtained with respect to the restricted 

class of variations, the sufficiency must be proved by constructing a Foulkes 

mechanism. 

        In view of the moment diagram shown in Fig.9(a). the mechanism similar 

to the case Fig.8(c) is the only possible one. Since m= 2* = 120 > Zm0, m must 
be decreased. ~m can be decreased if the angles of rotation of the mth joints 

are decreased by ipm and simultaneously an additional upward displacement a
m of 

the mth joints is considered as shown in Fig.9(b) This modification is per-

missible since the apparent decrease of the plastic hinge rotation in the mth 

vertical member with Bm= 0 can be compensated by considering an arbitrary plas- 

tic hinge within the member. It may then be readily shown that the Foulkes con-

dition can be satisfied if 
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            *m = (h-Zm)0 > 0 and 6m=2(h-Zm)lm+10 > 0.(26) 
Since all the hinge rotations must be non-negative, the following  inequalities 

must be satisfied in view of Fig.9(b). 

*-w+dm/Zm> 0, *-4)m+w-dm/Zm> 0,6m+1-dm/lm+l>0,6m+1-dm/Zm+l+t~m> 0 

                                                                (27a-d) 

(27a,b) and (27c,d) together with (26) may be shown to be reduced to (24) and 

(25), respectively. The existence of the subspan index m satisfying_(24) and 

(25) for a given frame is the necessary and sufficient condition for the Deesign-II 

belonging to m to be the minimum weight design. 

Design-III 

       A different minimizing shear diagram must be sought for a frame for which 

there does not exist the index m satisfying (15) and (17) or (24) and (25) It 

should be pointed out here that both Design-I and Design-II have included a mem-

ber whose plastic moment is zero. The plastic moment of the mth vertical member 

may be zero not only in the case of Design-II but also if Mm+Mn+1=0 and hence if 
Qmlm+Qm+llm+1=0. The corresponding shear force diagram to this case crosses the 

zero line at the position of the joint m. This condition determines the shear 

force diagram and the frame moment uniquely. Variation of the moment diagram 

depend upon whether h 7 Zm and h 7 Zm+l as indicated in Fig.10(a) and (b) by dash-
ed lines for AR1 > 0 and for -AR1;respectively. If this moment diagram is to 

render the minimum weight, the necessary conditions may be written as 

                         2 
       L(m).11mif h < Zm 

               L(m) > h(lm+Zm+1)-1m1m+1 if h > Zm 

             L(m) < h(Z+l)+Z m2             if h <     mm+1-7 

           L(m) L(m) < 1 (1 +1 )+12 if h > Z (28a-d)            - m+1 m m+l m- m+1, 

        The collapse mechanism corresponding to the moment diagram shown in Fig.10 

(a) and (b) must be similar to that s'.cxn in Fig . S (b) Since m= 2w = L(m)0/1m 
                                                                             > 1m0, from (28a,b), however, 0in must be decreased With this motivation, the 

mechanism shown in Fig.10(c) may be considered in which the angle of rotation 
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of the  mth joints has been decreased by 1Pm and simultaneously an additional up-

ward displacement S
m of the mth joint has been considered. These quantities 

may be so determined that the Foulkes condition is satisfied. 

          S_mm-2Zm0)> 011)1712Zm(w-2Zm0)> 0.(29)         mZ
m+1m+1 Zm+Zm+l — 

It may readily be confirmed that the conditions of non-negative rotations on the 

four plastic hinges shown in Fig.10(c) and1-1Pm>•-h0 are equivalent to the four 
inequalities (28a-d). The existence of the index number m satisfying (28a-d) is 

therefore the necessary and sufficient condition for Design-III to be the minimum 

weight design. 

Design-IV 

Design-II and Design-III have included respectively one vertical member 

whose plastic moment is zero. It is natural then to look for a design such that 

the plastic moments of two vertical members, say the (m-1)th and mth, are zero 

and such that, except in the mth subspan, the moment distribution is described 

by the frame moments. This condition determines the Qi-diagram and the corres-

ponding moment diagram uniquely as shown in Fig.11(a). 

             Q= 
            1m+1 m-lm-1m-1 ~ Q= Q+PQQ-Petc(30)         ml+2Z+Zm-1mm-1'm+1mm 

                m-1mm+1 

The dashed lines in Fig.11(a) show two of the four possible variations of the 

moment diagram resulting in the smallest weight changes, one for OR1 > 0 and the 

other -AR1. It may be shown that, if this moment diagram is to correspond to 

the minimum weight design for a frame, the shape function must be within the 

following region. 

L(m) < (h-lm)(lm+lm+l)-1mif Zm+Zm+1 .11/ 

                                                                    L(m)<1m+1(lm -1+21m+1m+1)+lmZm-l-h(lm-1+1m)if Zm+1m+1 <.h 

   L(m) > -h(Z+Z)+ZZif Z+Z>h       m-1mm-1mm-1m— 

     L(m) > (h-lm)(lm+Zm+l)-Zm-Zm-1(Zm-1+2Zm+lm+1) if Zm-1+Zm<.h.  (31a-d) 
Figure 11(b) shows the corresponding Foulkes mechanism in which
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            -L(m)+1
m-llm+h(1m+1-1m-1)/2  0

,= Z1710-*m                            ~'m
Z+2/+1m+1m-1              m-1m 

 20m-l=Zm-10-(*-~'m-1)'  20m+1= Zm+10-('-~m, i' =20(32a-e) 

The two conditions (33) are necessary for the two vertical members to satisfy 

the Foulkes condition and may be shown to be reduced to (31a,b), respectively. 

The conditions of non-negative hinge rotations: 0m-1 > 0 and 0m+1 > 0 are on the 

other hand reduced to (31c,d), respectively. It may therefore be concluded that 

the existence of the index m satisfying the inequalities (31) for a frame is the 

necessary and sufficient condition for the Design-IV to be the minimum weight de-

sign for the frame when Qm< O. 

                    — 

        It is apparent that the foregoing procedures of constructing the minimum 

weight designs may be extended and continued to those frames which have not been 

covered here. 

S.EXAMPLES 

        Consider a class of frames with equal subspan length 1 and with h=1.51. 

The shape function L(m) may readily be obtained as follows: 

L(m) = (l+h)l or -(l+h)l if f is even, and 

         L(m) = 0if f is odd. 

Figure 12 shows the regions of applicability of the four designs for the class 

of frames with lm-1= Zm Zm+1. For a frame with an even number of equal subspans 
the line w = (l+h)/2 lies entirely within the region of Design-III as far as 

0 < h < 21. For a frame with an odd number of equal subspans, the line w = 0 

lies within the regions of Design-I, -II or -IV depending whether h < 1, Z < h 

< 3l/2 or 3Z/2 < h < 51/2, respectively. The two designs for h = 1.51 are in-
dicated by the two circles in Fig.12. 

       Figure 13 illustrated the two moment distributions at collapse for the 

two minimum weight designs of a Vierendeel frame, one for simply supported ends 

and the other for clamped ends. In observing the difference between the two de-

signs, it should be noted that the cost of exerting the clamping forces and the 

effect of axial forces have not been taken into account here. 

6. EFFECT OF AXIAL FORCES 
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       -More realistic designs may be obtained by modifying for the effect of 

axial forces the minimum weight designs which have been obtained in the  preced-

ing sections; The fully plastic moment MP for a cross-section must be such that 

the axial force N and the bending moment M acting upon the section do not violate 

the interaction yield condition. For example, the yield condition for an ideal-

=ized .sandwich section may be represented by 

N           

P------ +NP+ 1 = 0(34) 

where MPN and NP denote the fully plastic moment under the presence of N and the 

fully plastic axial force under the absence of M, respectively. The plastic mo- 

ments A.,B. and C. obtained in the preceding sections are MFN in equation (34) 

As soon as Ni associated with MPN of a sandwich member is determined, Mp defin-
 ing the section. may be obtained from 

MP 
        MP= MPN +I NZI ° MPN +INI(35) 

      NP
2 

for a choice of the depth Hi of the sandwich section. The axial force distribu-

tion corresponding to the moment diagram at collapse of a simply supported frame 

may.immediately be calculated by statics and therefore the modified design may 

be obtained uniquely [3]. 

        For a clamped frame, however, the axial force distribution depends upon 

the remaining redundant reaction, i.e. the overall fixed end moment when the 

frame is regarded as a clamped-clamped beam as a whole. Consider as an example 

a frame in Design-I. One of the axial forces, say Nn of the mth lower chord 
member (m being the minimizing index in Design-I) may as well be taken as the 

-redundant force. Then in view of the moment diagram shown in Fig .8(a), the axi-

al force in the lower chord members at collapse may be expressed in terms of m 
as follows and is distributed as shown in Fig .14. 

m-1 

         .Nn-hE(M+M+l)1 <j<m-1 
2-„7 

       Nkm+h .E (-1+M.)m+lkf(36) 
                           2=m+1 

The axial force in an upper chord member takes on the same magnitude as the cor-

responding lower chcre e7..1-er with the opposite sign. The axial force in the 

ith vertical member is simply given byi. If the weight of the frame may a- 
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gain be assumed to be proportional to  M  , then lm may be so determined, for a 
prescribed set of Hi's, as to minimize 

          g EIii= g{ E m . /. +2E11Ni~?i} = G + GNC + GNV (37) 
where 

              G = gEM.l., GNyaE Ps} 
                                                   S=0 

m-1f           GNC =g~jEljl j I Nj +Hm1m I Nm 1 +kEm+Hk Zk I Nk I } (38) 
Since the minimum of G has already been achieved separately, it is reasonable 

to minimize GNC alone with respect to Nm under the known set of frame moments, 

although the minimizations in the two separate steps may not necessarily pro-

vide the minimum of the modified weight as a whole. The minimum of GNC may how-

ever be expected to provide a good upper bound on the minimum of the modified 

weight since the state of stress resultants so determined will satisfy all the 

equations of equilibrium, will determine a modified design just satisfying all 

the interaction yield conditions and hence may correspond again to an extremely 

deteriorated overcomplete collapse mechanism consisting of those plastic hinges 

which are governed by the plastic potential flow law associated with (34). It 

should be noted that the axial force diagram for chord members is of a staircase 

shape and coincide, when multiplied by h, with the overall moment diagram of 

the clamped-clamped beam only at the midspans of subspans. While Megarefs and 

Sidhu [ 4] are concerned with the minimum volume design of beams and frames 

with continuously varying cross-section, the present problem of modification 

is to minimize the absolute area of the axial force diagram of staircase shape 

weighted by H 's with respect to one of the two redundant forces, or in other 

words, with respect to an up- or downward translation of the diagram. This is 

therefore quite similar to the previous problem of minimizing the absolute area 

of a subspan-shear diagram for G and the technique used in Section 4 may be ap-

plied, with the precaution that N. and Nk are both monotonically nonincreasing 

from m toward 1 and f, respectively.
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7. CONCLUSION 

       A general analytical method of constructing minimum weight designs has 

been proposed for Vierendeel frames. It has been shown that the new concept of 

the "frame moment" which has been introduced by Tanabashi and Nakamura [2] is 

useful and effective for understanding the overall beam character of a Vierendeel 

frame and for constructing its minimum weight design. It should be noted that 

the linear minimum weight design of an externally determinate Vierendeel frame 

is statically determinate without regard to its internal indeterminacy. The 

weight of an externally indeterminate frame has been minimized with respect to 

the external redundant forces. The four classes of designs obtained in simple 

and explicit analytical forms have sufficiently revealed the general intrinsic 

features of the linear minimum weight designs of clamped Vierendeel frames. 

The necessary and sufficient conditions for the minimum weight have been given 

 in  terms of the "shape function" introduced in the present paper. The minimum 

weight design of a clamped Vierendeel frame is almost generally such thatt each 

clamped end is to carry the vertical loads on those joints included in its re-

spective alf-span. It appears thq this feature is essentially due to the 
circumstace that the cost of external supports has not been compared. 

       T1 present method is general enough to be extended to those clamped 

Vierendeel frames which have not been covered in this paper. The present ap-

proach anditechnique may also be applied in a fairly straightforward manner to 

continuou,Vierendeel frames and other regular rectangular frames. 
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                           CHAPTER 5 

             ELASTIC-PLASTIC ANALYSIS OF TRUSSES  AND- FRAMES 

                  BY THE GRADIENT PROJECTION METHOD 

1. INTRODUCTION 

       While the method of elastic-plastic hinge stiffness matrix (displacement 

method) is now well-known as has been referred to in chapter 2, it does not 

appear that an efficient stress method of elastic-plastic analysis of framed 

structures has been developed except the well-known superposition of elastic 

responses of successively deteriorating frames or trusses. In this chapter, 

the gradient projection method (GP) of nonlinear programming which has been 

developed by Rosen [4.5] is shown to be useful for a stress method approach 

to the elastic-plastic analysis. The gradient projection is a method of 

obtaining the global maximum of a nonlinear concave function in a convex 

region defined by linear or nonlinear constraints. 

       The geometrical representation of a state of stress given by Prager 

enables one to represent a change of state of stress in a truss as an 

infinitesimal vector in a convex yield polyhedron defined in a stress space. 

The minimum principle of Greenberg [1] is interpreted in this geometrical 

context. A more precise proof than that given in [8] is proposed for the 

equivalence theorem stating that the infinitesimal response vector obtained 

by use of the minimum principle is identical with that described by the 

maximization process of the gradient projection method, provided that the 

objective function is so chosen that the gradient vector always coincides 

with the direction determined by the increments of the load factors. The 

equivalence proof establishes the basis for the application of the computa-

tional method. The technique is first illustrated for a simple three-bar truss. 

       The method is then shown to be applicable to frames without modifica-

tion. If the prescribed loading path is piecewise linear, the number of 

maximization stepsis equal to the number of segments of the path, regardless

The present chapter is based partly upon "ELASTIC-PLASTIC ANALYSIS OF 
TRUSSES BY THE GRADIENT PROJECTION METHOD" by the author and J.B.Rosen, 
Technical Report CS11, July 17, 1964, Computer Science Division, Stanford 
University. (Ref.[8])
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of the degrees of redundancy of a frame or a truss. It is shown that shake-

down problems can be investigated readily if a loading cycle is prescribed 

or if it can be assumed that all the variations of the applied loads are 

bounded by a polyhedron or by a parallelopiped. A closed convex "safe load 

domain" defined by a set of all the load carrying capacities may be obtained 

by the GP procedure. 

2. GEOMETRICAL REPRESENTATION OF STATE OF STRESS 

       The geometrical representation of a state of stress as given by Prager 

[2, 3] is introduced here in a generalized form to prepare for the ensuing 

discussion. 

       An ideal stable plane truss is composed of n bars of elastic-perfectly-

-plastic materials . It is assumed that the rates of settlement of the supports 

are all zero. Let f be the number of reactions and h the number of joints. 

Suppose there are  s sets of loads characterized by  s independent load factors 

{xi} in the form 

{x1 Pit '{x2 P2k}, ...., {xs Pat}(1) 

(k=1,2,••• h) 

acting upon the given ideal truss. Then the equations of equilibrium form 

an inhomogeneous system of linear algebraic equations of the form 

   n+fs 

       kElaikSk=iElx. bik(Q=1,2, , 2h) (2) 
where s1, s2,••• ,sn denote the internal forces in the bars, Sn+1•....'Sn+f' 

the reactions at supports and bik,Pik multiplied by a direction cosine. 

The coefficients atk are essentially the direction cosines of the kth bar. 

Unknown quantities are {Sk} (k=1,2, '••,n+f)• 

       If n4-2hEr>0, then the set {Sk} is not uniquely determined by (2) 

and the truss has r degrees of redundancy. Let 

{S1j},{S2j}3....,{SSo} 

by a set of s particular solutions of the s inhomogeneous systems the ith 

of which is obtained by replacing the right-hand side of (2) by the ith 

inhomogeneous term {bid and 

          {Rlj},{R2j},••••,{Rrj.}, 

a set of r linearly independent solutions of the homogeneous equation obtained 
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from (2). Although (2) cannot have a unique solution, any solution of (2) 

must be contained in the general solution given by a linear combination of  s 

linearly independent particular solutions (Sij} and r linearly independent 

solutions  {Rkj} of the homogeneous system obtained from (2). 

    sr 

       S. E xiSij+ E xs+k Rkj(3) 
i=1k=1 

(j=1,2,... ,n+f) 

where xs+k's are arbitrary parameters. The particular solution {Si.} can be 

obtained by imposing r additional conditions on deformation that the truss 

responds elastically under the particular set of loads {bi} (L=1,2, ..... ,2h) 

Thus {Si.} represents an elastic state of stress. {Rk
ej} is obtained by 

considering the statically determinate structure which can be produced by 

replacing r redundant forces by a set of known forces. {Rkj} then represents 

a state of self-stress. 

       It is always possible [2] by forming linear combinations of {Si
~j} or {

Rk
'j} to construct an orthonormal set of (s+r) solutions in the sense 

            .E ajSkjSij=ki 
           J1 

     2.E . SijRQj= 0(4)                  =1 

E aj R mj = 6km 
J=1 

(k,i=1,2, ..... ,s; 

where a=E•A •,1Cjdenoting the length of bar j,Aj its cross-section and E. 
its elasticmoaulus, and where 6ki and S are Kronecker delta's. It is to 
be understood in the following that {Si.} and {Rkj} denote elements of this 

orthonormalized set where j varies from 1 to n. The original load factors 

can then be expressed by linear combinations of the x.'s for this orthonormal- 

ized set. 

       The elastic strain energy corresponding to the set of internal forces 

t5.1 given by (3) is defined by 

       e=2E jSi 
                  J=1
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          = 1E  a.  [ E x.
7"S. + E xs+kRkfj]2(5) 

        =1i=1k=1 

By virtue of the orthonormality (4),(5) is reduced to 

s r 

e = E xZ + E xs+k(6) 
i=1 k=1 

       With this preparation, we can now make use of the concept of "stress 

space." Any solution L5.), and the corresponding strain energy, is completely 

determined by the set of parameters 

         (xl,x2~_...,xs'x8+1,...,xs+r)(7) 

as shown by (3) and (6). If we consider an (s+r)-dimensional stress space 

whose Cartesian coordinates are (x1,x2,..... ,xs,xs+1, .....,xs+r),then any 

state of stress of the truss can be represented by a point in this space. 

Any state of loading is then represented by the set (x1,x2,.....,xs) while 

any state of residual stress by (xs+1,xs+2,.. ..,xs+r). 

       Since all the bars are assumed to be composed of perfectly-plastic 

materials, the corresponding yield conditions must be satisfied. The condi-

tion that the stress in any bar should not exceed the yield limit can be 

written as 

sr 

         ~j-=lxiSij+k=lxs+kRk~j -tj(8) 

(J=1,2, ..... ,n) 

where cj and tj denote the yield limits of bar j in compression and in 

tension, respectively. Each one of the n inequalities in (8) defines a 

strip between two hyperplanes. The set of all the inequalities define a 

convex polyhedron in (s+r)-dimensional stress space as the common region 

of all the yield strips. Therefore, only the set of points on or inside 

the yield polyhedron can represent actual states of stress. 

3. GEOMETRICAL INTERPRETATION OF THE MINIMUM PRINCIPLE. 

       The minimum principle of Greenberg [1] is expressed in the geometrical 

terms according to Prager [3] to prepare for the later use in Section 4. 

        In order to obtain the response of a given truss to a particular 

loading program, (s-1) relations between s load factors must be prescribed 

resulting in a "loading path" in the s dimensional load factor subspace.
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Let a vector 

 dq = (dxl,di2'.. ..,dis) 

define a set of infinitesimal changes of load factors from an instantaneous 

state of loading (xl,x2,•••• ,x3), dq being a tangent vector to the loading 

path. Corresponding to this change is an infinitesimal translational 

displacement of the r-dimensional subspace of equilibrium. The corresponding 

new state of stress must be represented by a point in this displaced subspace 

of equilibrium. If we consider a local coordinate axis q in the direction 

of dq at a stress point denoted by 

        x = ,xs, xs+1, ,xs+r) 

and an (r+1)-dimensional cross-section of the yield polyhedron spanned by 

q, xs+1,.....,x341. then any stress change due to dq can be represented 

by a vector 

           dx = (dq,dxs+1, 'dis+r) 

where dx
s+1, ,dxs+rdenote the variations in xs+1-••,dxs+rcorrespond- 

ing to dq respectively. The problem is then to determine dx which does not 

violate the yield conditions (8) 

        The stress rate intensity may be written as

2            4e = dq2 + dxs+1+.+ dxs+r 
= IIdx112(9) 

Since the new stress point must lie in the displaced subspace of equilibrium 

and in the yield polyhedron, a vector dx is said to be admissible if the 

point x+dx is in the displaced hyperplane of equilibrium bounded by the 

yield polyhedron. Admissible vectors form a family any one of which can 

represent an admissible stress change. The minimum principle can be stated 

as follows: For a given dq, the actual stress change is given by the vector 

which minimizes the absolute value of dx among all the admissible vectors. 

In other words, we wish to obtain the shortest distance from an initial 

point to the intersection of the equilibrium hyperplane and the yield 

polyhedron. 

        It may be helpful to consider a two-dimensional illustrative 

example. A truss consisting of three bars shown in Figure 1 is subjected 

to a vertical varying load P. Let the internal forces transmitted by the 
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bars 1 (or 3) and 2 be S1 and  S2;'and 29,1/A1E=9..2/A2E. 

- The equation of-equilibrium is written as 

   S1+ S2 = P(10) 

and the compatibility equation 

2S2-= 2S1(11) 

The so1ution.=of (10) and (11) is 

PF           S
1=2'S2= 

the normalized set is 

     {S11' S12}{k'J2}(12) 

The state of self-stress is shown in Figure 2. The normalized set is given 

by 

{R11' R12} = y2 ,1}(13) 
Thus a typical state of stress can be written 

x1 x2 
Si = + 

x1 x2(14) 
       S2T J2 

       For the sake of simlicity, let the yield limits of the bars 1(3) and 

2 be a/ and +-m-respectively Then the yield conditions are 
             ^ 

            -2< xl+w2<2 

           -1<x
l x2 < 1               1(15) 

Figure 2 shows the yield polygon defined by the four straight lines of (15) 

The dashed lines x1=constant represent lines of equilibrium. 

        Consider a loading program: x1=0 i 1.4 As the load factor xl is 

increased and hence the line of equilibrium xl=constant is displaced, the 

stress point moves from 0 toward A. As soon as the stress point hits the 

yield line H1, the subsequent response cannot be along the.rl-axis in order 

not to violate the yield condition. If, for instance, the load increment 

from A is 0.4, the equilibrium line located at x1=1.4 is bounded by the 

yield line H1 and H2 as indicated in Figure 2 by BB1. A line which cor ects 

A and any point on the line segment BB1represents an admissible vector. 

The problem of re,_a s e analysis at this stage is then to find the vector 

which has the minimum absolute value among all the admissible vectors. 
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4. APPLICATION OF THE GRADIENT PROJECTION  METHOD 

       The problem of incremental response analysis described in geometrical 

terms in the preceding sections can be solved numerically by the gradient 

projection method (GP). The applicability of the method is based essentially 

on the fact that, in GP the global maximum is sought by cutting across the 

interior of the convex region of definition, if possible. The stress change 

dx determined by the minimum peinciple stated above exactly coincides with 

the vector determined by GP. provided that the objective function F is chosen 

so that the gradient vector is always in the di ection of the tangent to 

a prescribed loading path. 

       Suppose if a stress point x lies in an intersection r of y yield 

hyperplanes {Hi} Corresponding to each hyperplane Hi, a unit vector ni 

is defined 

         n.E {n.,n,n.      i} 
       2212,.....Zm 

(m=r+1, i=1, ....,y) 

which is orthogonal to Hi and is directed so that it points "into" the region 

bounded by {Hi}. It is convenient to write the desired stress change dx in 

the form dx=y dq by considering a local coordinate system at x. The convex 

cone defined by the y yield hyperplanes can be written as 

  NIy?0(16) 

where 

NY E [n1,n2, ....,ny] 

The remaining

~yield inequalities can be written as     N-
S y - bs >0(17) 

Let g be a unit normal vector from x to the displaced hyperplane of equi-

librium H 
e 
       The problem of incremental response analysis defined by the minimum 

principle can be stated as that of finding a vector y which satisfies the 

following quadratic programmingproblem 

min {yTy INT? 0 , N10 b> 0,gTy = 1}(18) 

       This problem can be solved by the gradient projection method provided 
that the objective function F is so chosen that 
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 gradi'=9 at x.(19) 

Let the finite set {N.} represent all the submatrices which can be formed 
J 

with linearly independent columns of j . Because of the choice of the 

linearly independent columns of N1,.the jxj symmetric matrix NT N.is non- 
singular. The mxm matrix 

     P.I - N.(NjN.)-1NT(20) 

which takes any m-dimensional vector into the space orthogonal to that 

spanned by the columns of N. can be formed and is called a "projection 

matrix"- Let P={P.,I} be the finite set of all P and the mxm identity 

matrix. The gradient projection algorithm will form the projection matrix 

Pt e P, such that 

IP2,9I = max{IP.91 I NT P.g>o}(21) 
          Pe P'Ya 

as shown by Rosen in 14]and [5]. It has been shown that an appropriate 

basis change is made whenever such a change will increase the norm of the 

projected gradient, subject to the feasibility restriction. 

       The equivalence theorem can now be stated in the form given by 

Rosen [8]. 

EQUIVALENCE THEOREM 

      If Pkg is the solution of (21), then y=aPQg is the solution of (18) 

where a>0 is a scalar. 

The proof given by Rosen in [8] is not complete and must be supplemented 

as follows:* 

PROOF It is first shown in accordance with Rosen [8] that the maximization 

process of the problem (21) corresponds to the minimization process of the 

problem (18). Consider a set of Y.=a. P. g for all the possible projection                          0 J J 

matrices P
~E P. In order to satisfy 9T Y=1, a. 9T Pj g = a.I.g12 = 1 or a.= I P. 9 I - 2 

Then YT y=I P 9I-2 Hence if IPt 91=maxIPP9I, Pi E P, then 

P g 
Y E ---------(22) I

PQ g12

* This 

 (May

was proposed in a private communication from the author to J.B. 
4, 1965) and admitted by him (July 7, 1965). 
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gives a minimum in the problem (18). 

       If must still be shown that the vector y given by (22) is indeed the 

minimum among all the admissible vectors. Let u be any vector in  He such 

that 

v = y + u(23) 

will be in He bounded by all the yield hyperplanes as shown in Figure 3, i,e 

     TNSV - b~>0, NTVPO, gTv= 1 Since gu=0, it is evident that gv=1. A vector v is called an admissible 

vector. A11..1 nr1,. all the admissible vectors can be given by (23) as U 

exhausts all the points in He bounded by all the yield hyperplanes. The 

objective function of (18) can be written as 

VT V = 1y12 + 2uT y + 1u12(24) 

and is minimized with respect to u. 

        By lemma 3 of [4], uTnk>0, k=1,2, ..... ,t. Furthermore g can be 

written as 

2. 

g=Ptg+E Yknk(25) 
k=1 

Since Ptg is the solution of (21), the basis actually selected for this 

step of the gradient projection procedure is such that all Yk<O. As has 

r, indicated in [5], if for any basis being considered there is at least 

one y >0, then the vector n
q is dropped from the basis. This is continued 

until all Yk<O. If (25) is premultiplied by uT and if gTu=O is used, 

the second term of (24) may be written as 

                 uT P          uTY=Q92= l 2E (-Yk) uT nk20 
              IPQIIPgl 

Hence 

         vv> IY12= -------------1 

                         2                      

11,9,gI 

and y given by (22) is indeed the minimum among all the admissible vectors. 

       If the unit normal vector g to Heis inside the yield polyhedron 
it is obvious that gdq gives the desired minimum of (18), coinciding with 

the gradient vector since no constraints are active. 

       The gradient projection procedure of the incremental elastic-plastic 

analysis is now illustrated for the example of the three-bar truss in the



preceding section. The feasible region R is determined  by  the yield condi-
tions (15) and the lines of equilibrium. Inward drawn unit vectors hi (i= 
l,2, •• ,6) to the yield lines H1,H2,H3,H4,H5,H6, are shown in Figure 2. 
The objective function is F=x1 whose contour lines are a family of equally-
spaced parallel dotted lines which are the lines of equilibrium themselves. 

       Consider the loading and unloading process given by 

x1: 0-1.4-}0->-1.2;0-+1.4(26) 
The initial point is the origin with the gradient IgI=1.0. The largest 

permitted step length in the direction of g without leaving R is to H1. 
The projection P1g1 is shown in the Figure 2, where P1 is the corresponding 

projection matrix to H1. Since P1g1=(2,2) the new direction z1=P191/IP191I 
is A . The largest step length is to H2 giving g2=g0 as shown. At this 

point B, the projection of g2 on H5 becomes zero because H5 is one of the 
contour lines. Thus at B the maximum of F=x1 is achieved first. 

The computer describes exactly the path a, AP, which represent the actual 

response of the truss. It should by noted that the computer stops at the 

point B where the maximum first achieved although there are an infinite 
number of points of maxima along H5. 

        For the unloading process, xl: 1.4+0->-1.2, the program must be 

started with the new initial point B. The corresponding mathematical 

problem is stated as follows: 

        Maximize F=-x1 

        subject to the constraints xl>-1.2, -x12-1.4 and (15) with the new 

       initial point B. 

Tables 1 & 2 show the results obtained by GP. They demonstrate that the 

actual response of the truss to the prescribed variation of xi is exactly 

traced by the computer within the round-off errors in the last digit. 

5. MULTI-STORY FRAMES* 

       The elastic-plastic analysis by the gradient projection method is 

not restricted to trusses but can be extended to multi-story frames. For the 

sake of illustration, a symmetric multi-story frame of a single span is

* An abstract of this, section was presented at 1962 Annual Meeting of 

  (Kanazawa), Summaries of Technical Papers of 1962 Annual Meeting of 
P.56

A.I.J. 

A.I.J.
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 Table • Response I •No" shakedown.

 xl  X2 Loading

0 0 0

1 0 A Loading

L11-0000000. 0.39999997 B

-0.60000002 0.39999997 C

-1.20000000 -0.19999997 D Unloading

0.80000003 -0.19999997 E

1.40000000 0.39999997 B Loading

Table 2. Response II.  Shakedown.

 X1 X2 Loading

0

1

1.40000000

0

0

0.39999997

0

A

B

Loading

-0.59999999 0.39999997 c Unloading

l •. 40000000 0.39999997 B Loading

-0 .59999999 039999997 U Unloading
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considered here. If the effect of axial forces and elongations can be 

neglected, a half of the frame has only to be considered where all the mid-

points of the beams are supported by rollers. The degree of redundancy is 

therefore equal to the number of stories. Let r be the number of stories. 

Let the end moments be denoted by 

 M1,M2,. ...,M3 r 

as shown in Figure 4. If we write the equations of equilibrium in terms of 

these end moments, we obtain 2r linear algebraic equations for 3r unknowns; 

r equations of moment equilibriun about r joints and r sway equilibrium 

equations. In matrix form it may be written as 

        AM = xl B1 + x2 B2 +. ...+ x sBS(27) 

where A is a 3rx2r matrix, M a column vector with 3r components and Bi 

a column vector with 2r components representing the inhemogeneous term due 

to the i-th set of external loads. 

       Owing to the redundancy of r degrees, the solution of (27) is not 

uniquely determined by (27) only, but any state of moment distribution 

must be a solution included in the general solution of (27) For the 

later use, the general solution of (27) is written as follows. Let MEZ be 

a particular solution of the inhomogeneous system of (27) when x.
Z=1, and 

xi=x2=.....=xi -1xi+l=' • •=xs=0. LetMRl,MR2,•••, MR' be any r linearly 
independent solutions of the homogeneous system obtained from (27). Then 

the general solution of (27) may be written as 

M E x. ME2 + E xMR`~(28) 
           i=1J=1s+`~ 

where xs+1' xS+2,.. , xs+rare arbitrary parameters to be determined 

later. Physically, MRd (j=1,2,••• ,r) represents a state of self-stress 

or residual moment distribution, since there is no external force for these 
                            2 

cases. The quantities ME and MRi in Eq.(28) are all column vectors whose 

components are 3r end moments. If all the 3r end moments are known, the 

moment distribution is completely specified throughout the frame. Therefore 

Eq.(28) may also be interpreted as that representing a moment distribution 

throughout the frame where M, ME2, M8`1 are then functions of position along 

the members of the frame. Let z denote the independent variable representing 

the position. 
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       In order to construct these states of residual moment distribution 

it is convenient to consider the statically determinate basic system by 

removing the r roller supports and then to apply r vertical forces one by 

one separately as shown in Figure 5. In the elastic analysis of the frame, 

these f forces may be regarded  as,redundant forces and the principle of 

virtual work may be applied on these moment distributions and the actual 

displacements of the original frame. Let MLZ denote the moment distribution 

in the basic determinate system due to the i-th set of external loads only. 

Then the corresponding MEi may be written as 

MEZ = MLZ + xs+ MR`j 
                      .j=1 

It is assumed that the rates of settlement of the supports are all zero. 

Then the virtual work of each vertical force on the displacements of the 

elastic moment distribution ME2 vanishes. The equations of virtual work 

explicitly represent the orhtogonality relationships between MEZ and MR~ 

in the sense 

fMEZ(z)ME'~(z)  EIdz - 0 (i=1,2, ..... ,8,.j=1,2,....,r) (29) 

where the integral is to be taken throughout the half frame. 

       In dealing with the stress rate intensity obtained from Eq.(28) 

later, the orthogonality betweenMEZand MEk(iNk) and betweenME'~andMEh 

(jNh) enables one to interpret the stress rate intensity in geometrical 

terms in a stress space. The residual moment distribution MRi is not in 

general orthogonal to any otherMRh (jkh). It is always possible to form 

an orthogonal set {MRj} from the original set {MEi} in the following way. 

                              -fit 

       gIRJ_m,RJ -jElpRt f m Edy                                          (jj 1,2, • • ,r) (30) 
t_1J _(Mfi dy 

EI 

In a similar manner, it is also possible to form an orthogonal set Veil 
It should be noted however that each of the mutually orthogonal moment 

distributions would then be produced by certain linear combination of the 

original sets of external forces. Conversely therefore, the original sets 

of external forces may be represented by linear combinations of the sets of 

external forces corresponding to the orthogonal set.
~ 

       The orthogonal set of moment distributions {Vi;MRV} is now 
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normalized in the following sense. A state of moment distribution with unit 

strain energy is called "standard"- Each one of the n parameters of load 

factor type  associated with' 144'i shall be so chosen that when it is unity, 

the corresponding =moment d-is-tri1 tifion'is standard. Siniitarly, the vertical 

forces:at--the roller Supports "are so chosen that-each M is standardized. 

The orthonormal set of moment distributions is denoted by 

         {m~      Elmmm ,mE2EsR1E2 .....RP}                     ,,m 

The orthonormality of this set may be compactly written as 

        1mEi m                   1(mEimRj1mRj mRh        2dy=6ik'2EIdy =2J EI dy = ajh 
where 6ik and 6jh denote Kronecher delta's. The (s+r) parameters associated 

with this orthonormal set will again be denoted by x1• x2, ..... . xs+rin 

the following. Any state of moment distribution may now be written as 

-.M = E x
i rn + E xs+j mR(32) i=lj=1 

The elastic strain.energy corresponding-to the moment distribution may then 

be represented as- 
           2 s+r_ 

    c =2f(Edz = E x22'(33) 
i=1 b

y virtue of (31). 

       Once the orthonormal set {mE'; mRj is obtained for a frame, any 

moment distribution may be completely specified by the set of parameters 

(x1,x2'.....,xs+r) as given by Eq.(32). This implies that if we consider 

an (s+r)-dimensional stress space whose Cartesian coordinates are xl,x2, 

.....,xs+r, any moment distribution in the frame may be represented by 

a point in this stress space. The first n parameters are load factors and 

any state of loading may be defined by the set (x1,x2, .....,xs). Any load-

ing path may then be conceived as a curve in this load factor subspace. 

The rest of the parameters (x8+1'....-'xs+r) define a state of residual 

moment distribution. The elastic strain energy a is given by the square 

of the absolute value of the vector (xl,x2, ,x
s+r) 
       It is assumed that each member Of the frame obeys the elastic-

perfectly-plastic moment-curvature relationship as shown in Figure 6. 

If we denote the plastic moment of the j-th member by MP. then the yield 

condition may be written as 
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 -MP < M. MP(,j=1,2, ..... ,2r)(34) 
where M

. is in general a function of position. In the present case, 
however, the possible hinge locations are, from the loading condition, 
the 3r ends of the 2r uniform members. It suffices therefore to write the 

yield inequalities only for these 3r end sections. Let M° denote a column 
vector with 3r components representing the plastic moments of the 3r end 
sections. Then the yield inequalities may be written as 

-M°< E x.mE2+ E x
S+.mRJ<M°(35) i=l 2j=l 

where RP: and mRJ are also column vectors of 3r elements, respectively. 
Geometrically, each one of the inequalities in (35) defines a strip between 
two hyperplanes in the stress space. The set of all the inequalities 
define a convex polyhedron as the common region of all the yield strips. 
Therefore any actual moment distribution must be represented by a point 
on or inside this yield polyhedron. 
The remaining treatment of the problem is the same as for a truss. For a 

piecewisely linear loading path, the following linear programming problem 
in GP for the problem of incremental analysis may be formulated; 

s 

       Maximize F= E b. x.                         2  
 i=12 

       subject to the inequalities (35) and the bounds representing 

       the length of a linear loading path. 

As an example, the computational procedure and the numerical results are 

shown for a three-story frame of one span. The end moments and the bending 

stiffness ratios of the members are denoted as shown in Figure 7. The ortho-

normalized residual moment distributions mRl, MR2 and mR3 are shown in 

Figure 8. The end moments are as follows;

mR1 = 0.894 
-0 .894 

0.894 

0 
0 
0 

0 
0 
0

mR2 0.062 
-0.062 

-0.529 

0.591 
-0.591 

0.591 

0 
0 

0 
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mR3 = 0.018 
-0.018 
-0.073 

0.091 
-0.091 

-0.299 

0.414 
-0.414 

0.414
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Since the elastic moment distribution may be written as 

        ME = ML + v1 mR1 + v2mR2 + v3mR3 

where  v2,  v2, and v
3 are parameters representing the magnitudes of redundant 

forces, respectively. The equations of virtual work between the states of stress 

m j and the j-th vertical force and the state of elastic deformation vanish, 
respectively. Figure 9a shows the elastic moment distribution. The 

corresponding standardized elastic moment distribution ME is shown in 

Figure 9b. The corresponding set of end moments is 

mE = '-0.933 
                  -0.444 

                0.979 
                  -0.535 

                  -0.383 

                0.596 
                  -0.213 

                  -0.247 

                0.247 

Any moment distribution may now be written as 

         M = xl mE + x2 mRl + x3 mR2 + x4 mR3 

The plastic moments must next be prescribed. It should be noted that as 

far as.the frame is in the elastic range starting from the virgin state, 

the parameters x2, x3 and x4 are all zero and that it may readily be found 

which end moments reach their yield limits first. In order to illustrate 

two different cases, the plastic moments are prescribed in the following 

two ways. 

         MO1 = ` 5.000 ' MO2 = 5.000 
         5.0005.000 

         4.8954.895 
         3.0003.000 
         3.0003.000 
         2.9852.980 
         1.5001.500 
         1.5001.500 
           1.250, 1.235 

M01is the case where plastic hinges form one by one successively, whereas 

MO2 the case where three plastic hinges form at once at the ends of the 

three beams. The linear constraint inequalities may be written as
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Table 4 ELASTIC-PLASTIC RESPONSE OF THE  FRAME WITH THE PLASTIC MOMENTS MO2
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Table 5 ALTERNATING PLASTICITY
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Problem 3. Alternating plasticity 

     Step 1. Maximize  F=x1 starting with (xl,x2,x3,x4)=(0,0,0,0) 

            subject to the inequalities (36) with the right hand side 

             MO2 and to the bounds -5.120<xl<5.120. 

Step 2. Maximize F=-xl starting with the previous maximum subject 

              to the same constraints. 

     Step 3. Maximize F=x1 starting with the previous maximum subject 

              to the same constraints. 

Problem 4. Shakedown 

       Repeat precisely the same three steps of maximization process 

with'the different bounds -3.000<xl<5.100 

The results are shown in Table S and 6 and in Figure 12. B1 and B2 in 

Table 5 denote the bounds x1>-5.120 and -x1>-S.120, while B1 and B2 in 

Table 4 denote the bounds x1>-3.000 and -x12-S.100. It should be noted 

that x2-, x3- and x4-coordinates do not vary in Table 6. This implies that 

shakedown indeed occurs for this loading cycle. 

6. SHAKEDOWN 

       In many practical cases, the precise variations of the loads applied 

to a structure are not known or are so complicated that it is difficult to 

prescribe them. For the purpose of designing structures, certain bounds on 

the working loads can be assumed which may be based on statistical data. 

The shakedown problem may be stated as follows; Given a structure 

subjected to a set of periodically varying loads, whose bounds of vari-

ations are prescribed, determine whether the structure will shakedown to 

a state of self-stress after a finite number of cycles of loading and 

unloading processes such that its response to all further cycles becomes 

purely elastic. 

       An example will be considered first. Figure 13(a) shows a simply 

redundant ideal truss of 8 bars with 5 joints subjected to a vertical load 

P and a hoeizontal load Q which vary independently. The elements {S
lj}, 

{S20.} and{ R.1 of the orthonormal stress set for the present example are 
shown in Figure 13(f) and in Table 7. The original varying loads P and Q 

may then be written as
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Table  7- THE ORTHONORMAL SET OF STRESS SETS

 J Pi S. S. R.
J

1 1 _ 2
2 _'C

150 3

2 1
4

3I
1

.150
12-

3

3 2

T
_2

Jo
0

4 2
1 3

0

J7 4/50

5 2
1

3f
1

150
Y2

3

6 1
2I 2., 2

130 3

7 1

3
- 

137D
2

3

8 1
2 3

3 450 3
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incomplete mode. The   3VT      30x23x3 < 1

be expressed as

(37)

where the yield limits of the bars have been chosen as 

       t~ = I e 

This choice of t.and e. preventsthetrussfrom collapsing due to yielding 
of the bars 3 and 4 in an incomplete mode. The yield polyhedron for this 
truss is shown in Figures 14 and 15. Suppose a complicated periodical 
loading path is entirely contained in a rectangular region given by 

        -1.5 5xl< 0.51 
   -1.2 5 x

250.1(38) 

According to the general shakedown theorem, if there exists any state of 

self-stress which would enable the truss to respond in a purely elastic 

manner to all further cycles of loading, then itwill shakedown. In order 

to show that the truss will shakedown, it suffices therefore to find only 

one state of residual stress to which it might shake down. Any purely
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elastic response is characterized by the fact that the response curve is 

entirely on a plane parallel to  xl x2-plane. Then the problem may be 

conceived geometrically as that of imbedding the prescribed region of 

loading program into the yield polyhedron by a translational displacement 

normal to itself only [3]. This leads us to investigate the possibility 

of imbedding the rectangular region defined by (38) into the yield poly-

hedron. The imbedding can be achieved if the fictitious response to the 

worst possible loading cycle, which consists of the circumference of the 

rectangle, shows that x3 becomes a constant eventually. 

       In the yield polyhedron shown in Figure 14, the response to the 

piecewise linear cycle: 04.1}24-3.+4}5-*2 

2(-1.5, -1.2) -------------------------------5(-1.5, 0.1) 

I
1(-1.5, 0) 

0(  0,  0)

       3( 0.5, -1.2) -------------------------------- ' 4( 0.5, 0.1) 

is constructed as shown by the arrows 

          1; 2', 2; Z. 4; S', 5, 6', 6 

the corresponding stepwise formulation of the  problem in terms of GP is 

given in Table 8. The result given in Table 9 shows the coincidence with 

that obtained graphically. The steps 5 and 6 require plastic deformation 

so that the truss will not shake down if all possible arbitrary loading 

cycles in the rectangular region must be taken into account. 

        In order to illustrate the case where shakedown actually occurs, 

the response to the small rectangular region 

          -1.3 <
l< 0.5 

   -1.2 < 2 < 0.1(39) 

has been obtained as shown in Table 10. The result illustrated in Figure 

shows that this smaller rectangular region is indeed imbedded in the poly-

hedron. 

       This procedure can easily be generalized. If a truss of r degrees 

of redundancy is subjected to s sets of loads characterized by s load 

factors whose bounds are prescribed by 

     Li< xi< Ui(i=1,2, ..... ,^)(40) 
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where  Li and U. denote the lower and upper bounds on xi, respectively, 

then any conceivable variation of the set xi is contained in the 

pprallelopi.ped defined by (40). Let x8+2' .. " . xstr denote r parameters fgr 

r independent states of self-stress. A y.e1d polyhedron is then considered 
 in an (s+r)-d.imensional stress space. Shakedown will occur under any 

 loading cycle contained in the parallelipiped if it can he imbedded in the 
yield polyhedron by translation normal to itself only. By virture of the. 
convexity 0 the yield polyhedron, it is sufficient to consider a fictitious 
response pfathe truss to that loading cycle which passes through all the 

corners of the parallelopiped. If this response shows that all the xs+k 15 
 (kT1,2,••••,r) become constant,after a finite number of cycles, then the 

imbedding of the parallilopiped is indeed achieved and shakedown occurs. 
The loading cycle may be piecewise linear from one corner to another. Hence 
the GP program can be applied. On this basis it appears that The number of 
steps required to sho1 the shakedown will be at least 28 and at most ?x23 
In the case of the example, s=2. The number of steps N required should.be 

         4 < N < 8 

Six steps were necessary for the loading path chosen as above.

Step 

 1 

 2 

 3 

 4 

S 

 6

 Table 8 FORMULATION FOR THE NON-SHA 

aximize --- j                     Subect to:--.__---_-----_- 
         --b — 

Bounds 
-x1xl 2 -1.5 -x1— --0.5 
-x

2 x2 > -1.2 -x2>-0.1 
:.c xl> -1.5 -x>-0.5 

x2 x2 > -1.2 -x2>-0.1 

  -x
1 xI > -1.5 -x1_-0.5 

  -x
2 x2 ? -1.2 -x2>-0.1 

To investigate more extensively under 

n truss wilt shake down, it is necessa 

subspaces defined by x3=const. Z. , c 

on parallel to xl x2 plane. Respmisc 

ily of an infinite number of elastic s 

ake down. Since the original  yield po 

subspaces are conyex polygons, Any of 
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Table 9. THE RESPONSE TO THE  NON-SHAKEDOWN CYCLE

Step Maximum F  xl x2 x3

1 1.50000000 -1.5000000 0 0

2 -1.5000000 -0.71174686 0

2 1.20000000 -1.5000000 -1.20000000 0.37819923

3 0.50000000 0.50000000 -1.20000000 0.37819923

4 0.09999994 0.50000000 0.09999999 0.37 819923

5 -1.3474396 0.09999999 0.37 8i9923

5 1.50000000 -1.50000000 0.09999999 0.18522390

6 -1.50000000 -0.95086989 0.18522390

6 1.20000000 -1.50000000 -1.20000000 0.37819923

Table  10. FORMULATION FOR A SHAKEDOWN CYCLE

Subject to:Step  F Maximize

Bounds Yield Ineq. Path

1 -x1  x1 -1.3 -x1> -0.5 (6.1) - (6.16) X2=0

2 -x2 x2>-1..2 -x2 > -0.1 x1= -1.5

.3 xl xl > -1.3 -xl > -0.5 x2 = -1.2

4 x2 x2>-1.2 -x2>-0.1 xl = 0.5

5 -x1 x1> -1.3 -x1> -0.5 x2 = 0.1

6 -x2 x2 > -1.2 -x2 > -0.1 xl = -1.5

Table 11. THE RESPONSE TO THE SHAKEDOWN CYCLE

Step Maximum F  xl x2
X3

1 1.3 0000000 -1.30000000 0 0

2 1.20000000 -1.30000000 -1.20000000 0.2517 0814

3 0.50000000 0.50000000 -1.20000000 0.25170814

4 0.09999999 0.50000000 0.09999999 0.25170814

5 1.30000000 -1.30000000 0.09999999 0.25170814

6 1.20000000 -1.30000000 -1.20000000 0.25170814
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tentatively a shakedown polygon. Any loading cycle under which the given 

truss will shakedown must therefore be contained in one of this family of an 

infinite number of shakedown polygons. For practical purposes, several shake-

down polygons will be sufficient for revealing shakedown characteristics of a 

truss. If they can be drawn by some means, it can be immediately inspected 

whether or not a given loading cycle can be imbedded into the yield polyhedron 

or how it may be enlarged or should be shrunk, if the truss is to shake down. 

       These shakedown polygons can easily be obtained by use of the  GP as 

follows. Since any shakedown polygon is convex, it is always possible to 

circumscribe it by a rectangle as shown in Figure 16. There are, in general, 

four points of contact with the rectangle or some of the sides of the polygon 

may coincide with those of the rectangle. Then it is obvious that the 

following five steps of maximization suffice to describe the polygon com-

pletely. 

            1: max. F1 = xl with the initial point 0 

     1 4 2: max. F2 = x21 

     2 ; 3: max F3 =-x12 

        3 4 4: max. F4 =-x2 I/ 

4 4 1: max. F5 = x1 I/ 

       In the present example it is not difficult to obtain these shakedown 

polygons graphically since there are only eight inequalities as given by (37). 

However, as the number of bars increases, the graphical solution becomes 

cumbersome. Furthermore, if the truss has r degrees of redundancy then a 

shakedown polygon is an intersection of the yield polyhedron of (r+2)-

dimension and r hyperplanes given by 

           xs+1 = const., xs+2 = const.,••••, xs+r= const. 

where the truss is subjected to two independently varying sets of loads. 

As long as the truss is subjected only to two independently varying loads, 

FF2,.....,F5 remain the same through all the shakedown polygons of the 

family. Only the right-hand sides of r equality constraints {xs+k=const.} 

are changed. The results from the GP program give all the vertices of the 

polygons. If the number of independent load factors is greater than two, 

then this technique cannot be used because it is very difficult to describe 

all the vertices of a complicated polyhedron by means of GP. 
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7. LOAD CARRYING CAPACITY AND SAFE LOAD DOMAIN 

       If a structure is subjected to a set of loads characterized by only 

one load factor, then the corresponding load carrying capacity is uniquely 

defined. However, if it is subjected to s sets of loads characterized by  s 

independently varying load factors {x.},then the set {x.} at collapse will 
     Z Z 

reveal the load-carrying capacity characteristics. In order to obtain all the 

sets {xi} at collapse. it suffices to consider a family of straight line paths 

defined by 

   xl x2x
s 
   ml m2ms 

where (ml,m2,••• ,m
s) is a set of numbers which determine the ratios 

between x.'s. This family covers the s-dimensional load factor subspace 

completely. To every one of these paths there corresponds a set (x1,x2,•• 

•• ,xs) at collapse. All these sets (xl,x2,•• •,xs) form a closed hyper-

surface in the s-dimensional load factor subspace. Since this hypersurface 

can be regarded as a projection of the yield polyhedron into the 

s-dimensional load factor subspace, it must be a convex polyhedron in 

s-space. This will be called the "safe load domain". This domain is 

characterized by the property that any combination of the s sets of loads 

represented by a point interior to it does not cause collapse if the loads 

are monotonically increased from zero. This can easily be obtained by the 

GP method since some equality constraints have only to be added. 

       It should be noted that if we denote an infinite number of regions 

of shakedown polygons by D1,D2,.....,D ..... then the union D1 U D2 U..... 

U mU• —gives a safe load domain approximated from inside i.e., from safe 
side. 

        In the case of the example, since there are two load factors all 

the ratios x1/x2 must be considered. By virtue of the symmetry of the yield 

polyhedron, we have only to consider a family of straight line paths 

originating from the origin which cover a half xi x2 plane completely. 

The safe load domain in this case is a polygon and practically several 

straight line paths suffice to draw the polygon. The result is shown in 

Figure 17-
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8. CONCLUDING REMARKS 

       The procedure of applying the gradient projection method of nonlinear 

programming to the elastic-plastic analysis of trusses has been shown in 

considerable detail. It should be emphasized that as long as loading paths 

are piecewise linear, GP automatically gives integral results for every 

segment of the paths and the exact elastic-plastic responses of multiply 

redundant trusses to several independently varying loads can readily be 

obtained by GP. 

       It has also been shown that the gradient projection method is useful 

and powerful to investigate shakedown and load carrying capacities of trusses 

and that frames can be treated in the same manner as trusses  without modifi-

cation. Since most of the collapse modes of a frame of uniform prismatic 

members contain a finite number of plastic hinges, yield polyhedrons rather 

than smooth convex hypersurfaces are again obtained and the application of 

GP is precisely the same as for trusses.
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                           CHAPTER 6 

               A LINEAR STRAIN-HARDENING IDEALIZED COLUMN 

                   SUBJECTED TO COMBINED LOADING 

1, INTRODUCTION 

      The plastic collapse  strength of a frame subjected to a set of monotonic 

loads can be estimated considerably well by the plastic-hinge method of the sim-

ple plastic theory or of the second-order theory provided that the plastic de-
formation in the members at collapse is so small that the effect of strain-hard-

ening may be neglected and so far as the members have been gesigned so as not to 

exhibit any local instability phenomenon. If, however, the frame is subjected 

to variable repeated loads, the effect of strain-hardening and the Bauschinger 

effect must be taken into consideration and the assumption of perfect-plastici-

ty will not be appropriate. 

       No systematic method, such as an incremental member-stiffness matrix 

method, of analyzing a frame characterized by.a complicated hysteretic stress-

strain relation has yet been proposed except for beams and beam-columns. Among 

more realistic idealizations than that of perfect-plasticity, the bilinear hys-
teretic stress-strain relation is the simplest. the author has presented an 

analytical method of solution to the bilinear hysteretic strain-hardening column 

problem based upon a 2-material-point model in 1966 [1]. whereas Yamada et al 
[2] proposed moment-curvature relations based upon 3- and 4-point models at the 
same Meetings of A.I.J, and subsequently proposed a numerical solution [3]. 

Kato et al [4] described an approximate analysis based upon an assumed rigid-plas-

tic moment-curvature relation. Since then, a number of refined treatments have 

been proposed [8]. 

       This chapter is concerned with a detailed presentation of the result of 

Ref.[l],[5],[6] but is not limited to the case of constant axial forces which 

have been assumed in all the previous works. Analytical solutions to a canti-

lever column subjected to combined varying axial and lateral forces will be ob-

tained. The constituent solutions may also be applied to other various practi-

cal cases. It will be illustrated that the concept of the "stress line" is use-

ful for examing all the possible responses from a previous state. While stress-

trajectory in Chapter 10 is the stress space representation of only the state of 

stress at plastic collapse of a structure, the "stress line" here may vary as 

the external loads are varied. 
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2. BILINEAR HYSTERETIC STRESS-STRAIN RELATION 

        Although the experimental hysteretic and skeleton stress-strain relations 

in Chapter 8 suggest a bilinear hysteretic stress-strain relation with variable 

strain-hardening modulus as shown in  Fig.1, the one with a constant modulus without 

regard to the stress or strain amplitudes is the simplest even if slightly less 

realistic. It is shown that many of the essential features of the inelastic 

behavior of a beam-column can be disclosed with the use of the stress-strain 

relation with a constant strain-hardening modulus and that the resulting analyt-

ical solutions are explicit, in closed form and much simpler than if otherwise. 

The procedure described in the following may, however, be applied to any bilinear 

hysteretic stress-strain relations. 

       Let a, E, .candQydenote the constant linear strain-hardening coeffici- 

ent, the modulus of elasticity, the yield strain and stress, respectively as 

shown in Fig.2. For later convenience, the dimensionless strain and stress are 

defined by 

c .a 
(1)

The

Let 

The

„
y 

virgin stress-strain relation may then be defined by 

s = e , -1 < e < 1 

s-1 = a(e-1) 1 < e 

                s+1 = a(e+1) e < -1 

the state of strain and stress at the end of the j-th step be (e 

subsequent stress-strain relations are given in the incremental 

s = e if -2+s(j) < s < s(j) 

or if s=s(j) and s<0 

or if s = s(j)-2 and s > 0 and 

s=ae if s=s(j) and s>0 

or if s=s(i)-2 and s<0 

      for e(`l), s(j) > 1, and 

§=e if s('1) <s<s(J)+2 

or if s=s(j) and s>0 
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form

(2a-c) 

s(j)). 

by 

 (3a) 

 (3b) 

 (3c) 

 (3d) 

 (3e) 

 (4a) 

 (4b)



 Fig,1 Bilinear hysteretic stress-strain relation 

with variable strain-hardening modulus.
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Fig. 2 Bilinear hysteretic stress-strain 

with a constant  strain-:lardening
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modulus.
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             or if s =  s(j)+2 and s < 0 and(4c) 

= ae if s = s (j) and s < 0(4d) 

or if s = s (j) +2 and s > 0(4e) 

         for e(W), s(i)< -1, 

where the dot denotes an increment with respect to some appropriate time scale. 

The ten cases (3a-e) and (4a-e) are indicated by arrows in Fig.2. These rela-

tions may be written in a finite form if s and é are known or may be assumed to 

be definite, positive or negative, throughout a step. 

s-s(j)= a-e(j) if -2+s(j) < s < s(j), and(Sa) 

s-(s(W)-2) = a{e-(e(j)-2)} if s < -2+s(j)(Sb) 

                               where s(a)-1 = a(e(j)-1) and 

       s-s('= e-e0if s(~)< s < s(j)+2, and (6a) 

s-(s(J)+2) = a{e4()+2)} if s(J)+2 < s(6b) 

                               where s(j)+1 = a(e('j)+1) . 

3. IDEALIZED SANDWICH SECTION 

       Besides the idealization of the stress-strain relation, the idealiza-

tion of the cross-sectional properties of a column is indispensable for the 

purpose of extracting most of the essential features of its inelastic behavior 
in an explicit and analytical form. The idealized sandwich section consists of 

sufficiently thin cover sheets or flanges of equal area and the core in between, 

which carries the shear stress only without any extensional stiffness. The re-

al cross-section of a column and an associated sandwich section are defined 

here to be equivalent if the extensional and bending stiffnesses are the same 

in the elastic range. Let the cross-sectional area and the moment of inertia 

of the real section be A and I, respectively. Let Ae and h denote the cross-

sectional area and the depth of the equivalent sandwich section, respectively. 

The equivalence is defined by 

Ae = A 
2(7a) Ie = Ae(He/2) = I, or1 He =/41  = r(7b) 

The equivalence in the elastic range does not necessarily imply the equivalence 

in the strain-hardening range, except some special cases.* 

       The interaction yield condition for the idealized sandwich section may

*An assessment of the accuracy of the approximation is given in the Appendix . 
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be derived as follows. The bending moment M  and  axial force N acting upon a 

section are given by 

          M =4AeHe(aL au), N =2 Ae(aL + au)(8) 
where aL and aU denotes the normal stresses in the two flanges, referred to as 

the lower flange and the upper flange shown in Fig.4, respectively. If the first 

and second equations of (8) are divided by the yield moment My =2 ayAeHe and 
the yield axial force Ny = ayAe, respectively, the following expressions may be 

obtained. 

SL=m+n, SU = -m+n(9) 

where 

            m = M/My, n = N/Ny, SL = aL/ay, Su = au/ay. (10) 

The initial yield condition is given by 

SL=m+n=+1, and/or SU=-m+n=+1(11) 

Egs,(11) represent a square on the (m, n)-plane or (SL,SU)-plane as shown in 

Fig.5 which will be referred to as the yield square. The region inside the 

initial yield square is called the initial elastic region. If some strain-

hardening limits are to be considered, the corresponding limit square may be 

drawn as shown in Fig.5 by dashed lines. As the strain-hardening proceeds 

in a flange, say Si > 0 and SL > 1, the yield square is translated in the 

positive direction of the SL-axis inside the limit square. This observation 
is useful for a deeper insight into the nature of the moment-curvature 

relationship in the following section. It should also be noted that, in view 

of the stress-strain relation shown in Fig.2, an unloading elastic region from 

a strain-hardening state is always represented by a square of the same size. 

4. MOMENT CURVATURE RELATIONS 

      Since the stress-strain relations are bilinear hysteretic as given by 

Eqs.(2), (3),and (4), the moment-curvature relations must also be derived 

piecewisely for each linear branch. Let EL and eu be the longitudinal strains 

in the lower and upper flanges, respectively. Corresponding to SL and SU, the 

following reduced strains will be used 

       eL = eL,eU= e(12)     YY
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The
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as

dimensionless curvature is defined by 

      K=K=2(eLen),where 

moment-curvature-rate relations based upon 

shown in Table 1, where 

                         ~i=  1-a  1+a 

                           TABLE 1

2E MY 
KY H

e EIe 
Eqs.(3) and (4) may be

(13) 

sum!nar j zed 

   (14)

lower flange upper flange Moment-curvature rate

relations
••

Elastic Elastic  K=m (15)

Elastic Strain-hardening
• 
K =l2

a(m-$in)(16)

Strain-hardening Elastic
• 
K =l2a(m+Rin) (17)

Strain-hardening Strain-hardening
• K=a(18)

       If a response step is such that  Eqs.(5) and (6) are applicable, then 

the moment-curvature relations may be written in finite forms. For this purpose, 

it is helpful to represent the process of stress variation as a locus on the 

(SL, SU)-plane superposed on the (m, n)-plane. Fig.6 shows some examples of 

such stress loci from an initial state in which the axial force only acts upon 

a section. In order to identify a stress locus of a cross-section, it is cone 

venient to use a symbol which indicates the states of stress in both flanges, 

A stress locus is denoted by R.[Ti,Tk], where j denotes the (J)-th response 

stop and

Ti=

Tk =

E. 

L1 

L.  1 

Ek 

U+ 

Uk

if SL is in the i-th 

if SL is in the i -th 

if SL is in the i-th 

if sU is in the k -th 

if SU is in the k-th 

if SU is in the k-th

unloading elastic 

strain-hardening 

strain-hardening 

unloading elastic 

strain-hardening 

strain-hardening

 region, 

region with 

region with 

 region, 

region with 

region with

SU > 0 and 

AU< 0,and

SL > 0 and 

SL < 0
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The moment-curvature relations have been summarized in Tables 2 and 3 for 

several typical stress loci of practical interest in the 1st and 2nd response 

steps shown in Fig.6 and 7. respectively. The family of the  moment-curvaturo 

lines form a polyhedron in (m, n, K)-space as shown in Fig.8. 

5. CANTILEVER COLUMN PROBLEM 

       A cantilever column with the idealized sandwich section composed of the 

bilinear hysteretic strain-hardening material is subjected to a vertical force 

N and a lateral force Q as shown in Fig.9. N and Q are varied under a given 

loading program which is independent-of the deformation history of the column. 

The dimensionless lateral force is defined by q = Q/N If a rectangular 

cartesian coordinate system whose axes are n and q is considered, a point (n, q) 

moving in accordance with the given loading program describes a "loading path" 

on the (n, q)-plane. 

       A static rsponse of the cantilever column to a complicated loading 

path is characterized by its dependence upon its strain- or deformation history 

that the column experiences. A representive displacement is usually taken as 

the primary overall response quantity. Let A denote the horizontal displacement 

of the top of the column. The dimensionless displacement is defined by 6 =Q/Z, 

where Z is the length of the column. If 6-axis is considered to form a rec-

tangular cartesian (n, q, 6)-space, then the overall elastic-plastic behavior 

may be geometrically visualized as a "response curve"- The essential features 

of the present problem are that the one-to-one correspondance between (n, q) 

and 6 is lost after a stability limit even under monotonically increasing 6, 

that a response curve to a prescribed alternating loading path may describe 

hysteresis loops and that a stability limit is deformation-history dependent. 

        Since the mtiK relation for the idealized section is trilinear hys-

teretic, an inelastic deflection curve of the column consists in general of 

different portions governed by different mtiK relations. In order to identify 

constituent solutions, it is helpful to visualize the state of stress in the 

column at any state of loading (n, q) on the (SL, SU)- and (m, n)-planes. A set 

of stress points corresponding to a state of loading (n, q) form in general 

a curve and in the present problem a line if the slope of the column is small. 

For instance, suppose if the column with a small slenderness ratio is first 

subjected to an initial axial force -1 < no < 0 which is small compared to 

the Euler load, and then to a proportionally varying set of axial and lateral 

forces. All the stress points corresponding to the load point (no,0) are at 
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TABLE 2 Moment-curvature relations for the 1st loading step

Response 
Symbol

Range of 
Stress path

Stress-strain 
Relations

Moment-curvature 
Relation

 R1[E1,E1] -1s-m+ns 1 

-1< - m+n< 1

eu=S 

e=S

u 

L

K= 1      

=m

(eL-eu)= 2 (L-S
u) 

(19)

R1[E1,Uj]
-m+n<-1 
-to+fi< 0 

-1 -< m+n-< 1

e=- 
 u 

e=S

(Su 

L

+1)-1 K= 

K=

2[S 
1+a 

2a

L-a(Su+1)-1] 
[m-s,(n+1)] (20)

R1[Li,Ui]    m+n<-1 
-m+n< 0 

1< m+n 
0< m+n

e = 
u 

eL=

1 
a 

1 
a

(Su+1)-1 

(SL-1)+1

K 2 

K-1=

[ a (SL-1)-  

a(m-1)

(Su+1)+2] 

(21)

RI[Li,Uj]
-m+n<-1 
-1+n5 0 

m+ns-1 
m+n< 0

e= 
 u 

eL=

1 

a 

1 

a

(Su+1)-1 

(SL+1)-1

K=1[ 

  1 
   a

a(SL+1)-a (Su+1)] 

(22)

R1[Li,E1] -1<-m+n< 1 

1< m+n 
0< m+n

e
u=S 

eL=-

u 

a (SL
-1)+1

K=
1 
2 [ 

l+a 
2a

a-(SL-1)+1-S 
Em-131(1-n)]

u] 

(23)

R1[E1,Ui]  1<-m+n 
0<-m+n 

-1< m+n< 1

e=- 
 u 

eL=S

a(Su 

L

-i)+1 K= 2[S 
1+a 

2a

L-a(Su-1)-1] 
[m+s,(1-n)] (24)

ln. 

in(4)A) 

x
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TABLE 3 Moment-curvature relations for the 2nd loading step

Response 
 Symbol

Range of 
Stress path

Stress-strain 

Relations

Moment-curvature 
Relation

R1[E1,Ui] 

R2[E1,E2]

-m+ns-141)+n(1)+2 

-15 m+n5 1

e -e(1)=S -S 
•u u u 

eL=SL

K-K(1m-m(1)

(25)

R1[E1,UT] 

R2[Li,E2]

-m+n <-m(1)+n(1)+ 2 

m+n<-1 
1111-A<  0

e-e(1)=S-S(1) uu 

e(u)=a(S(u)+1) -1 

eL=a(SL+1)-1

K1+a     2a {m+13l(n+m(1)Ln(1)) } 

       (26)

R1[E1,U1]

R2[E1,Ui]

-m(1)+n(1)+2 <-m+n 

0<-m+n 

-1< m+n< 1

eu=e(u11-2 
  +--(S u-S4 2) 

e4)=-1-(S°41)-1  

eL=SL

   1+a K- 
2a {m-;(n-l)}

(27)

R1[E1,Ut]

R2[E1,U2]

_m+n<-m(1)+n(1) 2 
-m+n< 0

-1< m+n< 1

    (1)2 e
u-eu- 

  +---(Su-Su)+2) 

e(1)--------a(SW-1) +1 

eL=SL

l+a K 

2a
-;(n+1)}

(28)

Rj[E1gut] 

R2[Li,E2]

-m(1)+nW 2 <-m+n 

m+n<-1 
m+n< 0

e =S -S(1)+e(1) 
u u u u 

e(1)=---(S°11-1)+1 
          u a u 

eL=a(SL+1)-1

1+a K 

2a {m+;(n+m(1)+n(1)+2) } 

        (29)
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(m, n)  = (0,  no.). At any state of loading (n, q), the state of stress through-

out the column may be visualized as a straight line parallel to the m-axis on 

the (m, n)-plane. As (n, q) is varied, the straight line may grow parallel 

to the m-axis moving in the n-direction as shown in Fig.10. The straight line 

will henceforth be called a "stress line"- If q and n are sufficiently small. 

the corresponding stress line will be entirely within the initial elastic re-

gion. The symbol Ec is used for identifying an elastic portion of the column 

governed by the elastic moment curvature relation (19)under compression As 

q and n are increased proportionally, the stress line will eventually contain 

the portion beyond the line Su = -m + n = -1 as indicated by EcHc in Fig.10. 

The portion of the column in strain-hardening is referred to as a He-region, 

where the subscript c represents that one of the flanges are in the strain-

hardening range in compression. The deflection curve and q/(-n)(5 relation 

for this state of stress will be called the EcHc-solution. If q and n are 

increased further, the tension flange may also start strain-hardening. In 

this case the stress line will include a portion beyond the line SL = m + n = 1. 

The portion of the column for which SU = -m + n < -1 and SL = m + n > 1 will 

be called -a Hct-region. The double subscripts c and t denote that one flange 

is in strain-hardening state in compression, the other being in strain-hardening 

state in tension. The solution to this case will be referred to as the 

EcHcHct-solution. Fig.10 illustrates two other cases of the growing processes 

of stress lines. The boundaries of these different regions will be denoted by 

EcHc-boundary,HcHct-boundary and so forth. 

6. VIRGIN LOAD-DEFLECTION BEHAVIOR 

6.1 EcHc-solution 

        Fig.9 shows the coordinates chosen for the column. The following 

dimensionless quantities will be used: 

        X 
          Z =E,= n,ri=ZK= ZKyK=–EZK=k2-K 

       HeNyZ2
-oyAel2                             ayh2_2        2- h'EI AeHe2E/4-( E,2,=k(30) 

The deflection curves of the Ec-. Hc- and Het-regions are denoted by ne(y) , 

nc( ), and nct(E), respectively. 
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    The dimensionless expression of the bending moment distribution 

is given by 

 m=M[q(1-)-n(S-n(E))]=h(-n){-n-(1-E)+6-11} (31) 
The governing differential equation for Ec-region is given by 

 fie(E)=k2(-n){-g-(1-~)+S-ne}(32) 

where dots denote differentiation with respect to E. The general 

solution of (32) may be written as 

ne(E)=Clsinke +C2coskeE+  (l- )+S(33) 

where ke=k (-n20). 

    The boundary condition ne(1)=6 at the free end determines C2 in terms 

of C1 and (33) may be reduced to 

    neO=-C1sinkP(1-)+ q  (1-E)+6(34) cosk
e -n 

The boundary conditions at the fixed end ne(0)=0 and fle(0)=0 determine 

the elastic -2-- tiS relation as follows.                -n 

S= tanke-ke  (  q  )(35)       k
e -n 

The expression (35) is valid if m(0)= h (q-n6)<1+n. Let 4- n)=u. 
Then the (35) is valid if 

-- +Ss-u(36) 
-n 

    If (3.6) is violated, then He solution must be combined with (34). 

The differential equation for nc(E) may be obtained by introducing (31) 

into (20) as follows 
             1+a      nc=k2(2a )(-n){4n(1-)+S-nc+slu}(37) 

The general solution of (37) may be readily found as 

nc(E)=C3sinkcE+C4coskcE+ ~--(1-E)+6+0111(38) 
where

`    kc2+a(-n)=keJ 2+a(39) 
The EcHc-boundary is characteriged by the yield condition 

m(Ac)=  (-n){~(1-Ac)+S-f(Xc)}= 1 + n(40) 
where Ac denotes the location of the EcHc-boundary. The continuity 

conditions between (34) and (38) and the yield condition (40) may be 

written in the following form. 

      -C1 sinkp(1-a~) =u=C3sinkcac+C4coskcac+S11 
coske 

      Cikecoskp(1-4)=C3kccoskcAc-C4kcsinkcAc cosk
e 
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 It is convenient  toldefine the following functions 

     Cc[T;u,v]=TU{1os(u)+sin(u)cot(v)} 
Sc[T;u,v]=Tp{Tsin(u)-cos(u)cot(v)}1 (41) 

Then the constants may be written as 
      C1=-11coske  sinke(1-Ac)                                               (42) 

C3=Sc[02;kcAc,ke(1-Ac)], C4=Cc[R2;kcAc,ke(1-Xc)] 
where ke/k=1-01=3i has been used. Substitution of (42) into (34) and 

 (3 8) furnishes 

ne(c)=U sinke(1-0  + (1_04.6 (AeSEl) sink
e(1-Ac) -n 

     nc(E)=Cc[32;kc(Ac-),ke(1-Xc)]+ If (l-c)+6+431p (0g9Xc) (43) 
The boundary conditions nc(0)=0 and nc(0)=0 at the fixed end provide the 

 following parametric representation of -.--tid relation. 

       n=kcSc[82;kcAc,ke(1-Xc)] 

 -a---} (44) 
-n+g- 0iuCc[a2;kcAc,ke(lXc)] 

Eqs. (44) is applicable if mg)<m(0)<1-n and n>-1, 

or -~+S<2(1-n)E-v and n2-1(45) 
Fig.11 shows several q'd curves for constant n. Fig.12 is a bird-eye view 

of several families of gti5 curves for varying n, spanning a load-displacement 

 surface in a (q,n,(5)-space. 
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6.2 EcHcH 

    The 

(43) are still applicable in the EcHcHct-solution. The  diffel 

equation for nctg) of the Hccregion may be obtained by  

(31) into 

nct 2 k2{1+ (1:t 121 (-n)[ -- (1-04-6-nag n- a } 
Let -(-n)k2/nt=ke/a-kt Then 

    2z 1

1-la h 
      nct+kct'Ict=kct{-n (1-E)+61. 2 

The general solution of (46) is given by 
nct=Cssinkct.S+C6coskctE+( --_--g-n)(1-044.(1-a)(1-14-v)/2 

The HcHct-boundary is characterized by the condition 

     m(At)=h[q(l-Act)-n(6-n(Xct))]=1-n 
The:Continuity conditions and (48) may be written as 

     C5sinkctAct+C6coskctAct+( 12a  )(u+v)=+v 

=S1u+Cc[R2;kc(Ac-act),ke(1-Xc)] 

CscoskctAct-C6sinkctact= kctSc[R2;kc(Ac-Act),ke(1-Ac)] 
The determined constants may be substituted into (47) and one 

nct( )= 2 ( n -1)coskct(Act-E) 

             S3 ScP2;kc (X a k 1-A sink a 

           +( )(1-Q+64-  l2a  (1-1+v) 
where 

Ba=2=kct        l+ak
c 

The remaining condition is the Xc'''Xct relation; 

Cc[R2:kc(Ac-Act),ke(1-X0]-v=0 

The boundary conditions at the fixed end furnish the ~6 

      kct        -n- )=2(n2ct 
                +S3 Sc[Rz;kc(Xc-act),ke(1-Ac)]coskctXct 

+6=(  1-a  ) h -( a -1) h coskct~ct   -n -n 2n2 

            +S3Sc[R2;kc(Ac-Act),ke(1-ac)]sinkctAct 
As Xc is varied, Act varies in accordance with (50) and the 

values of -n--and 6 may be determined from (51) Fig.11 

portion of the q'L6 curve governed by (51) for n=-0.1.

as given by 

        still applicable in the EcHcHct-solution. The  rentical 

        for nag) of the Hccregion may be obtained by oducing

(46)

(47)

.(48)

obtains

(49)

  (50) 

relation.

     (51) 

he corresponding 

contains a
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6.3 Mechanism surface 

    An elastic-perfectly plastic column may be regarded as a limiting 

case of the linear strain-hardening column as  a;0. If the two equations of 

(44) are respectively squared and then added, the following expression 

may be obtained. 

112ai{ai+cot2ke(1-ac)}= k(~)2+{~—4.0.02c 
When a lends to zero, a2.40, 1314-1 and kc-o while cotke(1-ac) remains finite. 

Then —2--q,6 tiS relation approaches the straight line 
-n 

q-nd-np=0(52) 
Eq.(52) represents a possible equilibrium path as a collapse mechanism of 

a rigid perfectly plastic column and may also be directly obtained from its 

equilibrium condition. 

    The smaller the value of a is, the smaller the possibility of attaining 

the validity limit (45) will be. As a+0, Eq.(52) will always be below the 

limit of (45) except when n;0 and hence the EcHcHct-solution will not be 

applicable. When n4.0, Eq.(52) becomes coincident with Eq.(45). 

     In the (q,n,6)-space, Eq.(52) describes a surface any point on which 

also represents a possible equilibrium state as a collapse mechanism of a 

rigid-perfectly plastic column. This surface will be called a 
"mechanism surface" - Fig.13 shows the mechanism surface. The solid lines 

on the surface indicate the mechanism curves when n=constant. It is 

apparent that the magnitude of negative slope representing how instable the 

equilibrium state is, depends upon the loading path (q,n) along which the 

equilibrium state is varied. The arrows at a point P indicates the possible 

slopes depending upon the loading path. 

     A similar mechanism surface may be continued over to the case n>0. 

The equation of the surface is given by 

q-nS-nv=0(53) 
This portion of the mechanism surface has also been included in Fig.13.
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 7_ EHt-SOLUTION 

     The governing differential equation for the elastic state in tensile 

bending may be written as 

n=k2[q(1-)-n(6-n)](54) 

Let Ke=kV (n>0). Then the general solution to (54) may be written as 

n=C1sinhKe +C2coshKeE- ~-(1-)+6(55) 
The boundary conditions are 

n(1)=6 . ClsinhKe+C2coshKe=O 

n(0)=0 : C2--_+6=0(56) 
      n(0)=0 . C1Ke+ --s—n =0 

Elimination of C1 and C2 from (56) furnishes the q/nti6 relation as follows 

=  Ke  6(57) 
n Ke-tanhKe 

The equation (57) is valid until a strain-hardening region appears . 

The extent of validity is given by 

1-nzm(0)=h(q-n6) or -1711---6<v 
     An EHt-solution consists of an elastic solution and a strain-hardenin 

solution. The elastic solution satisfying the boundary condition (56a) may 

be wrtten as 
sinhKe(1-) _  q     ne=-C1 

coshKe(1-)+S,(58) 

The differential equation for the strain-hardening region is given by 

    nt=k21+a2 2 2a { h [q(1- )-n(6-n)-R1(1-n)}(59) 
Let KtEk j1,1,4-(1,------------------- n Then the general solution to (59) is given by

Lnd a strain-hardening 

 condition (56a) may 

       (58) 

ion is given by 

      (59) 

is given by 

       (60) 

yield condition and

 J (61) 
 conditions.is.



one obtains the following expressions for the constants: 
 vcoshKe  C

1=- sinhK
e(1-At) 

C3=-v82{82sinhKtAt+coshKtAtcothKe(1-At)} 
C4=v02{02coshKtat+sinhKtAtcothKe(1-At)} 

Again, the following functions are defined in analogy to (41) ) 

Ct[T;u,v]ETV{Tcosh(u)+sinh(u)coth(v)} 
     St[t;u,v]ETV{Tsinh(u)+cosh(u)coth(v)} 

Then substitution of (62) into (S8) and (60) provides 

     ne=sinhxe(l-) q (1-)+d        vsinhK
e(1-4) n 

nt=Ct[82;Kt(At-E),Ke(1-At)]- ~-- (1-0+6+8v 
Finally the boundary conditions at the fixed end are assigned. 

flt(0)=0 : Ct[82;KtAt,Ke(1-At)]- — 4+8v=0 

     nt(0)=0 : -KtSt[82;KtAt,Ke(1-4)]+ 2 =0 
The —2--1. relation is given parametrically by 

          =Ktst[82;KtAt,Ke(1-At)] 

—a— -d=By+Ct[82;KtAt ,Ke(1-At)] 

The validity limits are given by 

n<1 

m(0)=h [q-nd]<n+1 
(1)w 

8. E
cHC-EcHc-SOLUTION IN THE SECOND DISPLACEMENT PATH WITH VARII 

    A displacement path is called the second if the displacemer 

reversed. The inelastic behavior in the second displacement pal 

general upon the deformation history in the first step. If the

(62)

(63)

(64)

(65)

 m(0)=h [q-nS]Sn+1f(66) 
u)w 

8. E
cHC-EcHc-SOLUTION IN THE SECOND DISPLACEMENT PATH WITH VARIABLE N 

     A displacement path is called the second if the displacement direction is 

reversed. The inelastic behavior in the second displacement path depends in 

general upon the deformation history in the first step. If the displacement 

path is reversed after an inelastic stability limit is attained in the first 

loading step, the unloading elastic response will occur that is different 

from the unstable equilibrium path which would have been obtained for the 

same loading path if the first displacement direction were continued. 

In other words, the characteristic behavior of the beam-column is that, 

at any point on that portion of a load displacement curve with a negative 

slope, there exist two different possible equilibrium paths for one and the 

same load decrement: one along the first load displacement curve with a 

negative slope and another for the reversed displacement direction. 

    If the displacement path is reversed and the loads in the reverse 

direction is increased, another inelastic response will occur and another 

inelastic stability limit may appear. 
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8.1 gelkirc- Ec solution 

    The superscript (j) will be attached to a quantity or to a symbol 

to denote its terminal value or state in the j-th displacement step. 

The elastic solution for the second displacement step from an  aid-state 
is denoted by gc*Ec-solution. The mrvK relation is given by (25) 

K(E)-j11()=m(0-41)(0((67) 
where c)(0=nf1)(E) for Ci)-region: Q<E<1 and 

    00-1111)(E)=2a141)g)-(P+1)1 forgregion: OSESAc1 
The governing differential equations may be written as 

    rie/e=ke{(2--) (1-E)+6-ne/e}Atc)<E<1 
                                                0)(1) c1)     iic/e=ke21( q_ )(1- )+6-11c/e}+(3i(kce) 2{( -q)) )(1- )+6-rlc+u } 

                          O<~<)~c(68a,b) 
where rT is given by (43b). The general solution (68b) may be 
reduced to 

rlc/e=D3sinke+D4coskeE+( -n~— )(1-Q-1-6 

        +S1(k~)2{ Cr[52 1~(,1),1(l-.)]+i"}(69) 
          (c) keke 

The solution to (68a) after assigning the boundary condition n(1)=6, 

may be given by Eq.(34). The continuity conditions that must be 

maintained at E=a1c)determine the constants D3 and D4 in terms of the 

constant in Eg.(3.4)which is here denoted by D1instead of C1. 
       sinke(1-450)0) 01Y2H1) 2      -D1 

coske 0,=D3sinkeac+D4coskeAc+—Y
1t, D1coskP(1-Xc))=D3coskeac-D4sinkeac' 011211"ycotk~e)(1-Xc0 

   coskeY-Rz 

where YEiW/n=krc/k -ke1/ke 
    D3=D1-Y2YR~Z---------- Sc[Y;keX)c),kre)(1-7c1)] l 

           0112c) (1)(1)}(70a,b)      D
4--Ditanke-Y2 _—Cc[Y;keXc,ke(1_ac)] 1 

Hence (69) may be reduced to 

     ~1c/e=(~-)(1-)+6-D1sinks(1- )      -ncoske 
                       R y2         +R1Y2Ti z_ai{C[Y;k(a))(.),kt)(1—~11C[S;ke(1c)-)kce(1-ac))] Cecac)]-c 

                                            (71) 

The boundary conditions at the fixed end require 

      (-n-)+6-Ditanke 

            tt1445-cntttct)cUct)ct+alY2if-{Cc[Y;ke~cke(1-))c)]-Cc[$2,;1Xc,ke(1-41)] }=0 
-(~.... )+D1ke 

               2 

          Y- 
        ~'Ya-{keSc[Y;ke)`c,ke)(1-)])]-kc)Sc[S2;kOact,ket(1-k))] }=0 
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from which one finds 
          2cncttcacvcut) 

     D1=1_~_ +S~Yz{Sc[Y;ke),ke(1-Actt)]Sc[82;11cAc,ke(1-7~c).)}    1"—C; n Y ~z62 
     (1_ aanks ) (-n)+6+RiY21ilt 

       Y1Ya2---------- {Cc[y;-ke(1-11),14t(142)J/coske 
-C 0 kX,ke(1-J~~t)J- ScAcc                           tankeSc[B2;,1(1-7~c)]}=0 

(72a,b) 

The validity limit is given by 

m(0)=h (q-nd)>-(1+n) or q-n6>11(73) 
8.2~t/EcHc-solution (AcSAc) 

    The new Ec-region consists of the gEc-region and the 46-region. 
The solution to the latter is given by (71). The nn.cc.relation for the 

IIHc-region is given by (26).. The governing differentical equation may 
then be written as 

                                           as Tlc/c+kcTlc/c=kc{(-)(1-)+d-~u}-Ri(kc)2{Cc[R2;kcc(Ac-E),ke(1-J1~)1-Ri10tt} 
                                            (74) 

The general solution for y#1 is given by 

t1c/c=D5sinkcE+D6coskct;+( -- ) (1-0+6-131P 

81Y2cnc1)cvcu          +1Cc[B2,kc(~c-),ke(1-4c))+81Y2aa"(75) 

The continuity conditions and the yield condition m=-(1+n) at E=Ac may be 

expressed in the following form: 
       sinke(1-Ac) 00'2tt111 2n) -Di

coske-~--(C~cy-Ccs)+S1Y11=-11 
                                           2 =D5sinkcAc+D6coskcAc-511+S—i1Ccwoo,2Riutt 

D1B2coske(1-Ac) -SZY2 (R2SCy-YScc8)=DscoskcAc-D6sinkA+S-_- Yes     coskeY-S~cCY1 
                                                    (76a,b) 

     nt •katcAktt1-anStuESk?A11 -au where CcY=Cc[Y,e(c-c),e(c)),cY=c[Y;e(c-c),e(c)] 

     du_CntAniAkctt1-4ST-S62;1at(1tt11-att        s=c[Rz;kc(c-c),e(c)l,cs=c[cc-Ac),e(c)l 

The constants may then be determined as follows: 
coske  1114.010y2 Sly'  a cv 

     sinke(1-Ac)YS 2 
     Ds=-(1+R1Y?)SC[02;kcXc;ke(1-AC)]-772-1-1-(t4sinkcac+y4 coskcAc) 

g,y2 

Y 21024c                 gcYts+R2(I~eYdc"0cotke(1-Ac)}coskcAc 
                    1!2 Di=-(1+01Y2)Cc[R2;kcAc,ke(1-Ac)]-Syis1(CCeskcAc-YScsinkA6) 

+Slsr{R2~eY-YdcS+R2(CcY-C14)cotke(1-Ac)}sinkcAc 
                                                         (77a,b,c)
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The boundary  conditions at the fixed end require: 
    _1R Y3m (1) (1) (t)      D5kc(-n)+Y_1Sc[02;kcAc,ke(1-c)]=0} (78) 

           --9—++6-430++6-430+2                    RY2 D6+CR2;t^x?k(t^1_)+22i.j        -n-ck                          [cc(c)]R1YR2>1=0J 

$.3E1ig/EcHcTsolution (Ac2Xc)) 
     In this case, the beam-column consists of the three regions:EcEc,EcHc 

and 111/0C.The continuity conditions at Ac between IEc-region and FTHp-region 
take on the same form as in the first displacement step except that the middle 
term p must change its sign corresponding to the bending in the reversed 

directiqn. Hence the solution for q5.~S1 may be written as 
ne/c=-Cc[R2;kc(Xc-E),ke(1-Ac)1+( -n-_ )(1-C)+6-lu (79) 

Thp genera) solution for theI}cv                              Uc-region is given by (75). The continuity 

conditions at gc may be written as 
-Cc102,kc(Ac-etc), e(1-Ac)]=Dssinkcac+D6coskcAc 

                               +R1Y2Rzu(t^+R1Y2  C[R2.0,k(t^(1-?11 
y2_1cec) ] 

  l(       -ScjR2,kc(Ac-1^c),ke(1-ac)]=Dscosk9a11c-D6sinkc)(u 

                         +2lYSc[R2,0,ke(1-Ac)) 

from which D5 and D6 may be determined as 

     Ds=-SR2;kak1a                                131Y20)R2Y;k)Itlk(1^1-Xt^          c[cc,e(e))- Y2-I c[cc~e(c)) 

    DRkak1-X(31121Y2CRttt (t) (c(80)           s=-C           e[~;cc,e(c))- _1c[zY;kc~c,ke(1-)`c)) 

If )`c=4 in (5.11) 1 then 
0) -C0 ,0)0u2vSn^_S0k(t^1-a(tt       cY-c[Y;ke(1-c)]=YE,.c[Y;,e(c)]=-yecotk(A1-4) 

    t^(11(1121^11[11(1)i)(11(if      ~cR=Cc[R2;0,ke(1-)`c)]=R211,S~cP=Sc[R2;0,ke(1-Ac)]=-~2u cotke(1-)) 
and it may readily be confirmed that Ds and D6 in (77) are reduced to 

the expressions given by (80) The boundary conditions at the fixed 

end require 
                                  c11(1J(U(11 

     Ds-( _a_R—Sc[(32.;N1,ke(1_)))=0 
       kc -n y2_1 

                   2(11(11(1)(t)?(1)      D6+(T-g- )1-6-1311-4a2_1 Cc[R2:kcAc,!(1-)~c)]+~1Y;,1J= 0 
Hence (  )1=kci-Sc[R2;kc)`c,ke(1-Ac))- 

          R1Y2(u (U nl(nm(ttct^l 
               1 {Sc[Q2Y;kcAc,ke(1-ac)]-YSc[2;a,14(1-4)]}1 

     ( - L )+611+Cc[02;kcAc,ke(1-Ac)I 
+ 'S{Cc[R2Y;kcJT,41(1 )]-Cc[R2;CNT,k(A1-4)]}-1y113?? 

Fig.14 shows an example of the computedq1curves.(RI)
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 9. EctHl0t/EcHc-SOLUTION IN THE SECOND DISPLACEMENT PATH WITH CONSTANT N. 
9.1 tc1ict/Ec-solution 

    If q is varied under a constant n, then Eq.(67) may be written as 

n/e(E)-n"^()=(k(e) 2{( a11ittt) (1-)+6-4t)-(n(E)-ritt(E)) (82) 

without regard to glEc or FI Ec. The solution to (82) satisfyingg 

n/e(1)=6 may be expressed as 
   n/e-r1tt=-Gl ------------------scoskzcl-)+( ------------qt^ )(1-0+64"(83) 

The q%d relationship may readily be found from the boundary conditions 

at the fixed end. 

6- du_  tankelcle) ( qtt)(84) 
Eq.(6.3) is applicable with in the limit given by (73). It is apparent. 

that a similar expression to Eq.(84) may be obtained for the (j)-thl 

displacement step as for as n is constants 

9.2 toHc%EcHc-solution (X<Ac) 

    Since n is kept constant,'the mr4 relation (26) is simplified andind 

the differential equation for lickof theHcHc-region may be reduced to 
    nc/c+(kc)2nc/c=(kc)2{('" r)(1-)+6-BICc[s2;k(c(ac)-),ket(1-41)]-siutt} 

                                            (85) 

The general solution to Eq.(85) is given by' 

nc/c=G3sin0+G4cos0 +( ) (1-)+6-Rii]t^ 
1 (11(t^ (1) (11 (t) 

2 Rikc Sc[S2;kc(Ac-E),ke(1-Ac)](86) 

Eq.(86) must be continued to Eq.(83) through the continuity conditionsis 

and the yield condition m(Xc)=-(1+Tftt), which may be written as 

     C.k(t^(t^(t^tt1,Gsinkte^~l-A.c)4.010„0c[R2,c(~c-ac),ke(1-GI]-icoske' 

=G3sinkiAc+G4cosk(Ac-Si "+ 2si llcAcsc[R24(g-Ac),kte(1-),c)] 
         .J1)„(1)u i4„coske^(1-X)

The

=G3cos0Ac-GoinkTAc 

    +1a{Sc[S2 

constants my be expressed 
   cosk   G

1_sink( e1(1-ac) 
G3=-{S3+Cc[R2;klc( 

+RiSc [132;kc'alc^,1 
   +2 siSc[s2;1

                 cosk' 

inkTAc 
          lt^ntolt) 

            1-)~c) ] -^kcacCc [ R2;kc(ac-ac) , 

0c-Ac) ,ket(14) ] } 
1)]/u}Sc[132;I Ac,k(et(1-ac)] 

            Rikt^~C a2;k Acke1-Ac 

           -a(c) ] coskcXc 
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    G4=-{03+Cc[02;k~(471c),k'et(1-Ac)))/11}Cc[524AsO e(1-Ac
~~tt))        +0iCc[R2;kcac~,ke(1-act))- ZS1kc~'°cSc[S2;kcAct,kle(1-^c)] 

      1kt' n,    -k1-1ttsink87abe 
        2B1Sc[62;c(Ac-Ac),e(Ac))c(,) 

With these expressions for G3 and  G4i the q'L6 relation is given by 
             cn 1 ctttt ttt(1) (1)
T=G3kc+2 01kcSc[S2;kcAc,ke(1-Ac))l 

              t,(88a,b)    +6-52})-G4111 

  01.0).11t~ 
9.3 EcEcHc-solution (Ac?Ac1 

     If the He-region prevails over the Es-region and hence Ac>Ae, 

the solution must be obtained separately. The kcHc-solution takes on 
the same form as Eq.(43b) except that u must be replaced by -u due to 

the yield condition m(Ac)=-(1+n). Hence 

     ne/c=-Cc[S2;ke'(Ac- ),ke(1-Ac))+( )(1- )+6-RI u 
                         (A(cgg9Ac)(89) 

TheFcHc-solution is the same as (86). The continuity conditions for 
(89) and (86) are nc/c(l')-ne/c(~tc) and nc/c(Ac)-ne/c(Ac), which may be                          c
reduced to 

     Gssinkct'Aat+G6coskuAct,B10211 C a2; u A Act5 ktu 1-A 
                        ^1 R1kcA1t,f2ut'cotket^                                              1-k               2cce(c) 

      GscoskttAct'-G6sinkt'ktt(1)(1)                       -SR2;k(Akkn,                                                       1-A          cccc--c[cc-c),e(c)) 

+ 20102140244+cotkce'(1-4)) 
Gs and G6 may be expressed as 

    Gs=-Sc[R2;IAc,ke(1-Ac))+2R1kSAeCe[f32;kc^cc,ke~(1-Acc)) 
           (11,(1) cUcn1nct                                 ,,ctO)         -81Sc[B2;kcnc ,ke(l-Ac))+2B1Sc[52;0,ke(1-Ac)]coskc'Ac 

          ~2;kAu1-A1(11(1)                G6=-Cctt, cunn,          c[cAc,e(c))-RtkcSc[a2;4,ke(1-Ac)] 
      -Bi C62;ktntkn,1-A1t,1n n, 11            c[c ,e(c)]-R1Sc[R2iO,ke(1-Ac))sinkCe 

                                              (90) 
With these expressions for Gs andG6, theg1,6 relation is given by 

     i-5Gc+2R1kctSc[R2;k`c^c',ke(1-Ac)) 
   +6=Riuct,-G6(91) 

Fig.15 shows an example of the computed qL6 curves.
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10. ALTERNATING BENDING  WITHOUT AXIAL FORCE 

       For the case n=0, the differential equationsAie6me simpii and may be 

treated separately. 

10.1 EHct-solution 

                           for the elastic po tion-(E-region) satisfying the 

boundary condition n(1)=6 may be reduced to 

     ne=k2q{223-3}+6-C1(1-F).(92) 
The differntial equation: 

   j2=k2{a(1-)lao') }(93) 

for the H
ct-regionmayreadilybe solved.The Hct-solutionmust then be matched 

with the E-solution (92) by the continuity conditions and yield condition at 

the EH
ct-boundary E=A. A parametric representation of the virgin q-6 curves 

may be reduced to the following: 

h 1 q-
2 1-A 

   a,(94)       6=k2{3Q+A2(la (3 A 4 )} 
(401 10

.2 E Hct/EHct-solution 

       The moment-curvature relations for the unloading elastic and strain-

hardening regions are given, respectively, by 

ic-P=m-m(95) 

  K=-14-km-1).(96) 

ci) 0)-(1)(0 If the E H
ct/E-solution and E He/Hct-solution are matched by the continuity 

conditions and the yield condition which is given by 

   m(A) -m(I) (A) =-2,(97) 

                         AC0) the following equations of theH
ct/EHct-solution are obtained: 

       q-40= 1hA 
                                                    (98) 

       6-6(1)4214g-dn)+A2 (laa) [1(q-cn A-2) } 
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If the second loading step is terminated  at.A  A then it may be Deadi1y be 

shown,that. 

         (2) (4I) (1) 
   (s, q)_(-4) , -q)(99) 

and cdnsequently that 

p (E) =-np (E)(100) 
The deflected shape at the end of the second loading step of the same load or 

deflection amplitude in the opposite direction is precisely the same as that 

at the, end of the virgin loading step and hence a closed hysteresis loop is 

obtained as shown in Fig.16. This feature is not due to the piecewise linearity 

of the stress-strain relation but will also be observed in beams governed by 

q
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the nonlinear hysteretic stress-strain relation in chapter 9. 

11. CONCLIDING REMARKS 

       The bilinear hysteretic stress-strain relation and the sandwich ideal-

ization have  enabledone to obtain explicit and piecewisely analytical solutions 

to the column problem. The geometrical representation of the varying states 

of stress and the stress line concept have been shown to be useful for finding 

appropriate constituent solutions. The method of matching constituent solu-

tions is not restricted to the case of a cantilever column but may be applied 

to various other cases. For instance, the result of Duberg and Wilder [ 9 ] 

which has proved mathematically the existence of the Shanley tangent modulus 

load, may be discussed from wider point of view. The disadvantage of the 

method is the labor of matching constituent solutions which is inherent to any 

piecewise linear approximation. A more realistic hysteretic stress-strain 

relation will be proposed in a more restricted manner for the problem of alter-

nating plastic bending in chapter 8. 
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                             APPENDIX 

        A simple estimate of the error involved in the sandwich approximation 
can be made by finding asymptots to which the moment-curvature relations would 
approach if the curvature were increased.. Since the strain-hardening modulus 
zE is of the order 10-2E, the relation between a "real" asymptot and the cor-
responding "sandwich" asymptot for a # 0 may be considered to be fairly close 
to that for a = 0. A good accuracy of the sandwich approximation when a =0 is a 
necessary condition, even if not sufficient, of the good accuracy for a #0. 

        The figure below shows the yield curves for a real H section and for the 
equivalent sandwich section. The maximum deviation for a constant n is about 7%. 
For a thinner walled H section, the maximum deviation may amount to 9%.
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                          CHAPTER 7 

      EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION ON THE  LOAD DEFLECTION BEHAVIORS AND 

PLASTIC FATIGUE OF WIDE FLANGE BEAMS SUBJECTED TO ALTERNATING PLASTIC BENDING* 

1..INTRODUCTION 

_ As has been mentioned in Ch.3,Sec.2, the importance of the energy ab-

sorption.capacity as one of the most essential measures representing the overall 

earthquake resistance of a ductile structure was first' pointed out by R.Tanabashi 

[ 1 ].for a one-degree-of-freedom system subjected to a single monotonic load. 

For varying external disturbances, however, the load-deflection behavior and 

the plastic energy absorption capacity of a ductile structure under varying 

loads or forced displacements need also to be investigated. It is then neces-

sary that the cyclic load-deflection behavior and energy absorption capacity 

of constituent members as well as subassemblages can be predicted on the basis 

of the behavior of structural steel under varying stresses and strains. 

        Since R. Tanabashi [ 2 ] investigated the behaviors of welded and 

riveted joints of steel members under alternating bending, a considerable a-

mount of experimental investigations have been done on overall elastic-plastic 

behaviors of beam-to-column joints subjected to alternating bending with or 

without axial forces. As for beams, Sidebottom and Chang [ 3 ] derived a 

moment-strain relation for reversed bending based upon a bilinear stress-strain 

relation to compare with their experimental result. Fujimoto and Hagura's 

detailed investigations [ 4 ] on the behaviors of rectangular and wide-flange

*The results contained in Ch.7,8, and 9 have been published as a series of three 
papers:"LOAD-DEFLECTION BEHAVIORS AND PLASTIC FATIGUE OF WIDE-FLANGE BEAMS 
SUBJECTED TO ALTERNATING PLASTIC BENDING," Part I Experimental Investigation by 
R.Tanabashi,Y.Yokoo,M.Wakabayashi,T.Nakamura,H.Kunieda,H.Matsunaga F T.Kubota; 
Part II HYSTERETIC AND SKELETON STRESS-STRAIN RELATIONS AND PLASTIC FATIGUE OF 
FLANGES, BY-R.Tanabashi,Y.Yokoo,T.Nakamura,T.Kubota $ A.Yamamoto;PartIII STEADY- 
STATETHEORY, by R.Tanabashi,Y.YokooF,T.Nakamura;Trans.A.I.J., No.175(pp17-29), 
No.176(pp2S=36),No.177(pp17-28), 1970. The experimental data were obtained in 
cooperation with junior coauthors. 
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sections and columns subjected to alternating plastic bending under the pre-

sence of axial force were based upon the perfectly-plastic stress-strain re-

lation and subsequently [ 5  ] extended to include the effect of strain-hardening 

in the form of bilinear and trilinear  stress-strain relations. Nakamura [ 6 J 

Yamada et al [ 7 ] and Kato et al [ 8 ] have also proposed approximate theories 

based upon various discrete material point models and bilinear and/or trilinear 

hysteretic stress-strain relations as first-order approximations. Igarashi 

and Taga [ 9 ] have shown that the experimental skeleton load-deflection curve 

of a portal frame may be represented by a Ramberg-Osgood equation considerably 

well and that a similar representation is possible also for hysteretic load-

deflection curves. The more realistic hysteresis model for moment-curvature 

relation represented by a Ramberg-Osgood equation has been applied to inelastic 

earthquake response analysis by Goel and Berg [ 10 ]. The experimental inves-

tigation by Wakabayashi and Tsuji [ 11 ] revealed more complex load-deflection 

behaviors of three-story frames with or without bracing under repeated horizon-

tal loads. Carpenter and Lu [ 12 ] have shown that the hysteresis loops of a 

single-story single-bay frame and a three-story single-bay frame subjected to 

cyclic lateral displacements are very stable even for deformations greater than 

those corresponding to the maximum lateral loads. While the afore-mentioned 

workrare concerned more with initial transient elastic-plastic behaviors of 

steel members and frames, Bertero and Popov [ 13 ] investigated the plastic 

fatigue limits of cantilever I-beams subjected to alternating plastic bending 

in strain-controlled loadings. The plastic fatigue limits of small size metal 

specimens in bending have been investigated by several researchers [ 14 ] but 

it appears that no effort has yet been made to correlate the result with that 

of uni-axial tests. On the other hand, it has been shown by Kasiraj and Yao 

[ 15 ] that, when the yield strength of a ductile structure is so small as to
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 cause'nore.inelastic deformations, the low cycle fatigue damage factor 

becomes a better indication of structural failure due to earthquake loads. 

:-From'this brief survey of the literature , it is apparent that the 

following problems hare'not been investigated in detail: (1)The bilinear and 

trilinear hysteretic stress-strain relations which have been assumed by a 

number-of Japanese authors should be derived quantitatively from experimental 

stress- train-relations. As no author mentioned above has referred-to any 

experitehta 'hysteretic stress-strain law for structural steel, it does not 

appear that-the hysteretic and skeleton stress-strain relations for SS41 have 

been'- leii`1rei. -Although cyclic stress-strain relations for various metals 

have b-een'investigated by Morrow[ 16 ][ 17 ], Serensen and Schneiderovitch 

[ I8-4, BTathei'wrck and Mowbray[ 19 ], Shiratori and Obataya[ 20 ], and 

DawidenkeA{`1. ], the hysteretic and skeleton stress-strain relations must be 

deriVal-711.6i experi^fiental result in a form applicable to the analysis of 

plaStic--b€riding. (2) It is desirable to establish a theory which is able to 

predict quantitative-ly•the load-deflection behaviors and energy absorption 

capacity-'of a member based upon a more realistic stress-strain relation. 

(3) Thetffore-mentioned papers on frames and members [3-13] are primarily 

cotacerhed-with load-deflection behaviors but not particularly with the energy 

absOtption--capacity characteristics except [ 9 ]. One of the most basic 

tests-for the ̀ energy absorption capacity characteristies may be that of constant 

strain of'diSplacement amplitudes. "Although Bertero and Popov [ 13 ] 

investigated the plastic—fatigue limits of cantilever I-beams under constant 

bending s-train.amplitudes, it has not been clarified how the energy absorption 

capacity Of a beam is, deteriorated as local and lateral torsional deformations 

grow:-' (4) The low-cycle fatigue data applicable to structural members 

directly are needed. No attempt has been made to correlate the result of
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plastic bending fatigue tests of structural members with  that  of  uni-axial 

tests on the material. 

        The present chapter and the two succeeding chapters are ,concerned 

with these problems. The result of an experimental investigation • 

on the cyclic load-deflection behavior, energy absorption capacity and plastic 

fatigue limit of SS41 rolled wide-flange beams subjected to alternating , plasr 

tic bending with constant deflection .amplitudes will be presented in this 

chapter. The test under constant deflection.amplitudes was considered to 

be one of the most basic tests before any other tests of varying amplitudes 

were attempted. It will be shown that, in.spite of complex local buckling 

and lateral torsional deformations developed during deflection cycling in 

specimens subjected to larger deflection amplitudes, a load-deflection curve 

converges in general to a steady-state hysteresis loop, In view of the flange 

strains measured, it was considered appropriate to asspme as a first-order 

approximation that a flange was essentially subjected to alternating tension 

and compression of a constant strain amplitude. Plate specimens taken from 

flanges with surfaces as rolled were therefore subjected to alternating 

tension and compression of constant strain amplitudes. The.experimental 

result will be presented in chapter 8. The propose of chapter 8 is to derive 

the hysteretic and skeleton stress-strain relations.from the test result and 

to find the energy absorption capacity and plastic fatigue characteristics 

of the flange steel. Based upon the hysteretic and skeleton stress-strain 

relations, a theory of steady-state response will be proposed in chapter 9, 

which is able to predict the steady-state load-deflection behaviors, the . 

energy dissipated during a steady-state hysteretic cycle and the flange 

strains. The numerical results in chapter 9.based,.upon.the materiai data in 

chapter 8 are compared with the bending test result in chapter 7-
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2.  TEST SPECIMENS 

The test specimens were SS41 wide-flange members of H100x100 as 

rolled. Fig.1(a) shows a general description of the test. A specimen of 

length 400cm was subjected to an alternating concentrated load at the midspan 

with the half-span length 180cm. Since it was anticipated that local plastic 

buckling deformation will be developed in the course of alternating plastic 

bending, three stiffners were inserted as shown in Fig.1(b) in the vicinity 

of the midspan.* Since the present work is concerned not only with hysteretic 

load-deflection behaviors but also with the energy absorption capacity 

characteristics up to the plastic fatigue limits of wide-flange members 

themselves, the stiffners were simply inserted and cemented with epoxy resin 

to exclude an influence of welding. All the specimens were tested as rolled 

without any machining for straightening except a saw cut at ends. The test 

result includes therefore the effect of residual stresses and surface effect. 

The dimensions of the cross-sections of all-the specimens were measured by 

vernier calipers and micrometers for later use in the analysis in Chapter 9. 

The tests were carried out on 11 specimens of two series A and B which were 

manufactured in 1966 and 1967, respectively. Table 1 shows a description of 

the materials. The data for Series B was taken from the mill sheet whereas 

the data for Series A are the result of a check analysis on a piece of a 

flange. The mechanical properties of the materials investigated on flange 

plate specimens with surfaces as rolled will be presented in Chapter 8.

* The result of several preliminary tests for determining the shape of the 

 three stiffners were reported at the 1967 Annual Convention of A.I.J. and is 

 shown in Summaries of Technical Papers of Annual Meeting of A.I.J., 1967, 

pp413-415. 
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TABLE 1 Materials

 Lower'yield
stress (ton/cmZ)

Chemical composition (%)
Series C Si Mn P S

A 2.86 0.16 0.09 0.54 0.009 0.018

I B 2.84 0.22 0.08 0.80 0.012 0.019

 Tahle 2

Series A Series  13  C,ontrel  conditions

I'nlly-
Specirneniplastic

No. ;moment. •
Specimen

No.'

Fully-

plastic
moment

Deflection

amli 1 iadde

Cross-
head
speed

11 264 (tcm) 21 251 (tan) t 50 (nun) 200 (nun/min)
12 258 Z0, . 251 t '60 " 300

13 265 .17 256 175 300

14 258 t 80 300

15 268 l8 249 t 90 300

16 238 l9 254 1100 300
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3. TEST  SETUP 

METHOD-OF.LOADING Fig.2 shows a schematic diagram-of the•loading and 

supporting-frames and a specimen inserted. Load is applied through the cross-

head of an electronic universal testing machine (AUI'OGRAP11) of capacity 10tons 

and is sensed by a load-cell of tension-compression type inserted between the 

loading frame and the cross-head. The supporting device which-has been 

designed for the-present tests is able to-transmit only a vertical reaction 

under alternating.bending without restraining rotation and horizontal dis-

placement-. The horizontal displacement of a specimen was restrained only ate 

the central loading frame. A specimen was also able to rotate about the 

vertical axis which coincided with the axis of loading. Lateral torsional 

deformation of an S-shape with an inflection point at the midspan was not 

restrained. 

CONTROLL CONDITIONS A constant forced displacement of an equal 

amplitude in downward and upward bending was assigned at the midspan of-a 

specimen. The crosshead was displaced at a constant speed so that the pre-

scribed displacement pattern was of a triangular one The testing machine is 

able to reverse its crosshead motion within-0.5second after a turn signal is 

automatically operated at the prescribed maximum and minimum displacement 

positions. Table 2 shows specimen nunbers and the control conditions. During 

first several cycles, the crosshead was stopped at the maximum and minimum 

displacement positions for several-minutes for strain readings. 

MWA.,UREMENT SYSTEMSince the crosshead of the testing machine has 

been designed to move at. a constant speed prescribed ^.itl.in the i.nge 0.05-

500mm/min, the displacement of the crosshead may be synchronized with the 

displacement of the T-axis. of the -XI(T) recorder of the testing machine 7lie 

total elastic deformation of the testing machine in the direction 211 loading` 
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does not  amount to 1% of the smallest prescribed deflection amplitude. the 

displacement of the crosshead as recorded on the XY(T) recorder may therefor4 

be considered to represent the deflection of a specimen at the midspan. 

The output of the load-cell was fed into the X-axis and load-att. 

lectiolt curves were continuously obtained. Since the crosshead speed of 

3OOn n/ntin was chosen as the standard speed, the test frequencies were di.ffer!fl 

from specimen to specimen with different deflection amplitudes and ranged 

from 0.75 to 1.25 clnn. At this speed, a poteusiometric recorder is salisfactory 

to record hysteresis loops. All the hysteresis loops for every specimen Vas 

recorded up to the cycle at which one of the flanges fractured in tension, 

The area of a hysterc;is loop representing the energy dissipated during one 

cycle was integrated .a6tomat ically by an electric integrator and the result 

was recorded digitally by a printer 

The number of cycles was counted by an electric counter. It was 

not easy to detect the number of cycles N , at which a crack visible with naked 

eyes was initiated  i cr o flange of a specimen partly y because of the surfaces 

as rolled, although numerous hair cracks had been observed long before a 4pep 

crack with 2-3cm width penerated through a flange in the thickness direction. 

An obvious definition of the fatigue life is that number of ,cycles at which 

one of the flanges of a specimen fractured throughout in tension. '1'hi.s is 

denoted by N111; . 

          On four specimens in Series li, strains at a cross-section between 

two adjacent stif.fners were measured by precalibrated clip gauges of a portal 

frame shape. Eight clip gauges on each of which two wire strain gauges were 

moanted, were cemented with epoxy resin to both sides of the two flanges of a 

specimen. Two wire strain gauges were mounted directly on the midweb where 

strains must be small. 
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4. TEST RESULT AND DISCUSSION 

(1) Load-deflection Behavior and Hysteresis Loops Fig.3(a) and (b) 

show typical load-deflection curves recorded on the XY(T)-recorder. The per-

fectly plastic behavior of a specimen appears only in the virgin loading 

and the subsequent load-deflection curve rapidly converges to a steady-state 

hysteresis loop within a few cycles. The shape of the steady-state hysteresis 

loop varies very slightly with deflection cycling for a specimen subjected to a 

smaller deflection amplitude, whereas the height which represents the load 

amplitude is decreased gradually for a specimen subjected to a larger def-

lection amplitude due to gradual deterioration of the stiffness caused by the 

development of local buckling deformation accompanied by lateral torsional 

deformation. Table 2 includes the measured fully-plastic moments. 

         A steady-state hysteresis  loop may be represented by an equation 

consisting of a linear function and a power function in a similar manner to 

that used by Morrow[ 16 ] for materials. The hysteretic hardening exponents 

may readily be found from log-log plots of load-plastic deflection relations. A 

comparison of log-log plots for different specimens must be made after a 

normalization of the load axis and will be presented in Chapter 9 together 

with a comparison with a theoretical prediction of loop curves. The hysteretic 

hardening exponents were found to be close to 8for both of Series A and B. 
It is interesting to compare the value with the hysteretic hardening exponents 

of—or 9 recommended for connections by Popov and Pinkney[ 13 I. 
(2) DeformationIn specimens No.11 and 21 subjected to deflection 

amplitude 50mm, local buckling was not observed and lateral deformation was 

very slight up to their fracture limits. In specimens No.12 and 20 (60mm), very 

slight local buckling deformation and small lateral torsional deformation 
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were gradually developed after several hundred cycles. In a specimen sub-

jected to a greater deflection amplitude than 60mm, lateral torsional defor-

mation of a S-shape with its inflection point at the midspan was developed 

within a few cycles together with small local buckling waves. A number of 

buckling waves were developed before crack initiation as shown in Fig.4 for 

specimen No.15 with the deflection amplitude 90mm. The amplitude of the 

largest local buckling wave was more than twice as large as the flange thickness. 

(3) Strain DistributionFig.5 shows the strain distributions over 

the cross-sections located at 6cm from the midspan . Each strain value for a 

flange is an average over four strain readings on the four wire strain gauges 

(two in each clip gauge) on the same level from the centroidal axis. D and 

U denote the distributions at the downward and upward  maximum deflection 

configurations, respectively- The numbers following D and U indicate the 

number of cycles. Fig.6 shows the variations of extreme fibre strains with 

respect to the number of cycles. It is apparent from Fig.5 and 6 that the 

strain distribution in a specimen also converges to a steady state correspond-

ing to the steady-state hysteresis loop. In specimens subjected to smaller 

deflection amplitudes, the strain distributions did not alter greatly even 

after several hundred cycles. In specimens subjected to greater deflection 

amplitudes, the steady-state strain distributions were gradually disturbed 

after initial several cycles primarily due to the development of local and 

lateral torsional deformations. As a first-order approximation applicable 

better to initial steady-state responses than to later cycles, it seems 

reasonable to assume that both flanges in a specimen are subjected to alter-

nating tension and compression of a constant equal strain amplitude. Although 

plastic deformation is in general loading and strain history dependent, this 

assumption neglects the influence of the initial perfectly-plastic response 
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on the subsequent responses. The strain at midweb was caused in the initial 

perfectly plastic response and remained almost constant during the subsequent 

cycles. 

(4) Crack Propagation Numerous hair cracks had been observed long 

before a deep crack penetrated through the thickness of a flange. A deep 

crack was mostly initiated from an edge of a flange at the concave side of 

the largest local buckling wave. After it penetrated through the thickness 

of the flange with a fracture surface normal to the member axis, it propagated 

rapidly to the flange-to-web intersection and after several cycles it pene-

trated through the other half of the flange and through a substantial part of 

the  webiith an irregular inclined fracture surface. Fig.7 shows the fracture 

surface for Specimen No.11. A fracture surface in a web generally made 

roughly 450 with the web surface and some of the surfaces were of an irregular 

saw-tooth shape. 

(5) dap- N relationFig.8 shows a log-log plot of the steady-state 

dimensionless plastic deflection amplitude Sap ( = Aap/L) versus the fatigue 

life NHF, where Aap denotes the plastic component of the deflection amplitude 

of a specimen and L, the constant half-span length, 180cm. For the sake of 

brevity, Lap will be called the plastic deflection amplitude hereafter. The 

plot resulted in two bands of points for the two series of specimens. The two 

straight lines given by 
             yi 

      Sap NHF = Sai( 1 ) 

where yl =0.45 and Sal = 0.31 for Series A and y2 =0.43 and 6a2 =0.35 for 

Series B, appear to represent the tendency of the test result. It is interest-

ing to observe that similar rolled H-specimens with the same stiffners but 

from different manufacturing lots have resulted in apparently different fatigue 
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ductility properties. The tips of the arrows in Fig. 8 indicate the numbers 

of cycles at which hair cracks were observable. 

(6) Energy Dissipation per Cycle,  dFig.9 shows the variations of 

energy dissipation per cycle  d with respect to number of cycles. While the 

energy absorption capacity of a specimen subjected to a smaller deflection 

amplitude is almost constant up to initiation of a deep crack, the deterioration of 

the energy capacity is apparently considerable in a specimen subjected to a 

larger deflection amplitude due to gradual development of local buckling and 

lateral torsional deformations. Fig.9 may also be regarded to show a relation 

between the dissipated energy d and the fatigue life NHF. Although a log-log 

plot of the energy dissipation per cycle versus the fatigue life for the 

steel under tension and compression results in a straight line as will be shown 

in Part II, it is apparently difficult to consider a similar relation for the 

present case due to the variation of d with respect to N,the number of cycles, 

and also due to the circumstance that local buckling deformation must have 

influenced on the magnitude of NHF. The energy dissipation per cycle during 

the initial several cycles must have been less influenced by the disturbances 

than that in later cycles. Fig.10 is a log-log plot of dP3' (toncm) of the 
third cycle versus the corresponding plastic deflection amplitude A

ap (cm) 

The two straight lines fitting the experimental points may be represented by 

A-
    d") = ci (Aap)( 2 ) 

where c1 = 7.3 (toncm) and al =1.2 for Series A and c2 =8.3(toncm) and X2=1.1 

for Series B. 

(7) Total Energy Dissipation Capacity. DBecause of the scatter in 

8an-Ni relation, it is anticipated that the total energy dissipation capacity 

Dp will also show some scatter when plotted with respect to A
ap. Yet the 
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tendency of the experimental result observed in the log-log plots in  Fig.10 

may be represented by 

Dp Aap 1.25= D.( 3 ) 

where D1 = 5.7 x 104(toncm ) and D2 = 9.7 x 104(toncm), for Series A and B, 

respectively. 

5. CONCLUSION 

        The cyclic load-deflection behavior, energy absorption capacity and 

plastic fatigue limit of SS41 rolled wide-flange members subjected to alter-

nating plastic bending with constant deflection amplitudes have been investi-

gated experimentally. Although the specimens of the same nominal size have 

been tested, a normalization with respect to the cross-sectional dimensions 

and the mechanical properties of the material will be necessary for a more 

accurate quantitative treatment of the test result to be compared with a 

theoretical prediction as will be shown in Chapter 9. The following features 

may however be pointed out: 

(1) The load-deflection curve for a specimen and the corresponding strain 

distribution rapidly converges to a steady-state response and the flanges may, 

as a first-order approximation, be regarded as being subjected to alternating 

tension and compression of a constant and almost equal strain amplitude. 

(2) Since the cross-sectional properties of a specimen is deteriorated as 

local buckling and lateral torsional deformations are developed,particularly 

when subjected to forced displacement of a larger deflection amplitude, Eq.(1) 

which is apparently similar to the well-known Manson-Coffin relation includes 

the effect of the deterioration upon the fatigue life. If the largest flange 

strains in the steady-state of an idealized specimen without local buckling 

and lateral torsional deformations can be estimated and may be assumed to obey 
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a Manson-Coffin relation to be derived in Part II, then the fatigue life of 

the idealized specimen can be predicted with respect to which the effect of 

deterioration in the corresponding real member may be evaluated approximately. 

It is noticed that similar SS41 wide-flange specimens from different manufac-

turing lots have exhibited apparently different fatigue ductility properties. 

(3) The energy dissipated in a specimen during one cycle of the initial steady 

state is clearly related to the plastic deflection amplitude by a linear law 

on  .the log-log scale as given by Eq.(2). 

(4) While the energy dissipated during one cycle of the initial steady state 

increases with the plastic deflection amplitude, the total energy dissipation 

capacity decreases with the plastic deflection amplitude. This feature is 

similar to that of metals subjected to strain cycling as has been shown by 

Morrow [ 16 ]. 
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                       CHAPTER 8 

         HYSTERETIC AND SKELETON STRESS-STRAIN RELATIONS 

               AND PLASTIC FATIGUE OF FLANGES 

1.  INTRODUCTION 

         The cyclic stress-strain relations are the fundamental relations 

based upon which a theory can be established, as will be shown in chapter 9, 

that is able to predict the cyclic load-deflection behaviors and energy dis-

sipation of rolled wide-flange members subjected to alternating plastic bend-

ing of constant deflection amplitudes. Cyclic stress-strain relations for 

various metals have been investigated by a number of researchers [chapter 7-

16-21]. Morrow [Ch.7-16, 17] has shown that the plastic component of the 

hysteretic strain measured from a tip of a hysteresis loop may be represented 

by a power function of the stress measured from the tip and proposed a hys-

teretic stress-strain relation in the form of the Ramberg-Osgood equation. 

In the Davidenkov equations shown in Lazan's book [Ch.7-21], the stress has 

been expressed as a sum of a linear and nonlinear terms of strain. Shiratori 

and Obataya [Ch.7-20] have shown that the hysteretic stress-strain relations 

in constant load-amplitude tests may be regarded to consist of three piecewise-

ly applicable power laws. Ilda et al [ 1 ] have recently shown that the 

strain hardening exponent for a tempered and quenched 60kg/mm2 high tensile 

steel depends upon strain wave patterns and amplitudes of strain cycling. 

        In this chapter, the hysteretic and skeleton stress-strain relations 

for SS41 rolled wide-flange members which, to the authors' knowledge, have 

not been obtained in forms applicable readily to the analysis of plastic bend-

ing, will be derived in Morrow's approach. In order that the present test
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result may be directly applicable to the analysis of wide-flange members 

subjected to alternating plastic bending, plate specimens cut out of the 

flanges of wide-flange specimens with surfaces as rolled, have been preferred 

to other types of specimens in order to include the surface effect but exclude 

the size effect as far as possible. Contrary to Morrow's first approximation 

it will be shown that the hysteretic strain-hardening exponent is greatly 

different from the skeleton strain-hardening exponent. A modified hysteretic 

stress-strain relation will be derived which takes this difference into 

account. The energy absorption capacity of the specimens will also be inves-

tigated up to the plastic fatigue limit. The derived stress-strain relations 

may be used as a lead to bilinear or trilinear approximation,if desired. 

2. SPECIMEN 

 Fig.l shows the shape and size of the plate specimens. A specimen 

was manufactured by shapering from a half flange of 40mm width, so that the 

uniform reduced test section was entirely within the portion of the flange 

with a uniform thickness. The shapered surface was finished with abrasive 

cloth (AA320) in the direction of loading. The plate surfaces of a specimen 

were left as rolled to include the surface effect. No heat treatment was 

applied to the specimens. The size of a finished specimen was measured on a 

flat surface by a travelling microscope. The plate thickness was measured by 

a micrometer. The cross-sectional areas of test sections were within 0.78-0.82 

cm2. Plate specimens were taken from two different wide-flange specimens; 

P-4 and B-17. The H-specimen B-17 appeared already in Chapter 7 and P-4 is one 

of the members in the same lot as Series A of Cipter 7 and was subjected to a 

preliminary test. The chemical composition of the steels are therefore as 

shown in Table 1 of Chapter 7.
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3. TEST SETUP 

GRIPPING AND LOADING APPARATUSThe tension-compression gripping and 

loading apparatus which had been designed* originally for typical solid cylin-

drical specimens was modified#partially for a plate specimen as shown in Fig.2. 

A specimen is inserted into a spigot nut through its keyhole and then turned 

around by  90° so that the shoulders of the specimen support the spigot nut. 

A pair of wedges are then inserted into the keyhole not only for clamping the 

specimen and for reducing the buckling length but also for reducing misalign-

ment as small as possible. After the specimen is turned upside down, an 

adjusting boss is placed at the end of the specimen and then the spigot nut 

is screwed onto the upper chucking rod. After the lower spigot nut is fixed 

to the other end of the specimen in a similar manner, the lower chucking rod 

is screwed into the lower spigot nut. Both chucking rods are contained in a 

guide cylinder which is fixed to the york. Load was applied by the universal 

testing machine of capacity 10 tons (AUTOGRAPH) and sensed by a load-cell of 

tension-compression type. 

MEASUREMENT SYSTEMFig.1 shows a schematic diagram of the measurement 

system. Strain was measured by a pair of precalibrated clip gauges mounted on 

a specimen symmetrically with epoxy resin as shown in Fig.l. Two wire strain 

gauges were mounted on each clip gauge. A care had to be taken to mount and 

use clip gauges under almost the same temperature as at calibration. Some of 

the calibrations of clip gauges for specimens were modified by the readings of 

a pair of travelling microscopes. The output of the load cell and the output 

of a pair of strain gauges were fed into the XY-recorder of the testing machine . 

All the hysteresis loops were recorded up to fracture. Cracks were detected

*Designed by Shimadzu for an AUTOGRAPH universal testing machine . 

#The modified design is due to the present author. 
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by continuous observations with naked eyes from both sides of a specimen. 

The numbers of cycles to crack initiation were not of a  uniform accuracy. 

CONTROL CONDITIONSThe X-axis of the XY-recorder of the testing 

machine is equipped with a pair of amplitude limiter- All the tests were 

completely reversed cyclic strain-controlled tests under zero mean strain. 

Tests were conducted mostly at a constant crosshead speed of 2mm/min. The 

strain-rates in the elastic and plastic ranges were considerably different. 

The frequencies were different from specimen to specimen and were within the 

range from 0.2 1.0 cpm, which was considered to result in the strain-rates 

of the same order as in the alternating bending of Chapter 7- Strain cycling 

was continued up to fracture. A specimen was able to dissipate some more 

energy during more than several cycles after the initiation of a crack 

visible with naked eyes.
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4.  HYSTERESIC AND SKELETON STRESS-STRAIN RELATIONS 

4.1 STEADY STATE HYSTERESIS LOOPSFig.3(a-c) show some of the recorded 

hysteresis curves for the SS41 steel subjected to cyclic tension-compression 

of equal strain amplitudes. The steel exhibits the perfectly-plastic behavior 

only under a virgin loading and the initial yield point disappears in the 

cyclic state. It is observed apparently that the stress-strain curve of a 

specimen converges within a few cycles to a steady-state hysteresis loop 

under the strain cycling of zero mean strain. A collection of steady-state 

hysteresis loops for different strain amplitudes indicates the existence of a 

skeleton curve as has already been discussed by Nbrrow[Ch.7-16, 17]. A "skeleton 

curve" is defined as that curve obtained by connecting the tips of hysteresis 

loops for different strain amplitudes. 

        The converging process to a steady-state loop may be idealized as 

shown schematically in Fig.4. The straight lines OY and YRA represent the 

virgin elastic-perfectly plastic behavior. Let P denote the point on the 

skeleton curve for which a = °y. Let the plastic strain at P be denoted by 

py. If the steel is subjected to cyclic tension-compression of an equal strain 
amplitude which is less than ey+ epy, then the stress-strain curve after 

the virgin response may be represented by RA -'A1 -'A2 +etc. and apparently con-

verges in a few cycles to a steady-state loop the tips of which are below the 

yield stress y_ If, on the other hand, the strain amplitude is greater than 

ey+ epy, then the stress-strain curve takes on the converging process RB 4-B1-~ 

B2 -+etc. 

         A steady-state hysteresis loop after the third cycle remain almost 

unchanged during most of its fatigue life except those of the three specimens 

subjected to larger strain amplitudes in which some buckling deformation had 

been accumulated when fractured. As has been pointed out by Morrow[Ch.7-16], the 

steel has indeed exhibited cyclic softening behavior when subjected to strain 
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cycling of  +0.5%, whereas it has cyclically hardened for larger strain amplitudes 

than =t0.5%. The variation may also be represented in terms of the plastic 

energy dissipation capacity as will be shown later-

4.2 HYSTERETIC AND SKELETON STRAIN-HARDENING EXPONENTSA steady-state 

hysteresis loop which may be considered to have reached in the third or 

fourth cycle consists of a pair of smooth curves which are almost symmetric 

with respect to the origin in the plane of the nominal stress and the engineer-

ing strain. Each half of such a curve may be represented as the sum of the 
elastic 

linearYp'a t and the plastic part governed by a power law [Ch.7-16]. The origin 

is first displaced to a tip of a steady-state loop. Two straight lines are 

then drawn with the virgin elastic slope tan'E at the tips. Although an 

experimental steady-state loop appears to have a slightly smaller elastic 

slope than tan-IE and the two straight lines are therefore not strictly tangent 

to the curve at the tips, the nominal virgin elastic slope with E=2,100 t/cm2 

was used. The strain measured with respect to one of these straight lines is 

the plastic strain [ c± Ea]p, where ea denotes the total strain amplitude. 

The total strain range is therefore 2e
a_ A simple average of two plastic strain 

values for the same stress level [a +aa] and [ as -a ] measured from the dis-
placed origins (-ca, -aa) and (ea, aa),respectively, has been used to make a 
symmetric fitting, where as and as denote the stress amplitudes in tension 
and compression, respectively. Fig.5 shows a log-log plot of the average 

plastic strain versus the stress values tat aat for all the specimens. Plate 

specimens from P-4 and B-17 are identified by white and black figures ,res-

pectively. It is apparent that most of the straight lines to be fit have 

almost the same slope. The slope is called the "hysteretic strain-hardening 

exponent" and is denoted, for the later convenience, by n,. The 
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values of n' have been plotted with respect to the stress amplitude in Fig.6. 

Although  Fig.6 appears to indicate, same.:.dependence of m' on the stress at' 

strain amplitude [ 1 ], the exponent may.be-regarded to be constant to the 

first-order approximation within:the range of strain amplitude t0.03. A 

simple average n' = 9.0 will be used for the later analysis of alternating 

plastic bending of wide-flange beams.; 

        A similar procedure may also be applied. to the skeleton curves. 

A simple average,2 [ as + oa] has been regarded as the-stress amplitude da 
and plotted with respect to the plastic strain amplitude tap in Fig.5. The 

log-log plots have resulted in two straight. lines.with different,slopes for 

specimens of Series 4 and 17. The slope is called the "skeleton:strain- 

hardening exponent" and is denoted by —711--. The values of n for Series 4 and 

17 obtained from the plot were 5.5 and 4.3, respectively. Although Morrow[I-16] 

states that n may be taken to be approximately equal to n', the present result 

apparently indicates a definite difference between n and n' 

4.3 SKELETON AND HYSTERETIC STRESS-STRAIN RELATIONS A skeleton curve 

may be represented, as is well-known ,by 

      = 6{1 + epyn 1}( 1 )     EYYYY 

• The value of epymay be-read from Fig.5 if oyis found from the. virgin stress 

strain curve. 

         If the skeleton and hysteretic strain-hardening exponents are to be 

distinguished, a modified analytic representation slightly different from the 

form of Eq.( 1 ) must be sought for hysteresi,s loops. Corxesponding.to the 

previous symmetric fitting, a;symmetrized stress-strain relation will be , 

derived for steady-state loops. The,symmetric half of an averaged,hysteresis 
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tested at a strain amplitude less than 0.005 in the present work, previous 

experimental evidences [2,3] on other metals appear to indicate that a skeleton 

stress-strain curve coincides with the virgin elastic stress-strain curve up 

to a certain branch point below the yield stress without exhibiting cyclic 

 9aftening and obeys a power law in the plastic region beyond the branch point. 

The branch point will henceforth be called the "skeleton yield point". While 

the previous skeleton stress-strain relation ( 1 ) will be shown to be useful 

for the analysis of hysteretic load-deflection behaviors, the following 

skeleton stress-strain relation will also be plausible as far as it is applied 

only to the analysis of the skeleton load-deflection behaviors. 

        If the stress amplitude is plotted with respect to the total strain 

amplitude in log-log scale, another skeleton strain hardening exponent denoted 

bynmay be found which is different from -1- The values of Ti for Series 4 
n • 

and 17 were about 4.5 and 3.8, respectively. The total strain may then be 

represented by 
                                          n-1 

£ = (1+r)(Q)l_g_l( 5 ) 
where r = The skeleton curve given by Eq.( 5 ) for the plastic region 

intersects with the virgin elastic stress-strain line at the skeleton yield 

point denoted by ( Esy, asy). If the ratioes),/ey=vsy/csyis denoted by rs, 

then E
symay be found from the solution of 

rs( 1+r ) =1 

The values of rs for Series 4 and 17 were found to be 0.730 and 0.644,res-

pectively. The skeleton curves for Series 4 represented by Eq.( 1 ) and 

Eq.( 5 ) have been plotted in Fig.7 by a solid line and a dot-dash line, res-

pectively.
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5. ENERGY DISSIPATION CAPACITY AND PLASTIC FATIGUE  TOUGHNESS 

5.1 ENERGY DISSIPATION PER CYCLE.The area pf a hysteresis loop 

represents the energy dissipated, during one cycle. All the areas of hysteresis 

loops were measured by a planimeter. The energy dissipation per cycle'.denoted 

by wp has been plotted in,Fig.9.with;respect to the number of cycles, N'up to 

the respective plastic fatigue limit Nc. Nc is defined as that cycle at which' 

a crack has just become visible with naked eyes. Although w ' of the N-th 

cycle of a specimen varies within the first three cycles and after Nc,w(N) 

may be regarded as almost constant from the third cycle up to Nc except those 

of the two specimens subjected to larger strain amplitudes in which some 

buckling deformation had been accumulated very slowly before Nc. 

Fig.10 shows a log-log plot of z.;(3)versus eIt is apparent that                                                       P'                                                               aP~ 

there exists a linear relationship between,logwp3land log cap:Since the 
skeleton and hysteretic stress-strain relations have been determined in the 

preceding section, n3) may readily be expressed in terms of eap by a simple 
integration as follows: 

    w(3)= 4oen'-1eap1+6    pUpJ(n'+1)epy() 
The two straight lines drawn in Fig.10 in accordance with Eq.( 6 ) fit the 

experimental data very well. This agreement is another justification of the 

previous determination of n and n'. 

5.2 PLASTIC FATIGUE LIMITIn order to evaluate the total energy dissi-., 

pation capacity of a specimen, the relation between capand NC must be found. 

Fig.11 shows a log-log plot ofeapversus N _ It appears difficult to find 

any difference between the Eap-.Na relations for Series 4 and 17. The 

straight line
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        eapNaa=1a{Eap(2)} where a =0.53 and eap(2)  = 0.27(7  ). 

               2 appears to fit the experimental points as is wellknown for various metals[2,3] 

where Ca
pl2vdenotes Morrow's fatigue ductility coefficient. The three 

specimens with arrows indicating longer lives are those in which some gradual 

buckling deformations had been observed. If Eq.( 7 ) is compared with the 

recent experimental result on SS41 hour-glass specimens by Hotta et all 4 4 

it is found that the present result (2eap)No0.53 =0.38 is slightly below 
epN0.= 0.44. 
5.3 TOTAL ENERGY DISSIPATION CAPACITYThe total energy dissipation 

during Na cycles of a specimen has been computed as the sum of the areas of 

hysteresis loops measured by a planimeter- Fig,12 shows a log-log plot of 

the total energy dissipation p versus eap. Although the experimental result 
shows considerable scatter, it is apparent that Wp decreases with respect to eape 

The relation between p and eap may be found from Eqs.( 6 ) and ( 7 ), Since 

(N)•may be regarded roughly as a constant for a prescribed eap as given by 
Eq.( 6 ) from the third cycle up to No, the total energy dissipation during No 

cycles may be evaluated approximately by 

  p= w(3)Ne( 8 ) 
           p Eq.( 6 ) may be written as 

        w
p = C eap1+ n ( C: Constant) ( 9 ) 

Uppn substitution of Eq.( 9 ), Eq.( 8 ) may be reduced to 

1 1 
     W = C(eap Na)1/aeap1+n- a( 10 ) 

Substitution of Eq.( 7 ) into Eq.( 10 ) provides 

W = 1.17 capo•71 (ton cm/cm3) for Series 4 and 

p = 1.45 eap0.66 (ton cm/cm3) for Series 17( 11 ) 
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The two straight lines given by  Eqs.( 11 ) have been drawn in Fig.12 and 

appear to represent the tendency considerably well. 

5.4 p-NcRELATION AND Wp-NcRELATIONWhen capin Eq.( 9 ) is 

replaced by N by means of Eq.( 7 ), w may be expressed in terms of Ncas 

                            [c()/2J1+? P=y NBwhere 6 = -(1+n)and y = C( 12 )                                                   ap
The values of the constants are 134 =-0.624,y =3.79(ton cm/cm3) for Series 4 

4 and S =-0.65 ,and y =4.34(ton cm/cm3) for Series 17- The two straight lines 
 1717 

given by Eq.( 12 ) have been drawn in Fig.9 and fit the experimental result 

fairly closely. p may also be represented by Nc alone. Substitution of 

Eq.( 12 ) into Eq.( 8 ) furnishes 

= y N
c1+ a( 13 ) 

where 1+13=0.376 and 0.350 for Series 4 and 17, respectively. Since 0 does 

not contain n', both series have almost the same exponents as those due to 

Morrow's theory and Halford's compilation of more than 1200 individual tests. 

6. CONCLUSION 

         From the completely reversed strain cycling tests of the plate 

specimens taken from flanges of SS41 wide-flange members, the following 

conclusions may be drawn: 

(1) The skeleton strain-hardening exponent ?should be distinguished from the 

hysteretic strain-hardening exponent?,for SS41 even to the first approxi- 

                                     n mation contrary to Morrow's treatment[Ch.7-16], the modified hysteretic stress-

strain relation which takes into account the difference between n and n' , 

has been shown to agree well with the experimental hysteresis loops and result 

in an accurate evaluation of the plastic energy dissipated per cycle. 

(2) The other representation, Eq.( 5 ), of the skeleton curves in terms of the 

total strain amplitudes is another realistic approximation, implying that the 
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cyclic softening does not occur in the elastic range up to the skeleton yield 

point. 

 (3). It has been shown in Chapter 7 that the H-specimens of Series A and B have 

different plastic bending fatigue toughness. While it was difficult to detect 

any significant difference in n'and in eap-Nc relation between the two Series, 

the experimental points indicated definitely different skeleton strain-harden- 

ing exponents ? and . This difference in n or n appears therefore to be 

• 

     n n 

one of the factors affecting the difference in the plastic bending fatigue. 

toughness. 

(4) The constants and exponents which characterize the relations between the, 

energy dissipation per cycle, the total energy dissipation, the plastic strain 

amplitude, and the number of cycles to a crack visible with naked eyes have 

been determined for the SS41 flange steel. It was reconfirmed that the 

exponents of Nc in the tp-Nc relations for the two series are both close to 

the value found by Morrow and Halford. 
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 CHAPTER 9 

                   STEADY-STATE THEORY 

1 INTRODUCTION 

         Previous theoretical predictions of load-deflection behaviors of 

wide-flange beams, columns and frames are mostly based upon bilinear or poly-

linear hysteretic stress-strain relations assumed without sufficient quanti-

tative evidences and concerned primarily with initial transient behaviors 

[chapter 7-3-10]. Nonlinear stress-strain relations have been applied only 

to virgin response [ 1 ], [ 2 ]. The use of modern electronic computers 

and of the finite difference or finite element method enables one to obtain 

numerical solutions to the load-deflection behaviors of members subjected 

to alternating plastic bending under the presence of an axial force [ 3 ], 

[ 4 ]. In this chapter, however, an approximate but analytical solution to 

the steady-state load-deflection behaviors and energy absorption capacity 

based upon the concept of the steady-state alternating plastic bending and 

the concept of an approximately equivalent sandwich cross-section will be 

derived. In view of the experimental evidence in chapter 7, the flanges of 

the idealized sandwich section of a specimen may be assumed, to the first-

order approximation, to be subjected to alternating tension and compression 

of an equal strain amplitude in steady-state alternating bending. The skel-

eton and hysteretic stress-strain relations in chapter 8 are therefore ap-

plied. It will be shown that the numerical result obtained from the present 

theory predicts the experimental load-deflection curves, energy absorption 

per cycle considerably well. Since the maximum absolute strain amplitudes 

can also be estimated by the present theory, a prediction on the plastic 

bending fatigue ductility relation will also be made on the assumption that 

the tension-compression fatigue ductility relation derived in chapter 8 may 

be applied to flanges of wide-flange specimens. 
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2. ASSUMPTIONS FOR APPROXIMATE ANALYSIS 

        The bending strain distributions shown in Figs.5 and 6 of Part I have 

clearly indicated the existence of steady-state bending strain distributions. 

It should be noted, however, that the steady-state bending strain distributions 

in specimens subjected to larger deflection amplitudes are the results which 

include the effect of local and lateral deformations. It is observed that, 

the steady-state bending strain distribution in a specimen subjected to a 

smaller deflection amplitude is almost the same in upward and downward bending 

but that it has a larger amplitude in the direction of the virgin bending in 

a specimen subjected to a larger deflection amplitude. It is not clear from 

the experimental evidence so far obtained, whether this circumstance is solely 

due to the initial perfectly plastic behavior or to the lateral torsional 

deformation. Since, however, the plastic region in a specimen subjected to 

a smaller deflection amplitude has been indeed subjected to tension and 

compression of an almost equal strain amplitude, it is a reasonable first-order 

approximation to assume that a steady-state bending strain distribution has 

an equal amplitude in downward and upward bending. Deviation of the observed 

distribution from the assumed distribution may be regarded to be of a second-

order quantity. This assumption implies that, the steady-state stress distri-

bution in a specimen at the prescribed maximum  or minimum deflection con-

figuration is governed by the skeleton stress-strain relations which have been 

derived in Chapter 8. The stress distribution over a cross-section in a plas-

tic region based upon Eq.( 1 ) of Chapter 8 is as shown in Fig.l(b), if the 

elastic response is not to exhibit any softening behavior up to c = e in the 

converging process to the skeleton curve given by Eq.( 1 ), while the stress 

distribution based upon Eq.( 5 ) of Chapter 8 is as shown in Fig.l(d). Although 

the sharp peak in Fig.l(b) is hypothetical, the form of Eq,( 1 ) is advan-
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tageous in deriving a hysteretic load-deflection  relation, On the other 

hand, Eq.( 5 ) which appears to be more realistic, will be useful only for a 

skeleton load-deflection relation. The principal advantage of the above 

assumtion is that an analytical steady-state solution may be derived in an 

explicit and closed form with the use of the "approximately equivalent sandwich 

section" defined below. 

        An idealized sandwich section consists of two flanges of concentrated 

areas carrying normal stresses only and a shear resistant core which does not 

carry normal stress. A sandwich section is said to be equivalent to the 

original wide-flange section if (1) the extreme fibre strains+e aand the 

curvature K at the section are the same and (2) the corresponding extreme 

fiber stresses+o and the bending moments are the same. Due to the nonlinear -a 

stress-strain relation fitting considerably well to the experimental result, 

the equivalent section is dependent upon the nonlinear stress distribution. 

It is more convenient to define an approximately equivalent sandwich section 

which may be applied throughout a plastic region without regard to nonlinear 

stress distributions. The approximately equivalent sandwich section is defined 

as that section which has the original depth g and the equivalent concentrated 

flange area only at the particular section where a = a
y and ea= ey + cpy_ 

It is called "approximately equivalent" since the aforementioned conditions 

are satisfied only approximately at sections other than the particular section.' 

        The equivalence conditions can be satisfied precisely throughout an 

elastic region. The concentrated area of a flange of the equivalent sandwich 

section in an elastic region is given by 

r4e1 = Ze( 1 ) 

where Ze denotes the elastic section modulus. The concentrated area of the
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Table I

Series A  Seri es 8

Specimen No. 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21

M /ay (cm') 91.4 92.6 91.5 92.0 90.4 84.8 89.4 88.3 88.6 89.3 88.9

Mp (tcm) 264 258 265 258 268 234 256 249 254 251 255

ay (t/cm') 2.89 2.79 2.90 2.81 2.97 2.80 2.87 2.02 2.87 2.81 2.63

ey (x10') 1.38 1.33 1.38 1.94 1.41 1.33 ..37 1.34 1.37 1.34 1.35

typ (810"') 2.87 2.36 2.90 2.47 3.23 2.38 3.35 3.20 35 3.13 3.25

2.08 1.77 2.10 1.84 2.29 1.79 2.52 e.38 2.52 2.34 2.41

5.5 4.9

My/ay (cm') 86.1 89.2 88.1 88.7 87.1 81.9 86.1 85.1 85.4 85.9 85.6

i4y (tcm) 255 249 256 246 259 229 247 240 245 241 242

Ma/ay (cm') 79.9 00.7 72.7 80.3 78.7 74.s 78.0 77.. 77.2 77.4 77.5

Oa 1.103 1.105 1.106 1.104 1.107 1.100 1.103 1.103 1.106 1.103 1.105

Oa (ton) 1.45 1.49 1.58 1.57 1.66 1.54 1.56 1.63 1.65 1.50 1.44

ga•QL/My 1.023 .079 1.108 .149 1.151 1.211 1.135 1.222 1.210 1.116 1.072

as(mm) 50 60 75 BO 90 100 75 90 100 60 50

84 8.0278 0.0333 0.0416 0.0445 0.0500 0.0555 0.0416 0.0500 0.0555 0.0333 0.0278

sap 0.0089 0.0148 0.0217 0.0248 0.0289 0.0345 0.0213 0.0286 0.0338 0.0138 0.0087

4.5 3.8

rs 0.723 0.746 0.719 0.746 0.701 0.745 0.640 0.650 0.640 0.661 0.647

Ms/ay (cal') 85.5 89.5 88.4 89.1 87.5 82.1 86.0 85.0 85.2 85.9 85.n

Ms (tcm) 256 250 256 249 260 230 247 240 244 241 242
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approximately equivalent sandwich section associated with the stress distri-

bution  shown  in Fig.1(b), is given by 

     A=aF4Jt2tR-------22+ 1ftH        f )(B_t1)[1_ (-a
y )[1               2H2ru1 

                                                       (2a) 
The symbols appearing in this equation are defined in Fig.l,. The average 

stresses aF in a flange and aR in a round corner may be evaluated by the 

standard Taylor expansion of c(a) about ayas follows: 

      aF.(1+r)t2aR2(1+r)(t2+c) 

       a~= 1 -(1+nr)HaY= 1 -(1+nr)H( 2b,c ) 

where r = e /e , as was defined in Part II. 
Py,y 

The third term representing the contribution of the web stresses to the 

resultant moment may be evaluated by an integration similar to that employed 

in Ref.[1,2] and f f is given by 

       __13(1+n)r 3nr2          44)3(I+r)'{2+n+2+2n+1 
                 n+12n               16a26+2(1+r)~[_52),1                  a3 a , +-------n+2(a ) +2n+11 in ) - 1 

                                                      ( 2d ) 
where 

     aHna+r=1(m>0) 
  y The resultant moment corresponding to this stress distribution is denoted by 

y    while that of elastic stress distribution with the extreme fibre stress 

ay,o    by M_ The ratio MH/Mois denoted byuo_ It is noted that Ap/A
e = uo, 

         The concentrated area of the approximately equivalent sandwich section 

associated with the stress distribution shown in Fig.1(d) may also be repre-

sented by Eq.( 2a ) if n is replaced by Ti in Eq.( 2b and c) and if f
w is 

estimated by
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                                             r3    f =1  +n[i_ T (  2e  ) 
                                                             3(1+r)2  2n + 1(1+r) 

The resultant moment corresponding to this stress distribution is denoted by 

Ms and the ratio MS/Mo, by us. 

3. STEADY-STATE SOLUTION 

3.1 SKELETON LOAD-DEFLECTION CURVE-1In accordance with the foregoing 

assumptions and idealization, a'beam has the flange area Ae in an elastic 

region and A in a plastic region, and is subjected to alternating bending as 

a cantilever shown in Fig.2(c). The coordinate system and symbols to be used 

are shown in Fig.2. It is convenient to introduce the following dimensionless 

quantities: 

- L=- ,m=Mq=ML( 3 ) 
The lower flange stresses in the elastic and plastic regions may then be written 

          A a AH 

       a-A ea---------AeH=uom=uoMx= 11067 ( 4 !    yeypy 

               o A H    a 
p  = m = qc( 5 

a a A H 
y y p 

respectively, The curvature-displacement relation may be reduced to 

    KL = L ------dz=d211 --2—nrr( 6 ) dx 

where a prime denotes differentiation with respect to E. 

         After a steady-state has been attained in a few cycles of alternating 

plastic bending, the state of stress in a flange at a maximum deflection 

may be considered to be governed by the skeleton stress-strain relation. The 

variation of the state of stress as the load and deflection are varied, must 

be considered to be governed by the hysteretic stress-strain relation.

as
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If it may be assumed that no softening occurs  in the elastic region 

and that the skeleton stress-strain relation 

                                          n-1 

s =1+ rQI( 7) 
   9 ~ 9 

which=has been derived in Chapter 8, can be applied only to the plastic region 

in the steady state, then the corresponding skeleton load-deflection relation 

may-be obtained as follows. 

        The elastic region is defined by 

     0 <'1NI < oor0 < >; < 141 0( 8 ) 
The differential equation governing the deflection ne in the elastic region 

may_be.written, in view of Eq.( 4 ), as 

„ n. e o 

K L E=6= 1.1o17(where K~=2Ey/H) ( 9 ) 9 9 9 

Substitution of Eq.( S ) into Eq.( 7 ) and use of Eq.( 6 ) provide the differen-

tial equation governing the deflection n
p in the plastic region. 

__ = e=o{1+rI6In-1} = qEil1+rlgE(n-1}( 10 ) 
 9--f 

The general solutions to Eq.( 9 ) and ( 10 ) may readily be obtained. Integ-

ration constants can be determined by the boundary conditions ne(0) = 0 and 
nn(/) = 0 and the continuity conditions ne(1o) = np(1/0) and 

ne (1/410) = np (14410). The solution np (E) may be written as 

             (sIln-1 rn+2 1 1-uo r  1  
        np - KyL q 6 - 2 J + n+1 I n+2-------- - E11+ ,AO,3  n+2 1,413,n+2! 

                        ~                                                                                  o 

                                                       ( 11 ) 

The deflection amplitude n(1) = 6
a for a load amplitude qa is given by 

       r1(uo-1 1  da =5,Lgaj3IZ+—73-7 -----                         a+n+2f1-( 12ll q2+2)} o 
( Iqal > 1/Po) 
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If the beam is entirely elastic, then A  =A
e throughout and the deflection is 

given by 

   =3K ~Lgap( 13 ) Saeo 

The plastic component S
ap of the deflection has been called the plastic 

deflection and is defined as the difference S
a - dae . The expression of Zap 

may be reduced to 

( 1(1 -1rqa1-11l Sap = KLgU- 1             yai-3(o)I33)+n+2(1 -Q~t2n+lJ         llI qaUoIgalu~ 
                                                       ( 14 ) 

The curve described by Eq.( 12 ) is the skeleton load-deflection curve. It 

should be noted that Eq.( 12 ) does not represent the load-deflection curve 

in the usual sense and only gives the load amplitude for a prescribed deflection' 

amplitude. Eq.( 11 ) represents the deflected shape at the state of load and 

deflection expressed by a tip of a hysteresis curve. 

3.2 HYSTERETIC LOAD-DEFLECTION CURVEif the load-deflection curve of 

a beam starting from a state of deflection (Sa> 0, qa> 0) on the skeleton load-

deflection curve passes through its symmetric point (-Sa, -qa) on the skeleton 

curve when subjected to reversed bending and if the state of deformation at 

(-Sa, =qa) is the precise reverse of that at (Sa, qa) , then there exists 

indeed a closed hysteretic load-deflection curve in the steady-state. The 

lower flange stress and strain at (S, q) denoted by o() and E() , res-

pectively are governed by the hysteretic stress-strain relation;

E() -Ea( ) 

2c
y 

which has been derived 

distributions at (Sa, 

K
a (C), K() and ma (C)

o( ) o
a 

20 
U 

in Chapter 

qa) and at a 

and m(), re

(~) 

8. r  8. If the 

a subsequent 

respectively, 
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Y curvature 
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a(E) - a
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2a 
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curvature-moment
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may be reduced 

 K  (C)

to 

- K
a(E)

m(&) - m (E) 

2a---------1 + rima(E)In-n2K
y

The differential equation governing 

may be written as 

     igqa){ np-a =-2KL 2 

where n
a denotes the deflection fun 

that the power of C in the nonlinea 

to Eq.( 17 ) and for the elastic re 

boundary and continuity conditions 

deflection function at a subsequent 

deflection relation as follows:          q-qa1{(E 
          np-na= -2KyL2 

n-n'  q-qa            + r
qa2

lection  function 

he nonlinear ter 

elastic region: 

conditions in th 

subsequent stat

 m(E) - ma(F)

the deflection n(E) in the 

n'-1 
        n-n'qa,  +r

4a2 

ction at (6a' qa). It shou 

r term is again n. The gene 

gion may readily be obtained 

in the general solutions fur 

state (6, q) and the hyster

2

plastic

 n'-1l 

 I ( 16 ) 

region

( 17 )

6-6=K 
  ay

t should be noted 

e general solutions 

 tained. Use of the 

ns furnishes the 

hysteretic load-

L (q-q
a)

1 

3

It may readily be confirmed that 

the point (-6
a,-qa) and that n(E 

deflection curve starting from (-

Eq.( 19 ) gives therefore a half 

other half may be described by the

(E3-g _Po-1j    633         3

auo 

qan'-11n+2l 1  _{ (n------+1)(n-2-1+~n+2)qn+2un+2 
               ao, 

                             ( 18 ) 

             n-n'n'-1 

1+ u-------°- 1+rqaq-qa1-  1  
3 3n+22n+2n+2 q

a u°qau° 

( q
a 1/Po)( 19 ) 

he curve defined by Eq.( 19 ) passes through 

 = -n
a() at (-6a, -qa). Similarly the load-

a, -qa) may be shown to pass through (6a, qa) 

of the steady-state hysteresis loop and the 

equation similar to Eq.( 19 ) in which 6-6
a
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and  q-qa are replaced by d+da and q+qa, respectively. It may therefore be con-

cluded that, once the state of deformation represented by + na(E) is attained 

at (+Sa,+qa) through the converging process described in the preceding section, 

the subsequent load-deflection curve is a steady-state hysteresis loop con-

sisting of the curve given by Eq.( 19 ) and the other half. This hysteresis 

loop is the asymptote to which an actual load-deflection curve will approach 

after a number of cycles. It has been shown in Chapter 7, that a beam apparently 

attains a steady state quite rapidly in a few cycles. 

3.3 PLASTIC ENERGY DISSIPATION The plastic energy dissipated in a 

cantilever beam during a steady-state hysteretic cycle can be evaluated with 

the use of Eqs.( 12 ) and ( 19 ). If the new coordinates a = a-a and IT=  d-da

with the origin at the tip Oa, qa) of a hysteresis loop, then the area p 
enclosed by the hysteresis loop may be represented by 

         [4qada(-2qpy-2!addq( 20 ) 
                        Substitution of Eq.( 12 ) and Eq.(19 ) into Eq.( 20 ) provides 

   p                  1  

         KyLpfn+2)n'--------+1) fqan2n+2) qa( 21 ) 
                                qu                                  ao 

3.4 Sap~Nc RELATIONFor a prescribed da. Eq.( 12 ) determines qa 

and hence the strain at any point may be calculated by Eq.( 5 ) and Eq.( 7 ) 

or by Eq.( 10 ). The largest extreme fiber strain for a prescribed Sa occurs 

at E = 1 and the total and plastic strain amplitudes are given by 

    E
a = Ey( qa +rgan)( 22a) 

   cap =Epy qan( 22b ) 

respectively, in tension and compression. If these estimates of the largest 

strains are accurate and if the E
ap-Ncrelation, Eq.( 7 ) of Part II may be 

applied also to Eap here, an idealized but approximate Sap-Nc relation can be
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derived  therefrom. 

3:5 SKELETON LOAD-DEFLECTION CURVE - 2If the skeleton stress-

strain relation given by Eq.( S ) of Chapter 8; 
                                                  n-1 

      E= ( 1 +r )EIL4QI 
      y y U 

is applied to ,the present problem, the corresponding stress distribution at 

a section.in a plastic region is as shown in Fig.1(d). Through a manipulation 

:similar,.to..that of Section 3.1, the skeleton load-deflection relation may be 

obtained and.reduced to

         d
a = KyL qa 

w ere qa=QaLAs >0 .Th 

estimated by Eq.'( .5 ) 

        c
a=cy(1+ 

4. NUMERICAL RESULT AN 

        Table 1 summ 

properties and some no 

H-specimens. The elas 

the cross-sectional di 

micrometers. The yiel 

the same series. The 

series of plate specim 

virgin load-deflection 

behavior, however, the 

moments which were con

The 

) of 

 +  r)q

1+r n-1 r11+r 1l 
742ga +lJ 

           z-n+2n+2             311;3,1+2 

                           argest absolute extreme fibre strain 

Chapter 8 rewritten above. 

ane~= ey(1 + r)gan - eyga

q3 a 

must now

 (  23  ) 

be 

( 24

ULT AND DISCUSSION 

1 summarises the cross-sectional properties, material 

ome nondimensionalized data from the test result of all the 

e elastic and plastic section modulae have been computed from 

nal dimensions which were measured by vernier calipers and 

e yield stress may vary from specimen to specimen even within 

 The tension-compression tests were conducted only on two 

specimens cut out of two different H-specimens. S.nce the 

ection curve of every H-specimen exhibited a perfectly-plastic 

r, the yield stresses were computed from the fully-plastic 

re considered to have been attained. The yield stress of B-17
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so computed is  2.87ton/cm2  whi].e the average lower yield stress obtained 

from the tension-compression tests on B-17 plate specimens was 2.94 ton/cm2,, 

Since the material skeleton curves have been obtained only on one H-specimen 

in a Series in Chapter 8, it is assumed here that all the H-specimens in a 

Series have the same material skeleton curve. From Fig.5 of Chapter 8, may 

then be read for each yield stress and r =E
pY/EYmay be computed. The values 

of M
Y/aYand Ms/aJwere computed with the use of Eqs.( 2 ) and measured 

cross-sectional dimensions. The averages of a pair of measured load amplitudes' 

and plastic deflection amplitudes, respectively are also included in Table 1 

as Q
aand.paptogether with their dimensionless values. 

         The theoretical skeleton load-deflection curves for each H-specimen 

may be drawn with the use of Eqs.( 14 ) and ( 23 ). Fig.3(a) and (b) show the 

log-log plots of the theoretical qa-daprelations and the corresponding 

experimental points for Series A and B, respectively. Since Msis very close 

to M for all the H-specimens as shown in Table 1 , an experimental load 

amplitude normalized with respect to M
s/L has been regarded, in the scale of 

Fig.3, to be the same as the amplitude normalized with respect to M/L. It 

is apparent that both of the theoretical curves predicted by Eq.( 14 ) and 

( 23 ) which are different from specimen to specimen fit the experimental points 

very well mostly within a few percent deviations and that the predictions due 

to Eq.( 23 ) are slightly closer to experimental points. 

         Fig.4 shows three theoretical hysteretic load-deflection curves given 

by Eq.( 19 ) and the corresponding experimental curves to be compared with. 

Fig.5(a) and (b) show some theoretical [q-q a]-[S- ]p curves in log-log scale 

to compare with nondimensionalized experimental points. Apparently, the 

theoretical curves predict the experimental result considerably well except
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near the shoulders which are sharper.than those of experimental curves due to 

the sandwich approximation. 

        The plastic energy dissipated in a hysteretic cycle has been computed 

by means of Eq.( 21 ) in the dimensionless form and plotted in Fig.6. Since 

the theoretical hysteresis curves have sharper shoulders than the experimental 

curves as has been pointed out above, Eq.( 21 ) overestimates the plastic 

energy. It is observed that the theoretical predictions are considerably close 

to the straight lines fitting the experimental points and that the deviations 

are mostly about 10 % of the experimental values. Although no simple 

relation between d
p/MYand 6apcan be derived from Eq.( 14 ) and Eq.( 21 ), 

it has been observed in the process of computation that the theoretical result 

is fairly close to the evaluation by 

 - 4[41ndapga( 25 ) 
        Strains were measured at the sections located at 6cm from the res-

pective midspans. The theoretical estimates of strains must therefore be made 

for =0.967. The solid and dot-dash lines in Fig.7 are the theoretical estimates 

due to Eq.( 10 ) and Eq.( 24 ), respectively. Since the experimental points for 

specimens B-18 and B-19 show considerable scatter, it is difficult to estimate 

the essential deviation of the theoretical values from the experimental values. 

It may, however, be observed that the deviations from the average values of 

the experimental points are roughly within 20 % of the average values. 

        If the largest extreme fibre strain may be assumed to obey the 

plastic fatigue toughness relation,Eq.( 7 ) in Chapter 8, then the theoretical 

dap-No relations may be obtained for all the H-specimens. The solid and 

dot-dash lines in Fig.8 show the 6ap-Nc curves computed from Eqs.( 14 ) and 

( 22 ) and from Eqs.(23 ) and ( 24 ), respectively. Apparently the difference 
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between the two estimates is only slight. These idealized  6ap_Nc relations 

are based upon, among others, the assumptions that no local or lateral 

torsional deformation which would increase local strains occurs and that the 

effect of stress and strain gradients is of a second-order quantity. When 

the idealized dap-Nccurves are compared with the experimentalSap-NHFrelations, 

it must be cautioned that the definition of NHF is different from that of N. 

It has already been pointed out in Chapter 7 that a number of hair cracks had 

been observed long before a deep crack penetrated through a flange of a 

H-specimen. The detection of hair cracks was made only with naked eyes and 

was not of a uniform accuracy. In spite of these reservations , the idealized 

6 -N curves in Fig.8 have revealed some features of the fatigue ductility 
ap c 

of wide-flange members and explained partly the tendency that a pair of H-

specimens with different skeleton stress-strain relations exhibit different 

fatigue ductility relations even when subjected to the same deflection 

amplitude. Because of the difference of definitions of N
c and NHF , it may 

be of interest to draw 6
ap- Nc curves for the longitudinal strains at the 

inner sides of flanges. If these strains may be estimated from the linear 

distribution over a cross-section, the curves may be obtained by a simple 

translation of the previous 6
ap_Nc curves as shown by the dashed lines in Fig.8.
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5.  CONCLUSION 

The following conclusions may be drawn from the result: 

(1) The'-steady-state'theory proposed here as a first-order approximation is 

able to predict with a considerable accuracy the steady-state load-deflection 

behaviors of rolled wide-flange members subjected to alternating forced dis-

placements. For specimens subjected to larger deflection amplitudes, the 

theory is able to predict the initial steady-state behaviors more accurately 

than the later deteriorated behaviors due to the development of local and 

lateral torsional deformations. The theoretical skeleton curves ,based -upon 

the•two df£ferent.-skeleton stress-strain relations fit the ,experiMental 

points very well mostly within a few percent deviations. The theoretical. 

hysteresis curves also=predict the experimental curves considerably well 

except near the sharper shoulders. 

(2) The present theory is able to estimate the plastic energy dissipated 

during a steady-state hysteretic cycle also with a considerable accuracy-

The order of magnitude of the overestimation due to the sharper shoulders 

mentioned above is about 10 % of respective experimental values. 

(3) Because of the scatter in measured strain values, it was difficult to 

assess the deviations of the theoretical predictions from the experimental 

values. It may, however, be stated that the deviations are about 20o from 

the respective averages of the measured strains. 

(4) The idealized S -Ncrelations derived from the present theory can not 

be directly compared with the experimental S
ap_NHF relations because of the 

difference of definitions of Nc and NHF and because of the variations of 

strain amplitudes due to local buckling and lateral torsional deformations 

which were developed in specimens subjected to larger deflection amplitudes.
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Nevertheless the idealized 6ap;N~curves appear to have accounted partly 

for the fact that a pair of H-specimens of different steels with different 

skeleton stress-strain relations exhibit different fatigue ductility even 

when subjected to the same forced deflection amplitude.

 [1] 

[2] 

[3] 

[4]
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                        CHAPTER 10 

 PLASTIC ANALYSIS OF SHELLS OF REVOLUTION UNDER AXISYM ETRIC LOADS* 

1. INTRODUCTION 

        In this chapter and the next chapter, approximate analytical methods of 

finding plastic strengths of shells of revolution and general shallow shells will 

be proposed, respectively. Numerical methods of plastic analysis[N1] and finite 

element methods of elastic-plastic analysis[N2] have been extensively developed 

during the last five years and are useful for solving complicated practical pro-

blems. On the other hand, an analytical solution to a problem of limit analysis 

of a shell, when obtained explicitly, represents itself a law governing the nature 

of plastic strength of the shell, serves for a ready estimate_of the plastic 

strength without appealing to a computer program and is useful for an under-

standing of the essential features of the plastic strength with respect to various 

parameters contained in the solution. An analytical solution with a sufficient 

accuracy may be utilized as a standard with respect to which the accuracy of a 

numerical solution can be tested. An approximate analytical solution serves also 

for these purposes, even if approximately. In this chapter, an analytical method 

of limit analysis based upon piecewise quadratic yield conditions is developed 

for axisymmetric problems of shells of revolution.

* This chapter is mostly based upon the author's paper ,"Plastic Analysis of 
 Shells of Revolution under Axisymmetric Loads," Ingenieur-Archiv, 34. Band, 
 4. Heft, 1965, S. 238-247. The practical usefulness and the good accuracy 

 of the proposed solutions have been demonstrated in considerable detail for 
 conical shells by J. C. Gerdeen, "Shell Plasticity-Piecewise Smooth Trajec-

 tories on the NAKAMJRA Yield Surface," Dissertation submitted to Stanford 
 University, Oct. 1965. A summary of the dissertation was presented by 

 Gerdeen as a sectional lecture, "Axisymmetric Plastic Collapse of Shells 
 of Revolution according to the Nakamura yield criterion," at the 12th Int. 

 Congress of Applied Mechanics held at Stanford Univ., Aug. 26-31, 1968, 
 Proc. (Ed. Hetenyi and Vincenti) pp. 209-220. Springer-Verlag, 1969. 

This chapter has been included for the following two reasons: (1) To demonstrate 
the basic idea of deriving a good approximate yield condition such that velocity 
equations are uncoupled from the equilibrium equations. This idea has led to the 
result of Ch.11. (2) To prepare for Ch.12 where it is shown that the advantage 
of the uncoupled velocity equations in Ch.10 is still available for finite-
deflection problems and that general solutions can be obtained analytically. 
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        The yield condition for an element of a shell of revolution subjec-

ted  to'axisymmetric loads has been derived by Onat and Prager [ 1 ] based 

upon the Tresca yield criterion. Since this condition is represented piece-

wise by different parametric formulas, its direct application to practical 

boundary value problems cannot in general furnish complete solutions success-

fully, not only because of the mathematical difficulty due to the non-linearity, 

but also because of the difficulty that one does not know a priori which 

part of the piecewise regular yield condition is to be used for a specific 

'problem . For these reasons only in a special case of conical shells, the exact 

;solutuon has been obtained by Onat [ 2 ] and by Lance and Onat [ 3 ]. Some 

techniques of approximation have been presented by Drucker and Shield [ 4 ] 

and by Hodge [ 5 ], [ 6 ], [ 7 ] to obtain good lower and upper bounds on 

:the, collapse loads of spherical, torispherical and conical shells. 

          It appears, however, that there are two somewhat different trends 

in the manner of approximations. One is to obtain merely lower and upper 

bounds for a shell, problem by problem, assuming some appropriate stress and 

velocity fields in accordance with the limit analysis theorems. The other 

is an attempt to-obtain a complete solution to a particular boundary value 

problem based on an extremely simplified or linearized yield condition [ 6 ], 

 [ 7 ]. The former necessarily requires some trial and error processes to' be 

carried out intelligently in order to approach correct collapse loads with 

respect to the yield conditions chosen for the problems. The piecewise 

linear approximation has the advantage of mathematical simplicity. However, 

since the linearized yield surface consists of twelve hyperplanes, a reason-

able hypothesis as to the choice of hyperplanes may be difficult and the 

difference between the upper and lower bounds obtained from this approxima-

tion is not sufficiently small. 
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         In this chapter a general theory based upon a better approximate 

yield condition, which can furnish complete solution for any shell of revolu-

tion, is proposed. It will be shown that three pairs of parabolic hypercylin-

drical yield hypersurfaces constitute a very good approximate yield condition 

to the original yield condition derived from the Tresca criterion, partly 

coinciding with it and partly  circumszribing it in a four-dimensional gener-

alized-stress space. The advantage of this approximation lies, besides the 

good accuracy illustrated later, in the fact that it does not result in mathema-

tical difficulties and that a set of general solutions for general shells of 

revolution will be obtained for all the constituent yield hypersurfaces almost 

explicitly in the sense that they contain quadratures only. As soon as an 

appropriate choice among the four general solutions has been made together 

with assumptions on the boundaries of the chosen solutions, all the integration 

constants and the collapse load factor can be determined from the boundary con-

ditions. By Checking the remaining yield inequalities numerically, one can 

then determine whether the solution is really complete or not. Since the 

approximate hypersurface circumscribes the exact Tresca hypersurface, the load 

factor thus obtained is an upper bound to the exact one with respect to the 

Tresca criterion. It is shown that the corresponding lower bound is then im-

mediately obtained by multiplying by 0.851. The theory is illustrated by ob-

taining the solution for a shallow truncated conical shell subjected to a line 

load. 

2. EQLATIONS OF EQUILIBRIUM AND KINEMATIC RELATIONS 

         The stress resultants, radii of curvature and coordinates are de -

fined in Fig.l. The well-known equations of equilibrium and kinematic rela -

tions for a general shell of revolution under axisymmetric loads are repeated 

here for easy reference [ 8 ] in terms of the dimensionless quantities defined 

by 
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where H without a subscript and L denote the thickness and a typical length 

of the shell, respectively. MO and NO are the yield bending moment and yield 

normal force per unit length given by 

               MO=40H2NO = ayH 
where ay denotes the yield stress in simple tension of the perfectly plastic 

material. There are three equations of equilibrium, which may be written as 

(rno)' - rin0cos$ rqo + rrlpo = 0 

r1n0sinq + rn0+ (rq0)' + rr1p z = 0(2a-c) 

k[(rm0)' - rlm0cos0] rrlq¢ = 0 

the primes indicating derivatives with respect to 0. From the standpoint of 

the general theory of limit analysis, the stress resultants N
o, N0, MM and 

M are the generalized stresses. The corresponding generalized plastic 

strain-rates are the principal rates of extension and of curvature of the 

middle surface denoted by 

               E0,E0'K0'K0 

respectively. Reduced rates of curvature are defined by 

M 
_               

NOK•' K0_N00 K0
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Then the rate of dissipation of mechanical energy may be written as 

          Di =N0(n cpe+ noeo+ mKci)+ m0K0)(3) 

        Reduced velocities are 

 v=V/L, w=W/L 

where V and W are the velocity components shown in Fig.l. The kinematic re-

lations may be written as follows: 

               _v'w_v cot~w          e
~rl cor2 

                                                        (4a-d) 

          K=k(v-------+w~)~K =-kcot(pv+w'      4)r
1 r10 r2 r1 

3. APPROXIMATE YIELD CONDITION 

        The yield condition and the associated flow law for the present 

problem derived from the Tresca yield criterion by Onat and Prager [ 1 ] are 

summarized here for the ensuing discussion. The three parameters 

£~e E 
- 

4KK       K.~fn4 (K~+'- 4               KoKeKe 

describe the location of the zeros of the principal strain-rates on a normal 

to the shell. The yield hypersurface H is defined piecewise by six sets of 

parametric representations and the six quadratic expressions shown in Tables 

1 and 2. Each constituent hypersurface is denoted by G or H with appropriate 

subscripts as shown in the first column of Tables 1 and 2 and is to be sub-

jected to appropriate restrictions stated in reference [ 1 ]. 

        In order to establish a good approximate yield condition, it is 
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Table 1 Non-cylindrical parts of the Tresca hypersurface

 Hyper-
surface

Inter-
mediate 
Parameter

n4
)

no m
4)

me

G+ 0 

G0 

G00 

G00 

G+ e 

G0

n

-(E + 

(c + 

-(E + 

(E + 

-(n -

 (n -

n) 

n) 

n) 

Ti) 

F) 

F)

-61 

(n 

-61 

(n 

-(n 

(n

- ~) 

+ ~) 

+ ~) 

+ ~) 

+ ~)

1 - 2(E2 + 

-1 + 2(E2 + 

1 2(E2 + 

-1 + 2(E2 + 

2(E2 

2(E2

Ti)2 

n2) 

n2) 

n2) 

n2) 

n2)

1 

-1 

1 

-1

2(C2 

- 2(r2 

- 2(n2 

+ 2(n2 

- 2(n2 

+ 2(n2

1.12) 

n2) 

2) 

c2) 

c2) 

c2)

Table 2 Parabolic hypercylinders

Hyper-
surface

Yield condition e4) EO K4: Ke

H+ 0 

HO 

H+ 0e 

H00 

H0 

H0

m0 

- m
4) 

m0 

- m
0

+ n2= 
+n2 = 

   (I) 

M +  e 

M +  0 

n2 = e 

2 n
e=

1 

1 

(n4) 

 - 

1 1

n 

n

0 

0

)2. 

)2=

1 

1

(5a) 

(6a) 

(7a) 

(8a) 

(9a) 

(10a)

2n0 :0 

2n :0 

2(n4)-ne):-2(n (p-ne) 

2(n4)-n0):-2(n4)-n0) 

0 : 2n0 

0 : 2n0

1: 

-1: 

1: 

-1: 

0: 

0:

0 

0 

-1 

1 

1 

-1

(5b) 

(6b) 

(7h) 

(8b) 

(9b) 

(10b)
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necessary first to investigate and to visualize the hypersurface H represent-

ing the exact condition. For the purpose of visualization, it has been re-

presented in Fig.2 as a one-parameter family of two-dimensional surfaces, 

where the subscripts 1 and 2 may stand either for 0 and  4) or for 4) and 0, 

respectively [ 9 ] 

         H consists of three pairs of parabolic hypercylindrical hypui;urfaces 

and three pairs of non-cylindrical but piecewise smooth hypersurfaces. One 

sees in Fig.2 that the former occupy a substantial part of the total and are 

patched by the latter fairly smoothly but with some singularities in the sense 

that normals are not defined uniquely at the intersections of G- and H-hyper-

surfaces. The pictures suggest to consider an approximation by means of the 

three pairs of parabolic hypercylinders. It is quite natural and reasonable 

to extend these hypercylindrical hypersurfaces to circumscribe the remaining 

non-cylindrical parts. The totality of the proposed approximate hypersurface 

will be denoted by H *- It may be expected that H * is very close to H and 

yet a simple approximation from outside and that the original characteristic 

features will be well retained. The yield conditions and associated flow laws 

of H * are given by Table 2. Flow laws for any inter-sections of two, three 

or four hypersurfaces may be derived by the same technique as used for the 

Tresca criterion [ 9 ], [ 10 ], [ 11 ]. 

         The question arises as to how close H * is to H . Since H* cir-

cumscribes H completely, a solution based upon H* yields an upper bound on 

the exact collapse load based upon H. If H* is shrunk by a factor w such 

that the reduced hypersurface w H* inscribes H , then a solution based upon 

w H* furnishes a lower bound on the exact collapse load, since such a solution 

gives a statically admissible stress field for H . Denote by pc and p* the 

collapse load factors based upon H and H * , then 
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                                          *                   wpc=pc°pc(0<w<1) 

 This implies that, the more closely the value of w approaches unity, the closer 

 the lower bound is to the upper bound. Hence the largest admissible value 
 -

of'w  may be taken as a measure of the accuracy of the proposed approximation. 

 In order to determine the largest value of w, it suffices, by virtue of the 

 convexity of H and H *, to examine if all the corner points of w H* are on 

 or inside H . A corner point is an intersection of four hypersurfaces. The 

 number of possible choices of hypersurfaces among six is (4 ) = 15. However, 
 consideration of symmetry of H and H* reduces those fifteen cases to six es. 

 essential ones. Moreover there are still two yield inequalities to be satis-

 fied in each case. Thus it suffices to examine if the following four typical 

 corner points of wH* are imbedded in H . 

                               ( nl , n2 , ml , m2 ) 

 1. H1 n H1 n H2 n H2 ( 1 , 1 , 0 , 0 ) 

 2. H1 n H1 n Hun H12 ( 1 , 0 , 0 , 0 ) 

 3. H1 n H1 n H2 n H12 ( 1 ,2,0, 4) 

                 11 3 3  4 .HunH12flH1flH2(-Z,2,4,4) 

 It turns out that the largest admissible value of w is 0.851, whence 

            0.851 P* < Pc<p*(11) 

 This is a considerable improvement compared to the linear approximation pro-

posed by Hodge [ 7 ] in which 
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 O.6184  = pc = pc 

4. GENERAL SOLUTIONS 

        The system of differential equations for any one of the six parabolic 

hypersurfaces consists of eq. (2a-c), eq. (4a-d) and the yield condition and 

associated flow law from one line of Table 2. Since a flow law provides three 

ratios between the strain-rates, there are 11 equations for 11 unknowns. 

(1) General solution for H+ and H¢ 

       The flow laws (5b) and (6b) require

Co = 0, K8= 0 , Eo/Ko = ± 2nn

Substitution of the first two equations into the kinematic relations (4a-d) 

yields the differential equations for the velocity field. The general solution 

is given by

v = A sin , w=Acos 0

It is seen from eqs. (4) that E and K4)vanish identically. The solution 

therefore represents merely a rigidbody translation and does not represent 

any plastic velocity field, except along some discontinuities which will be 

discussed later. 

(2) General solution for H+ and H4)8 

       The flow laws (7b) and (8b) provide the following three conditions:

     E4)
= -1K4)= -1 ,Ee=+2(n, C

oK0Ke 

If the kinematic relations (4c,d) are substituted

ng) (12a-c)

into (12b), the following
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differential equation is obtained: 

        (v+w')'r2sincp+  V+Wtr1cos4)=0(13) 
11 

Since r1 and r2 satisfy the condition 

            (r2 sin 0)' = r1 cos (I), (14) 

the first integral of (13) is 

v + w' _ B1(15) 
                       r1 r2 sin (I) 

where B1 denotes an integration constant.* The condition (12a) gives 

                        r1 
              v' - w +r1(v cot(w) = 0 

                     2 

Substitution of v from (15) and use of (14) yields the differential equation 

         w" + ( r1 cot (I) ) w'+ ( 1 + -------r1) w= B1r1(16)       r2r2r2 sin 4 

It can easily be proved by substitution that w = B2 cos 4 is a complementary 

solution of eq. (16). The general solution of eq. (16) may then be obtained 

by the standard technique of setting w = U(4)) cos cp. The result is

H+ (or 

will be 

stress

Here and in the 

H- ) and for He 
associated with 

fields.

following, 

(or H0) , 
velocity

B and C denote 

respectively. B 

fields, and B4, 
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integration 

B2, B3, C 

B5, B6, C4,

constants for 

  C2 and C3 

C5andC6 with



                                         B2 
 rl cos 0 + x(0) + 

       w = cos 0 B3 + B1 J ----------------------------21d4) (17) 
                              r2 sin 0 cos 0 

where x(0) is defined by 

x(0) = fri sin 0 d4)(18) 
Upon substitution of (17) into (15), v is obtained. Upon substitution of 

(4b, d) into (12c) and introduction of the known velocity components v and w, 

one obtains 

                                   B2        + (no ne)2k cos-------------{x(4)) + B1,(19) 
The upper and lower signs refer to H0 and Flo  , respectively, in eqs. (19) 

to (27). The three equations of equilibrium (2a-c), the yield condition (7a) 

or (8a), and eq. (19) are five equations for the five unknown stresses. 

Substitution of (19) into (7a) or (8a) furnishes 

                              B2 
       m4)- m0= + 12 i2{ x(0) +B2} (20) 

          4k2 01 

Multiplying (2a) by sin 0 and (2b) by cos 0 , adding them and then integrating 

the resulting differential equation yields 

rn4 sin $+rg4 cos 0=-J rrl{p4 sin 0+p z cos 0 }d4)+B4 (21) 

After writing eq. (2a) in the form 

-rn
4)' - No.= -r r1 p4) - (no no) r1 cos 0 (22) 
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and substituting eqs. (19) and (20), one finds the differential equation 

 n  +  n tan 4) = F1(4))(23) 

where 

F1(4)) = -1-113+ 2kr (x+ ------B2 ) 
1 

B 

        r cos------------4 f r r1 (p4) sin 4) + pZ cos 4)) d4) + -------------r cos(24) 

The general solution of eq. (23) is 

                               F1(4))                 nn4)= cos4)rBS + cos------------- dct) )(25) 

From eq. (21) q
(1) follows as 

              F1(4) 

q _ -sin 4) {B5+J ----------cos 4 

B 

     r cos c------------- Jr r1(p4) sin 4) + pZ cos 4)) d4) + -------------r cos(26) 

With the help of eq. (14), eq. (2c) may be written in the following form : 

                                       r cos 4) 
m k r1q .4) (m4) m0)--------r2 sin cp(27) 

The right-hand side of this equation is completely known from eqs. (20) and 

(26), and a simple quadrature yields m(1) 

(3) General solutions for He and He 

        The flow laws (9b) and (10b) furnish the following three condi-

tions :
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                                      E 

        0= 0 , K=  0Ke=+2n0(28a-c)                               e 

Substituting here the kinematic relations (4a, c) and then integrating the 

second equation once, one finds 

 w=v 

                                       1 
                   v + w = Clrl 

The general solution of this system of differential equations is given by 

      v = C1(r2sin2 $ - x(0)cos 0) + C2sin 0 + C3cos 0 

      w = C1(x(0)sin 0 + r2sin 0 cos 0) + C2cos 0 C3sin 0 (29a,b) 

Substitution of these expressions and of eqs. (4b, d) into eq. (28c) yields 

C            1  110 + 2k cos 0 f C1 x((1)))(30) 
The upper and lower'signs here and in eqs. (31) (33) refer to He and H0, 
respectively. The first equation of equilibrium (2a) may now be written as 

rg4) = (rn4)),±—[C3x(0)) + r rip4) (31) 

                            1 Since eq. (21) has been derived solely from the equations of equilibrium (2), 

it is independent of the yield hypersurfaces and is valid also for H+0 and 

H. From eqs. (21) and (31), a first-order differential equation for (rn4)) 

can be derived, which has the general solution 
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        r+rlC3r rlp~ C4  rn4)= cos 4 Lc5+j{ 2k cosC-x(~)]cos+2-----------} d4) 
1cos 0 

      Jd2Jr r1 (p0 sin 0 + pZ cos 0) d4(32)         cos 0 

Now rg4) follows from eq. (21). The bending moment me is obtained by substi-

tuting eq. (30) into the yield conditions (9a) and (l0a) 

           C2           m0=±l21 -2cos(~ Clx(4)))(33)                       4k 

Since rg4)and me are known, rm4) may be obtained by a simple quadrature of the 

third equation of equilibrium (2c). 

         It should be noted that the simple, double and triple quadratures 

appearing in these general solutions may be carried out explicitly for a class 

of shells for which 

r = a sinm 0 cosn 0 

where a > 0 and m and n are not to be negative odd integers (including n = +1). 

Also the cases of a spherical shell (m, n = 1, 0) and of a paraboloid (m, n = 

-2 , 0) can easily be handled. More generally. the general solutions may be 

evaluated explicity in terms of elementary functions for the following classes 

of shells 

                 (A) r = a ea4) sinm 0 cosn 4) 

                 (B) r = b4j sin 4) cosn 0 

with appropriate restrictions on the integers j, m and n. 
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5  DISCONFINUITIES 

         After the general solutions have been obtained, all that is neces-

sary to solve a specific problem'is to determine the free constants from a 

set of boundary and continuity conditions. However, besides the diffculty 

of unknown boundaries of a plastic region, it has still to be found out which 

of the four hypersurfaces should be used in any given case, and this question 

brings forth the principal difficulty which is common to all piecewise regular 

yield conditions. A set of boundary conditions and consideration of limiting 

cases of the problem leads very often to an appropriate choice of the general 

solutions. In contrast to the elastic theory of shells, however, some of the 

boundary and continuity conditions admit several possibilities depending upon 

whether or not discontinuities in stresses or velocities appear across the 

point in question. It is necessary, therefore, to investigate the nature of 

possible discontinuities in stress and velocity fields associated with the 

present approximate yield hypersurface. Attention will be confined here to 

the formation of a "hinge circle", which will appear later in the example. 

         Consideration of equilibrium of a shell element containing a dis-

continuity leads to the conclusion that the stresses n
(1),m4>and qmust be 

continuous but that m0and n0may be discontinuous. 

        A hinge circle is defined as a circle on the shell along which v 
r^ n 

or w is discontinuous. Hence v or w must be numerically very large com-

pared to all lower derivatives. The kinematic conditions (4) show that then 

e0,K4)>>s0,Ke,and from Table 2 it may be seen that this is only possible 

on H+ and H.Since, however, these parts of the yield surface represent 
rigid-body displacements without true plastic flow, the stress point corres-

ponding to a hinge circle must be sought on the boundaries of H+ or H.A 
more detailed discussion has been given in [ 9 ]. The boundary of HH (or H-) 
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consists of its intersections  wi,th the other hypersurfaces and hence there 

are various kinds of hinge circles. In order to discuss the behavior of a 

solution in stress space, the concept of a "stress trajectory" is useful. 

From the solution of a problem a generalized stress set (n4
),n0,m,m0) may 

be formed for every point of the shell. The locus of these points in stress 

space is called the stress trajectory of the problem. Let a hinge circle be 

at cp = (00. When a stress trajectory lies partly in a hypersurface Ha (for 

 < cp0) and partly in Hb (for q > cp0) and may have some discontinuity at 

 = cp0, this discontinuity is called a discontinuity of type H
a Hb. 

         Consider now a discontinuity of type H+ -~ H. The flow laws for 

H+ and He hold for cp < cp0 and cp > cpo, respectively. Let Av and Aw be the 
finite jumps in v and w across cp = cp0, respectively; they may easily be cal- 

culated from the velocity field of H. Then the most singular parts of e~ 

and of K may be written as 

e_~v d (4) 4)0) 

                      1 

                                    ry+w~ K=-r1I rl]s (4) h) 
where 64 cp0) denotes a Dirac delta function. The flow law (Sb) gives 

= 2k= -Av/2k4 v+w(34) 
                       l1 

The bending moment mcp must satisfy the yield condition (5a) 

m = 1 n 2 = 1 2k []2(35) 

                                                                                                 1 because of its continuity. For any other'type of hinge circles, Av and Aw 

may also be calculated from the velocity fields and conditions similar to 
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eqs. (34) and (35) may be obtained explicitly. 

6. CONICAL SHELL 

        The present theory is also applicable to shell problems in other 

coordinates as, for instance, a cone (Fig.3). Instead of  0, the coordinate 

y = Y/L is used, but for easy reference will be retained as a subscript. 

The equilibrium conditions for the cone are the following: 

           (y n4))' n6+yp(1)=0 

    (y Q) ' + n0 tan a + y pZ = 0(36a-c) 

k(y m(I)) - - k m0 - y RI)= 0 

where the dots denote d fferentiation with respect to y. The kinematic rela-

tions are 

             c~=v'c0=y(vwtana) 
                                             (37) 

            K4)_ - k W"K0=W  

        The procedure of obtaining the general solutions is the same as be-

fore. Those for HH0 and H4)8are derived here for later use in an example. 
As in the general case, the flow laws (7b) and (8b) yield the relations (12). 

From (12b) and (37) one finds 

w" 1 
        w y 

whence 

w = B1 In y + B2(38) 

Eq.(12a) provides a first-order differential equation for v, whose general 

solution is 

            v = B1 tan a In y (B1 - B2) tan a + B3y-1(39) 

The third ratio (12c) furnishes then 
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                           rB           n~ ne=+--IB1y tan a(40) 
where Inn01 < 1. The upper and lower signs refer to H+

eand H-                                                                 ,respec- 

tively. Upon substituting (40) into the yield conditions (7a) and (8a),  one 

finds 114 all m- me= -1
4k2 IB1ytan (41) 

and from egs.(36a) and (40) by simple quadrature 

n=+2k[IL-Bin y y tan al Jpdy + B4(42) 
                  1 If (42) is substituted into (40), one obtains 

                B 
n0=+2k B

13(1 + In y) 2y tan apo dy + B4(43) 

Equation (36b) may then be integrated to yield q(1). Since q and (m o me) 

are now known, eq.(36c) may also be integrated to find mo_ 

7- CLAMPED TRUNCATED CONICAL SHELL SUBJECTED TO A LINE LOAD ALONG ITS SHORTER 

  EDGE 

        Let y = 1 and y = b be the inner and outer boundaries, respectively 

(Fig.3). A line load with the dimensionless intensity q is applied at the 

inner boundary, normal to the shell. The solution is facilitated when the 

shell is shallow, because then the stress trajectory may be expected to be in 

the vicinity of that for a circular plate with similar boundary conditions. 

Since the velocity field of the plate is represented by a surface of revolu-

tion with negative Gaussian curvature, its stress trajectory lies on the side 

me mq, = 1 of a Tresca hexagon for m and m0. Its four-dimensional counterpart 

is the hyper-surface Hi,e. Furthermore, in analogy to the known velocity field 

of a clamped plate without a hole, one may expect a hinge circle to develop 

along the outer boundary. For the Tresca hexagon, m = -1 is the boundary 
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conditon when such a hinge circle is to appear. The four-dimensional counter-

part of this is to assume that the stress trajectory being in  H-e reaches H; 
for y = b. 

        At the edge y = b there must be w = 0. This determines B2 in eq.(38) 

and yields 

                                      B      w = B1In--,v = -B1 tan all - Inb)+y(44a,b) 
The boundary values of v and w- calculated from these formulas do not vanish, 

as they should, and represent the jumps of these functions across the hinge 

circle:

r         6w" _ -Bb, Av = B1I111tan a -B3b 
             1 The flow law (6b), when applied to the hinge circle y = b, yields 

-------_  Ov-13(45)  n~_-2K4)2ktw.=2k( b tan a1(45 
In eq.(45) it is assumed that IE4/2Ktj < 1. The yield condition (6a) must 

also be satisfied: 
                          B2          m(1)= -1 + n~2= -1 + --------12 (btan a -B3(46)         4k1 

The boundary conditions may now be summarized as follows: 

aty=1 : n=0, m=0, q~= -q 

        at y = b : w = 0, eq.(45), eq.(46) 

These six conditions determine the collapse load q
c and five out of six inte-

gration constants, leaving an indeterminate multiplier in the resulting ve-

locity field. The result is as follows: 

qc =k(1Inb))+ 8k In b621_                                  2(2bIn b (47) 
          -tan a2b 1  

n~ne_               2kY 1 + In b 

     _ tanb          n0 2ka [y 1 12+ In1b In Y 
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        ne=-tana   (2b 1)I. -------------------1+]lnb2b-----------1(48a-f) 

         _ -tan2 a11 2b 1- qc         q
~2k (y 1 1 + In b In y) y 

m=flqcIntan2 a{ 2(2b 1)2 4(2b 1)y)ln                     k1+ In b               y8k2(1 + In b)2y 

+ 3y2 4y + 1 

me = 1 + m (n-n0)2 

It should be noted that the result may easily be checked by applying the prin-

ciple of virtual work on the stress and velocity fields obtained above. In 

order that eqs.(47) and (48) really constitute a complete solution, the remain-

                                                                                                       , ing yield inequalities must not be violated and no finite ,portion of the stress 

trajectory should be on the boundary of H(0. This means that the solution (47), 

(48) is valid only for certain values of tan a. This restriction is drawn as 

(tan a)maxin Fig.4 where a family of qc(b, tan a)-curves are shown. A qc- 

curve obtained from eq.(47) for a constant value of tan a achieves a minimum 

at a finite value of b except when tan a = 0, the case of an annular plate. 

This implies that only portions of the curves may represent actual collapse 

loads. The assertion that qc cannot increase as b is increased may be proved 

by a direct application of the limit analysis theorems [12], [13]. Thus only 

that part of a qc-curve which is decreasing with respect to b on the left of 

the minimum for a particular value of tan a as shown in Fig.4., can represent 

actual collapse loads, provided that the minimum is below the (tan a) -

curves. If the latter is below the former, then the restriction due to the 

latter applies first. The stress distributions have been obtained for (b, 

tan a) = (1.25, 0.01), (3.00, 0.01), (5.00, 0.01) and (1.25, 0.20) and the 

corresponding stress trajectories are shown in Fig.5. The result assures 
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 that  the remaining yield inequalities are nowhere violated. 

8. EXTENSIONS 

        The proposed method is applicable directly to shells of variable 

thickness. The yield conditions (5a - l0a) depend then upon 4. Let M0 and 

N0denbte the standard yield moment and yield axial force, respectively, at 

some value of ¢, say 00. Let t($) denote the ratio of the shell thickness 

at 0 to that at 00. The yield conditions nondimensionalized in terms of go 

and NTmay be written as

m - n2 = [t(0))2 

m -me -(nn8) 2 = [t (cP) ]2 

me - ne= [t()}2 

The yield hypersurface at 4 is therefore considered to be inflated o 

by the factor [t(0)]2 with precisely the same shape as that at 00. The assol 

flow laws remain the same as Egs.(5a - 10b). The first terms in the 

brackets of Egs.(20) and (33) must only be replaced by [t(4)]2. 

         If a shell is composed of a perfectly-plastic material which 

a modified Tresca criterion with different yield stresses in tension and com 

pression, the yield conditions Eqs.(5a -. l0a) for a shell element must 

modified respectively as follows: 

(Sa)} + = 12 2(1l+ A) (n$+ 12 ]2 
   (6a) 

   (7a) +('n(p XI%) =1----------22(11+ A) [nAne+l2-----------A]2 
(8a) 

1+ 11,-a2             ±(m
0) =  2  -  2(1+X) [ne An4)+ 2] 

                                                          (50a-c) 
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  (9a) -~ + m  _1+a11a2 (
l0a)}- 0 2 2(1 + A)[n0212 

where A denotes the ratio of the tensile yield strength to the compressive 

yield strength of the material. Egs.(50a - d) have been derived by the present 

author [14, 15]. It should be noted that the approximate yield hypersurface 

consists of 4 pairs of parabolic hypersurfaces. The associated flow law con-

tains A. Since the piecewisely parabolic nature is retained in Egs.(50), the 

equations for velocity fields are again uncoupled, and therfore the general 

solutions can be obtained by a procedure analogous to that shown in Section 4. 

9. CONCLUDING REMARKS 

         Since the original Tresca yield hexagon is a piecewise continuous 

curve, the resulting yield hypersurface for a shell element necessarily has 

piecewise regularity and so does the present approximate hypersurface. It 

seems impossible to decrease the number of constituent hypersurfaces to less 

than six. The present approximation seems, therefore, to be the most natural 

and reasonable one in view of the Tresca hexagon. It has mathematical simpl-

icity and gives a set of close bounds on the collapse load as indicated by 

eq.(11). The general solution can be obtained almost explicitly for all the 

constituent hypersurfaces and an appropriate choice out of the four general 

solutions must only be made for a specific problem together with the assump-

tions on the boundaries of the chosen solutions. If a stress trajectory is 

to lie in an intersection of two, three or four hypersurfaces, it may be 

possible to solve those two, three or four yield conditions and the three 

equations of equilibrium for five unknown stresses without regard to the cor-

responding flow laws. The stress solution and the flow law then determine the 

associated velocity field. It may be expected, however, that only under special 

circumstances a stress trajectory lies in an intersection of three or four 
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 hypersurfaces since the number of conditions exceeds the  number of unknowns. 

 The simple example of a shallow conical shell illustrates the procedure to 

 obtain a- complete solutiOn'and shows that, if a stress trajectory lies in only 

 one hypersurface, a set of integration constants can easily be-determined. 
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      CHAPTER 11 

   LIMIT ANALYSIS OF 

NON-SYMMETRIC SANDWICH SHELLS

1. INTRODUCTION 

       It appears that previous analytical investigations on the limit analysis 

of shells have been restricted to axisymmetric problems except a few papers on 

long cylindrical shell roofs [1], [2]. In  axisymmetric problems, the directions 

of principal direct forces and moments are known a priori and the Tresca yield 

condition derived by Onat and Prager [3] may be applied. It has been shown in the 

preceding chapter that the stress and velocity equations may be uncoupled in 

piecewise quadratic approximation and that workable solutions may be obtained 

piecewisely, resulting in better bounds on load factors. 

        In a general non-symmetric problem, the directions of principal direct 

forces do not, in general, coincide with those of principal moments and both are 

not known a priori. Therefore there is no advantage in using the Tresca yield 

condition. The Mises yield condition for a uniform shell, however, becomes 

highly complicated and can hardly be employed for practical problems. Since 

six generalized stresses must be considered for a non-symmetric problem, the 

yield condition may be conceived geometrically as a hypersurface in a six-

dimensional generalized stress space. A linear approximate yield condition may 

be considered just as in axisymmetric problems, but it would result in a number 

of faces or hyperplanes. Since a polyhedron in a six-dimensional space can 

hardly be visualized, a correct choice of hyperplanes may be very difficult for 

a specific boundary value problem. Therefore a practically workable yield con-

dition must be, at worst, such that it does not result in non-linear coupling 

between the stress and velocity equations and that it consists of only a few 

pieces. In the present paper, the yield condition for a non-symmetric sandwich

This chapter is based upon the author's paper, "Limit Analysis of Non-symmetric 
Sandwich Shells," presented at the I.A.S.S. Symposium on Non-classical Shell 
Problems, Sept.2-5, 1963, NON-CLASSICAL SHELL PROBLEMS (W.Olszak and A.Sawszuk, 
Editors) pp768-784, Warszawa, 1964. The content of the paper was introduced to 
Italian engineers by M.Capurso in an amplified form, "Sulla determinazione del 
carico di collasso nelle superfici a doppia curvertura," Nota I, II, Construzion: 
metalliche n.5 and n.6-1965. The proposed method was recently introduced to 
Russian engineers by M.Sh.Mikeladze, "An Introduction to the Technical Theory 
of Perfectly-plastic Thin Shells," (In Russian) Ch.4., Tbilisi, Georgian SSR, 
USSR, 1969
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  shell is derived as a  generalization of the one for axisymmetric problems pro-

 posed by Hodge [7] to use as an approximate yield condition of a uniform shell. 
 It is shown that the proposed condition does satisfy both of these requirements. 

 This is not sufficient, however. The second difficulty lies in the fact that 

 the shape of the boundary of a plastic region is not known a priori for a specif-

 ic problem. It is then necessary to utilize the upper and lower bbund theorems 

 of limt anslysis assuming some suitable boundary of a plastic. region. It is 

illustrated by an example that consideration of strong discontinuities in a velo-

 c.ity field enables one to obtain readily upper bounds on a collapse load factor. 

2..Y•IELD CONDITION AND FLOW LAW FOR A SANDWICH SHELL 

         A typical sandwich shell element is shown in Fig.]. where 1' and 2 denote 

 two orthogonal curvilinear coordinates on the middle surface of a shell. Besides 

the.,customary assumptions made in the limit analysis of structures and in the 

 linear kinematic relations of thin shells in the category of Love's first approx-

 imation, the following assumptions are made for the sandwich construction. 

(A),The two facings or cover sheets with constant distance 2H everywhere are re-

 garded as isotropic solid membranes of small equal thickness J and composed of 
 a perfectly-plastic material satisfying the Mises yield condition. The 'shear 

 stresses in the facings normal to their planes may be nagle'cted and the stresses 

(51' a2, T) in the upper facing and (al,02,I) in the lower facing parallel to 
 their planes (Fig.l) may be assumed to be distributed uniformly ,over the thickness 

 of the facings. (B) The load carrying capacity of the core in the plane of the 

 sandwich is negligible. The core carries only the shear stresses normal to the 

 middle surface and does not yield or fail due to the shear stresses. 

.The state of stress in a shell is approximately plane and may be de-

  scribed by the resulting moments, direct forces and shears. However, because' 

 of the basic assumption that straight lines normal to the undeformed middle 

 surface remain straight and normal to the deformed middle surface, the transvers`e. 

shear strains are neglected. The transverse shear forces appearing in the equa-

 * It ,was learned at the Symposium that A.Sawszuk and J.Rychlewski had obtained 
the same yield condition and associated flow law in 1960 in Poland and in-

, vestigated only the geometry of yield hypersurface. The derivation of Eqs. 
(6), (7) and (8) in this chapter was therefore a second but independent pre-

    sentation. However, the main contribution of the author's paper lies in the 
    discovery that the velocity equations for a constituent yield hypersurface 

    are uncoupled from the equilibrium equations and may be reduced to a single 

partial differential equation in terms of the normal displacement for shallow 
    shells and in the proposed method of obtaining upper and lower bounds on the 

    limit loads by means of discontinuous collapse mechanisms. 
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tions of  equiIibrium have the nature of reaction and are not generalized stresses. 
For:general non-symmetric problems, it is necessary to consider the six 

generalized stresses defined by

Ni= (al+al,N2=(2+a2)J, N12 = (t+T)J 

                                                  (1) 
               M1=(a1- al)HJ,M2= (v2-a2)HJ,M12= (t - r)HJ 

where N1 and N2 are the direct forces, N12 the shear force parallel to the planes 

of the facings, M1 and M2 the bending moments, and M12 the twisting moment. The 

corresponding generalized strain-rates are the extension rates Cl and e2, the rate 

of shear c12, the curvature rates K1 and K2, and rate of twist K12of the middle 

surface. The facings experience the extension-rates e1 = BK1 and c2 ± BK2 and the 

rate of shear ci2 ± HK12. It is convenient to use the dimensionless quantities 

    NaM_    aa          --0--() 
   na=N

Om=MOKa-NOKa2

where N0 = 2Ja0 and M0 = 2HJa0, 00 being the yield stress in simple tension, and 

where the subscript a may stand for either 1, 2, or 12. The rate of dissipation 

of mechanical energy per unite area of the middle surface has the form

Di N0(n1E1 + n12-12 + n2c2 + m1K1 + m12K12 + m2K2) (3)

At a generic point of the shell, the stresses in the facings must satisfy the 

Mises yield condition

a1-a1o2+02 
                   + 22 a

lala2+a+           2

3T2

3T2

  2 
= a

0 

=2 
  0

(4) 

(5)

Elimination ofo1,a2,T,al.a2,and T from egs.(1) and (4) or (5) furnishes 

the yield condition of the shell element in terms of the six generalized stresses 

as follows.

F= (n+m)2-(n+m) (n+m)+(n+m)2+Ifn+m)2= 1111122
221212

F = (n1-m1) 2 - (n
1-m1) (n2- m2)+(n2- m2)2+3 (n12- m12)2= 1. 2

(6)

(7)
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In a generalized stress space of Cartesian coordinate  system (nl,n121f2,m2, 

the yield condition represents a hypersurface consisting of m12, m2), 

two quadratic hypersurfaces. It is noted that, in a new coordinate system (n1+m1, 

n12 + m12, n2 + m2, n1 - m1, n12 - m12, n2 m2), the yield condition exhibits 

explicitly the character of the Mises yield condition. If a stress point (n1, 

                    in the generalized stress space satisfies F1 = 1 and n12' n2, m1, m12, m2) 

F2 < 1, the lower facing is at yield point state, whereas if it satisfies F2= 1 

and F1 < 1, the upper facing is at yield point state. In any case the shell 

element is at yield point state since none of the facings has bending resistance 

itself. If F1 = F2 = 1, both of the facings are at yield point state. 

       The plastic potential flow law states that the strain-rate vectdr (E1, 

E12' E2, K1, K12, K2) is directed along the outward normal to the yield surface. 
Since the present yield surface is defined by the two functions F1 = 1 and F2 = 1, 

the normal is not defined uniquely at the intersection of the two constituent 

hypersurfaces and two parameters will be necessary to follow Koiter's definition 

[8]. The associated flow law may be given by

El = 11{2(n1 + m1) (n2 + m2)} + v{2(n1 - ml) - (n1 - m1)} 

   c12 =6u(n12+m12) + 6v(n12 - m12) 

E2 = p{2(n2 + m2) (n1 + m1)} + v{2(n2 m2) - (ni - m1)} 

    K1 = u{2(n1 + ml) (n2 + m2)} v{2(n1 - ml) - (n2 - m2)} 

   K12 =6,u(n12+ m12) -6v(n12 - m12) 

    K2 = p{2(n2 + m2) (n1 + m1)} -v{2(n2 - m2) - (n1 - m1)} 

where (i) if F1 = 1 and F2 < 1, then p > 0 and v = 0 

    (ii) if F1 < 1 and F2 = 1, then p = 0 and v > 0 

   (iii) if F1 = 1 and F2 = 1, then p > 0 and v > 0. 

3. APPROACH TO NON-SYMMETRIC PROBLEMS 

        It seems convenient to introduce here the concept of a 

in the generalized stress space. In an axisymmetric problem, a 

may be regarded as a parametric representation of a space curve 

hypersurface in terms of an independent variable. In a general

(8a-f)

"solution surface" 

stress solution 

lying in a yield 

 non-symmetric
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problem, a stress solution for a finite portion of a plastic region contains 

two parameters or independent  variables. Geometrically the solution may be re-

presented by a surface lying in a yield hypersurface in the six-dimensional stress 

space. This surface will henceforth be called a "solution surface". Then the 

general approach to a non-symmetric problem may be stated with this terminology 

as follows. 

       Although the present yield condition is piecewise quadratic, it may be 

shown that the resulting stress and velocity equations are uncoupled for each 

constituent yield condition. It is noted that if a portion of a solution surface 

lies entirely either on F1 = 1 or on F2 = 1, then v = 0 or p = 0, respectively. 

Then there are three simple ratios between the generalized strain-rates given 

in the flow law (8) 

el-------- 
= +1,E12 =+1,e2------- = +1(9) 

      K1-K12-K2 - 

where all the plus signs are for the case F1 = 1 and the minus signs for F2 = 1. 

Hence the velocity fields corresponding to the cases (i) and (ii) are of a fairly 

restricted nature, whereas in the third case, the corresponding stress fields 

are of comparatively restricted nature satisfying both of (6) and (7) In any 

orthogonal curvilinear coordinate system on the middle surface of the shell, 

all the strain-rates may be expressed linearly in terms of three velocity com-

ponents and their spatial derivatives just as in the linear theory of thin elastic 

shells [9]. Hence the three simple ratios (9) provide a system of three linear 

partial differential equations for the three velocity components. Once the gener-

al solution of this system is obtained, the remaining two ratios between the 

generalized strain-rates may be regarded as two equations for stresses . The 

yield condition appears then to bring the non-linearity into the system of stress 

equations. The non-linearity is not essential, however. The quantities 

p and v which may be expressed as (11) and (12) later, in terms of the known 

generalized strain-rates are now known functions of the coordinates. Hence three 

equations of (8), e.g. (8d, e and f) become linear equations for the generalized 

stresses. These t ree equations of equilibrium form a system of linear algebraic 

and partial differential equations for the six generalized stresses. However, 

if a finite portion of the solution surface lies in the intersection of the two 

constituent hypersurfaces, the velocity and stress equations are coupled and 

can not, in general, be solved easily. This is one of the difficulties. Even 
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                                                  1 

                                     2v = [(_K)2+(c_K)(c_K+(c_K2+El2_Kl2)2j2 
                l(11) 

where U and v are both positive for the intersection F1 = F2 = _1. But the ex-

pression may be considerably simplified for a constituent hypersurface F1 = 1 

or F2 = 1 because of the simple ratios (9). 

1 

   D. =2N022       [€+c1t2++(y)2]+                             2N0=[K+KlK2+K+iJ2]•(12)T73-1
The generalized strain-rates are known from the assumed velocity solution and 
hence we may integrate the known expression of Di over the whole plastic region . 

The kinematically admissible multiplier associated with the assumed velocity 

field may then be obtained by equating the total rate of internal dissipation 

to the total rate of dissipation of external energy. In many cases the integrand 

given by egs.(11) may be mathematically complicated. Then the difficulty of 

integration may be avoided by considering again a discontinuous velocity field 

mentioned above.

if the uncoupled velocity equations are relatively simple as will be shown for 

shallow shells later, one encounters the second difficulty that the shape of 

the boundary of a plastic region is not known a priori and does not coincide, in 

general, with the boundary of the shell. A way of solving these difficulties 

is to make use of the upper and lower bound theorems of limit analysis. In the 

former case it is even difficult to find a kinematically admissible velocity 

field. A way to overcome such a difficulty is to consider a discontinuous velo-

city field consisting of several rigid body motions [10]. In the latter case a 

velocity field satisfying the uncoupled velocity equations and the velocity 

boundary conditions can be found for an assumed plastic region. The total rate 

of internal dissipation of energy can then be computed. Substitution of eqs.(8) 

into (3) furnishes 

Di = 2N0(p+ v)_(10) 

It may be readily verified that U and v are expressed in terms of the generali-

zed strain-rates as follows: 
                                                  1 

                         E 2u = (c1+Kl)2+(El+K1)(c2+K2)+(c2+K2)2+(112"(12)2112
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 4:.A CONSISTENT SET OF THE STRAIN-RATE VELOCITY"RELATIONS AND EQUATIONS 

    EQUILIBRIUM FOR A SHALLOW SHELL 

The fundamental equations of conventional bending theories of' thin elas- 

tic shells in the category of Love's first approximation contain anhcorisisten 1cy 

    the sense that the strains'do not all vanish for small rigid body rotations' 

  of a shell except for axisymmetric problems [11]. The 'following set "of strain-

  rate velocity relations and equilibrium equations'may be'applied therefore only 

"for those plastic regions where such effects are'negligible. If'a velocity'field 

  is to . contain .everal rigid portions separated by plastic regi'ons'or by discon-
  tinuities, then their rigid body rotations must be treated separately from the 

present strain-rate velocity relations as will be illustrated' in the later' ex: 
  ample. 

         Figure 2 shows an element of a shallow shell described by the distance 

Z.= Z(X,Y) of its middle surface from the (X,Y)plane. The dimensionless coor-

  dinates are defined by 

XYZ x= L, y= L, z= L, 

  where L is a typical shell length. It is noted that the present rectangular 

  coordinate system does not form an orthogonal net when projected onto the middle 

  surface of the shell. Hence the shell element is skew as shown in Fig.2. 

  However, since it is assumed in the shallow shell theory [12] that 

          zx<< 1, zxzy<< 1, zy<< 1(13) 

  where the subscripts x and y denote differentiation with respect to x and y, 

  respectively, the angle between the two sides AB and AC on the middle surface 

  may be approximated as 

sin wl = /(1 sin sin IP)= /(1 z
xzy)=1 

  and the angle between the two diagonals on,the middle surface as 

21(1 - tan2(I)- tan2IP)= 1 
 sin w2 =22 

V[2 '+ (tan+ tan)] ^[2+ (tan IP -.tan~)]
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Hence even if the yield condition for such a skew element may be actually sub-

jected to certain deformation and modification from  eqs.(6) and (7) as a func-

tion of x and y, its influence is negligible for a shallow shell. The use of 

the proposed yield condition and associated flow law for the shallow shell element 

is therefore consistent with the shallow shell approximation. The subscripts 

1, 2, and 12 in the preceding expressions (1) through (12) should now be replaced 

by x, y, and xy, respectively for use in the following. The six generalized 

stresses are nx,nxy,ny,mx,mxy'and myand the corresponding generalized 

strain-rates are cx,cxy,cy,Kx,K
xy,and Ky. Let U and V denote the tangential 

velocity components in (X,Z)— and (Y,Z)— planes, respectively, and W the velocity 

component normal to the middle surface. The following reduced velocity components 

are used in the following: 

UVW 
u= L,'v=L,w=L 

The consistent set [13] of the strain-rate velocity relations and equilibrium 

equations for the shallow shell under the assumption of (13) and of infinitesimal 

deformation are given by 

                   auDv       Eax- zrv,exy ay+a x- 2zxyrv,ey=aY- zyym 
   32w22      x-, K~=-2k -------axa~Ky=-ka2(14) 

                axy 

   an anan an 
                     xy          ax+ay+6kpx=0, --------axxY +"+6kpy=0 

      D2ma2m  a2mx  

ax2+ 23x4+                42                        +k(zxxx+ 2zxynxy+ zyyny) + 6pz = 0 (15) 

                       where 

   MPL2P L2P L2 

k =y
0L, Px =6MO, Py 6M0--------' Pz = - 6M0 

5. DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS FOR VELOCITY FIELDS AND STRONG DISCONTINUITIES 

       If a solution surface for a finite plastic region lies entirely on F1= 1 

or F2 = 1, then the three simple ratios (9) hold for that region and may be re-

duced, for the present shallow shell, to the following system of differential 

equations 
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 axzxxw += 
            Duk a2

r o 

                                 2 

             ay-------                        zyyw+ka2=o 
                              ay 

                                         2 

       a 

                  xu+ax2zw +2k-------axaw= 0(16)     yyy 

where the plus sign corresponds to the case F1 = 1, whereas the minus sign to 

F2 = 1. The velocity components u and v may readily be eliminated from eqs.(16) 

and the resulting single differential equation for w becomes 

     a2a2                                         32 

     ax2(zyyy                      w) 2axay(zxyw) +a2(zxxw) = 0.(17) 

Depending upon the form of z = z(x,y), eq.(17) may be elliptic, parabolic, or 

hyperbolic. If z is quadratic in x and y, eq.(17) contains constant coefficients 

only and may readily be reduced to the standard forms. General solutions can 

be obtained for various coordinate systems but the second difficulty arises as 

has been mantioned in Sec.3 and it is necessary to utilize the upper bound 

theorem of limit analysis, assuming a suitable boundary shape for which the 

general solution is readily obtained. If the upper bound theorem must be used 
anyway, a simpler application may be desirable. It is shown in the later example 

that consideration of a discontinuous velocity field simplifies the computation 

of the rate of dissipation of internal energy for a polygonal shell and hence 

enables one to obtain readily an upper bound on the collapse load factor. It may 

be expected that a better bound is obtained from an assumed velocity field consist-

ing of rigid regions and finite plastic regions governed by'egs.(16) and (17), 

but this problem will be left for further study. 

       It is convenient to consider a local coordinate system (Col) at a generic 

point p on a stationary strong discontinuity D [14], P being the origin of this 
system and the axis normal to D at P on the middle surface. The continuity 

of w itself must be postulated since the effects of the transverse shears have 

been neglected . Then just as in the plate discontinuity [14], aw/aE may be 

discontinuous across D. If u and v denote the velocity components in E and n 

directions, u and v themselves may also be discontinuous across D. Let the 

amount of jumps in u, v and aw/a be denoted by Au, Av and A(aw/aF), respectively.
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       41d6 2l 
 D. = ------------i/30,/1,((1 +C26-+a2J(constant everywhere) .           llb 

An upper bound on the collapse load can be found by equating the total rate of 

internal dissipation to the rate of external energy dissipation, 

      +4 (2            P -3~^I1 +b+b2, 
A lower bound may be obtained by considering a statically admissible stress 

field for an elliptic plate. If it is assumed that 

nx= nxy= ny= 0,mx= my=a3pbb{1 x2 by2},mxy= 0,(19) 

the equations of equilibrium and the stress boundary conditions are satisfied. 

Substitution of eqs.(19) into the yield conditions (6) and (7) leads to 

3pb {1 x2 -a2}1. 
a + bby 

The maximum value of the left-hand side occurs at the origin. Hence a lower 

bound is given by 

=3 I1 + b J. 

7 PARABOLIC CYLINDER WITH A SQUARE BOUNDARY UNDER UNIFORM PRESSURE 

       Let 2L be the length of a diagonal of the boundary square. 

       The middle surface of the parabolic cylinder is described by 

z=2(x y)2, 1 x - y? 0, 1+x y> 0, 
                1 + x + yZ 0, 1 x + yZ O. 

This choice of the rectangular coordinate system will be convenient in the later 

discussion of the strong discontinuity in the velocity field. Since it has 

been assumed that zx<< 1,zxzy<< 1, and z2<< 1, the rise of the shell is 
within the limit c2 << 1. The shell is assumed to be simply supported along 

the four edges AB(1 x - y = 0), BC(1 x - y = 0), CD(1 + x + y = 0), and 
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 CA(1 - x + y = 0), and is subjected to uniform pressure P. (See Fig.3). The di-
   mensionless pressure is defined by p = PL2/6M0. For a square plate, a good upper 

   bound has been obtained by considering a velocity field in which the plate deforms 
into-a square pyramid [10]. It is quite natural therefore to consider a similar 

   field for w but with appropriate associated fields of u and v. It is assumed 
   that the four curved triangular portions AOAB, IOBC, AOCD, and AODA perform rigid 

   body rotations /ie about axes parallel to the straight lines AB, BC, CD, and DA, 
   respectively and rigid body translations T6 outwardly normal to AB, BC, CD, and 

DA, respectively and that the same strong discontinuity appears along OA, OB, OG, 
  and OD. Then the velocity field satisfying w = 0 and lul = Iv' along the four 

   edges may be written as 

  Region I, AOAB : w = 6(1 - x - y), u = v = 6 - c6{1 - Or - y)2} 
        II, AOBC : w = 6(1 + x - y), u=-v=-d+26{1 - (x - y)2} 
       III, AOCD: w = 6(1 + x + y), u = v=-6+26{l - (x-y}2} 

       IV, AODA : w = 0(1 - x + y), u = -v = 6 - c6{1 - Or - y)2}. (20) 
-Because of the shallowness c2 << 1, the projection of the (x, y) coordinate 

   system upon the middle surface may be taken as the local coordinate system for 

   the discontinuity within the present approximation. The amounts of jumps in 

   u, v and 3w/3x across the discontinuity OB are 

Au = 26 - ce(1 - y2), Av = 0,elaJ= -20. 

  Since Av = 0, the plastic flow of a particle on OB may be described by 

       x.Exy.Ey: Kx.K~.Ky= 26ce(1 - y2) : 0 ; 0 : 2ke: 0 : 0. 

  The rate of internal dissipation of energy per unit length of OB may be evaluated 

  by eq.(18) and is reduced"to 

           NoL 
D06`= {f26 - ce(1 - y2) + 2k0I + 126 - ce(1 y2) - 2k01} (21) 

  For the sake of simplicity, the following two cases will be considered. 

Case 1. If Au = 0 at y = 0, i.e. 26 = cO, then the total dissipation rate 

  in OB may be evaluated in two parts. If 2k cy2 everywhere for 0 < y 1,
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i.e. 1 c/2k, then  eq.(21) is reduced to 

                    4D
uBkN0L20=M0L6. 

If. c/2k > 1, then there exists a value of y in 0 < y < 1 such that cy2 = 2k. 

Let c/2k = b. Physically b represents the ratio of the rise to the thickness 

of: the .shell . 1 

                       1 

 DckNOL2e{ Jdy + bJ y2dy} — MOLO lb + T , 

0 The total rate of internal dissipation through the four strong discontinuities 

is 4(D0 The external energy rate is given by 

De = JPWdA = 4M0Lep. 
A Therefore an upper bound on p is given by 

          pi=--for b<1,pi=313b+ - for b?1. 

The value of pi is plotted in Fig.4 with respect to b. When c = 0 and hence 
b = 0, the value of pi is reduced to the upper bound for a square plate [10]. 
Evidently the known lower bound for a square plate gives a lower bound for the 

present shell. Hence 

pi =q(6+ /3) .

  Case 2. If the outward sliding of the four curved triangular portions is 

restrained and hence S = 0, then Lu = 0 at y = 1. If 2k > all - y2) for 0 < y . 1, 

i.e. 1 b, then the same upper bound as for the case 1 is obtained. If b > 1, there 

exists a value of y in 0 y 1 such that 1 - y2 = 1/b, i.e. y = 1(1 - 1/b) 

Then it may readily be found that
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                             1 

DOB=TNOkL2e{[b(1- y2)dy -  J_dy}             J
0 

_{1 2(b
31)^}MOLe. 

Therefore an upper bound on p for this case is given by 

P2 =4f,+2(b31)/[b1)1 for b 1. 
It is noted that a lower bound on p may be obtained from the membrane solution 

for this case. The maximum lower bound based upon the membrane solution is ob-

tained when 

nx = n= -2,nxy =2,mx = mxJ= my = O. 

This solution satisfies the yield conditions F1 = 1 and F2 = 1 and furnishes 

2c 2 
P2 = 6k - 3-' 

The lower bound for the square plate is still a lower bound for this case, again. 

The values of p2 and p2 are plotted in Fig.4 to compare with pi 
CONCLUDING REMARKS 

       The exact yield condition for a uniform shell element composed of a per-

fectly plastic material obeying the Tresca or Mises yield condition is quite 

complicated and its application to practical non-symmetric problems is very dif-

ficult. Therefore the first step of studying non-symmetric problems is to find 

a practically workable yield condition. The sandwich approximation proposed in 

the present paper may be of practical use in the following sense. First, it 

consists only of two hypersurfaces. Secondly, the velocity and stress equations 

are uncoupled for the constituent hypersurfaces and kinematically admissible 

velocity fields may be found comparatively easily for practical problems. The 

yield condition has been applied to shallow shells and a single partial differ-

ential equation for the normal velocity component has been obtained. The dif-

ferential equation becomes simple for quadratic surfaces. As an example, a
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kinematically admissible velocity field has been proposed for a hyperbolic pa-

raboloid with an elliptic boundary. Thirdly, consideration of strong disconti-

nuities in a velocity field based upon the present yield condition simplifies 

the computation of upper bounds on a collapse load factor, especially for a shell 

with a polygonal boundary. This has been illustrated for a parabolic cylinder. 
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APPENDIX 

       The proposed method has been applied to shallow parabolic cylindrical 

shells with various rectangular plans by Y.Yokoo, T.Matsui and the present author 

The following results extracted from their paper will demonstrate the use fulness 

of the method and therefore will be included here as an appendix. 

      Upper bounds on the collapse loads 
   A natural attempt in finding a kinematically admissible velocity field is to consider for w a roof-

shaped collapse mode similar to the one for  a rectangular plate, together with appropriate associated 
fields of u and v. This type of collapse will be called a total collapse mode. The corresponding upper 
bound on the collapse load increases rapidly as the rise of the shell is increased as will be shown later. 
Therefore in order to obtain bettor bounds, it is necessary to take into account the characteristics of 
edge disturbances in the bending theory of shells. The partial collapse mode shown in Fig. 3 is one 
of such possible modes. 

 (a) Total collapse mode A (cot a~.1) 
   It is assumed that the strong discontinuities appear as indicated by the wavy lines in Fig. 1. The 

trapezoidal portions I and I' perform rigid dody rotations 0 cot a about the axes AB and CD, respecti-
vely. The triangular portions II and II' perform rigid body rotations 0 about BC and AD, respecti-
vely. Rigid body translations have been assumed to be prevented by strong corner reinforcements. 
Then the velocity field may be described by 

                                                   Portion I : u=0, v=c0 cot e(1—y')/2, 
`(Yw = 0 cot <1 —y) 

                                                                                II : u =c 0(1 --)0)12,   v=0, 
          A 

     jB•I I    iThe corresponding jump quantities may be obtain-    NrE°led as 
       -- ~ cAlong BF :dti = —c 0 cosec a(1 —y2)/2, 

       01--AL------rL_i 
 plr701,,d i•=0, d                                                          (°-ae)—0 cosec a      2Tt---------j---------Zl^XAlongEF:dr1=—c0 cot a, 

       Fig. 1 Total collapse mode A.d r7---0,  4(d)=2 0 cot a 
The rates of internal dissipation of energy per unit length of BF and EF can be evaluated by Eq. (9) 

and are reduced to

II            Da'r—NoLecalic0,1y')—ko~--I2<1—y')-k0l} 
       .o_aII             D

es=2NLc                 •^311c03 '4Ic02 kJ 
The integration of the energy dissipation along the strong discontinuities depend upon the parameter 

b=c/2k which is physically the ratio of the rise to the thickness of the shell. 

(i) b_ 1 . Dep=2coseeaM.L0/.,/3, Dsr=8 cot a(1 —cot a).1f,L0f'/ 

   (ii) bZ1: Diii—-----3iff3,-2(b-1).Vlb-1-1Af,L0 
DsP=8 b cot e(A—cot (z)M,L 0/.t/ 3 

The external energy rate is given by 

D, = I PWJA=4 cot a (3 2— cot e) pM1l,L 0 
-A 

where the dimensionless pressure p is given by p=PL76.14. Therefore upper bounds on the col-
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lapse load  pc are given by 

2  1 co1 
     ~cota(3d—cola) 

       bz1:p+—hb--—32{31-2(1)%/(h-1)/b1cosec2a+3b cota(A —cot a).....................                                         cot a(3d—cotu)(10b) 

The expression (10a) coincides with the upper bound on the collapse load for the corresponding 
rectangular plate. 

 (b) Total collapse mode B (cot azA) 
   A similar computation may be carried out for this case. It may readily be shown that the expres-   

A   Bsion of the energy dissipation for thd case b<1 is similar to 

                                  the previous case for h<:1. The discontinuity EP is parabolic 
a' IT                                      f

or this case and the corresponding d d is no longer constant. 

                                                                                      Let C=2 tan a and C'=1—C. Then the rate of internal dis-
b --------------------------------- 

    Fig. 2 Total collapse mode. B sipation depends upon C' and (b —1)11) as follows for 

(1) C'Zb-1:p+=  2  {3+2(b-1) ^(b-1)/b} +3 P/C .......................................(11 a )     V322(3 —C) 

(ii) C'S~b-1 : p+_ 2 {31 2(b_ 1) s/(b-1)/b} (C2±2a) —b A°C'(3—(") ..................(11 b ) bt2(3—C)C2 

The parameter a is determined so as to minimize p+. It has been observed that, for some particular 

values of 2, Eq. (10b) furnishes smaller upper bounds than Eqs. (11) for shells with smaller rise and 

that Eq. (11 b) provides smaller upper bounds than Eq. (10b ) for shells with higher rise. 

(c) Partial collapse mode C 
   In view of the edge disturbances in the bending theory, the partial collapse mode shown in Fig. 3 

                                    may be expected to appear for shells with higher rise. Pla-    A 

   bE_,F,,e -----sastic flow is assumed to occur locally only in a narrow band 
                                  of width 2a near a generator edge. The trapezoidal parts I 

                                  and I' perform rigid body rotations 0 about the axes AB 

                                    and CD, respectively and the triangular parts II and 11', 
    Fig. 3 Partial collapse mode C.rotate 0 about the axes BC and AD, respectively. This 

mode is similar to mode A with a=45°. This choice of a is merely for the sake of simplicity. Some 

other value of a may furnish somewhat better upper bound. The corresponding, energy dissipation can 

be calculated in a similar fashion to the case (a) except along the strong discontinuity CD. The results 

are as follows : 

(i) asl/A/b :p'=3.1+2a         %/3a2(3d—a)................... (12a) 

                 =1+4a+2 a2b(a—a) i- (8/3)(a2b-1)~/a'=1/b.................................  (ii)aZl/^b :p+
A/3a2(3A—a)(12b) 

      Lower bounds 

   The equations of equilibrium for the shallow parabolic cylindrical shell may be written in the fol-

lowing form. 

         anFaaxy=0,as„y+a,=0    yy 

        a2xxi-2azay~a2'—';y';y+(k)ny+6p=o ......................................................(13)              yy 

In view of the membrane solution and the lower bound solution for the corresponding plate [6], it 

seems appropriate to consider a stress field given in the following form. 

             nx=nxy=0, ny=—n 

mx=C,(12—x'), my—C,(1—y'), ntxy=—(3p—bn—C,-C2)xy 

l C„ C2, nZ0 .......................................................................................(14).

 t

 l
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It may  readily be verified that this set of stresses satisfy Eqs. (13) and the boundary conditions. 

The coefficients C, and C, and the direct stress re are determined so as to furnish the largest among 

all the values of p under which the stress field does not violate the yield conditions (3). By substitu-

ting the stresses into the yield functions, the following inequalities are obtained for C,, C, and x. 

    C,(25- X1)1 -C,(1-x)(--n-i-C,(1--a -C,(1-y')}'+3(3p-bn-C,--Ce)'x2y'<1 

C,(12-s2)2-C,(1'-s')in-+C2(1-y2)1 o- (n +-C,(1-y')1'+3(3p-bn-C,-C,)'s2y2S1 (15a,b) 

   Considered as functions of s' for any fixed y, the left hand sides of (15a,b) are both parabolas 

opening upward_ Therefore the left hand sides take on the maximum values at x'=0 or s'=1'. Simi-

larly for any fixed x the maximum values are at y'=0 or y'=1. Therefore it is sufficient to consider 

the points (0,0), (0, ±1), (±1, 0) and (=2, ±1). After some manipulation, it can readily be found 

that a good lower bound under the above assumption is given by 

            1 r                1–n'–n–nr4-3n'~ ............................................. 
      p-=3n(b-1)014 —3-2 is(16) 

when the upper sheet is at yield point state at (+1, 0) and (±2, ±1) and the lower sheet yielding at 

(0,0) and (±1, +1); i.e. when 
-n+/

14-3n', 

The direct stress n is to be so determined as to maximize p- in the range 0<n-1. It can easily be 

seen that the case n=0 gives a lower bound for the corresponding rectangular plate, whereas the case 

n=1 for the corresponding membrane [4). 

      Numerical results and diaeussion 

   The upper and lower bounds on the collapse loads have been computed for the cases 1=1 and 1= 

2. The results are shown in Table 1 and 2 and plotted in Fig. 4 and 5. Since b=cf2k, c is propor-

tional to b for a constant k. For instance, if 2H/L=1/100 and k=1/200, then b=100 c. If r varies in 

                            Table I Collapse loads for the case 1=1

 bI1I2I3  
'PI' 1 1.1551.6482.270 (a or a) (45.0°)I(35.4°) (29.7°)

(Is)
0.859 1 0.8891 1.089 
(0) I (0.4) I (0.8)

141 
2.874 I 3.574 I 4.224 I 4.873 I 5.490 

(25.6°) (22.7°) (20.3°) (18.9°) (0.50) 

1.3331.6672.000fIfI2.3332.667 (1.0)I(1.0)I(1.0)I(1.0) (1.0)

C 

9 I  10 I 12 I 
5.9976.5127.554 (0.50)(0.50)I(0.50)I

3.333 1 4.000 
(1.0) 1 (1.0)

 14 I 16 I  18 1 20 

8.5939.61510.62811.632 
(0.47)(0.45)(0.43) (0.42) 

4.6675.3336.0006.667 (1.0)I(1.0)I(1.0)I(1.0 .0) 

)

Table 2 Collapse loads for the case 2=2

Mode A

 b I  1  1 2 1 3 1 
P11'0.6801.0621.500 (a o(36.9°)((27.3°)I(22.7°)I 

1)-0.5130.6901.000 (a)+(0)'(0.9)I(1.0)
14IP- 1.33 I 1.54 I 1.50

4 

1.950 
(19.7°) 

1.333 
(1.0) 

1.46

I5I6I7I8 
  2.4022.8533.3043.764  (17.5°)I(15.8°)(14.5°)I (13.4°) 

 1.667 I 2.000 I 2.333 I 2.667 
 (1.0) (1.0) (1.0) (1.0) 

1.44 I 1.43 I 1.42 I 1.41

13 

  9 I 10 
  4.2104.662 

 (12.4°) (11.4°) 

3.0003.333 (1.0)I(1.0) 
 1.40 1 1.40 I

 12 

5.558 
(10.4°) 

4.000 
(1.0) 

1.39

 14 1 16 
6.471 7.375 
(9.7°) (8.8°) 

4.6675-333 (1.0)I(1.0) 
1.39 1 1.38

18I 20 
8.2799.186 (8.3°)! (7.7°) 
6.000 16.667 

(1.0)(1.0) 

1.38 I 1.38
u

Pe 
4

4

 Fir. 4

4B l..6 m 
__s b 

Collapse loads for the case 2=1.
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   Fig. 5 Collapse loads for the case 2=2.
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 the range 0<cs0.2, then 0<b<20. 

   It is observed that for shells with h•:1, the total collapse mode A furnishes better ttp r'bouthds 

for both of the cases A=1 and a=2. This appears to indicate that the collapse mode of exttretitely"dhal• 

low shells. will not be very much different from the•mode for the corresponding plates. 

   In the case Al,= the total collapse mode B results in better upper bounds for shells with intermedi-

ate values of b and the corresponding angle n tends to •decrease. However, for larger vehies nib the 

partial collapse mode C provides better upper hounds than any other modes. The width of the Corres-

ponding plastic region tends to decrease as b is increased. 
   In the case 2=2, the total collapse mode A results in better bounds even for b=2. $ut for larger 

values of b, the total collapse mode B provides better bounds than the partial collapse mode' C lO the 

range of b considered. The corresponding value of a decreases as b is increased and the discontinui- 

ties originating from the corners tend to approach the generator edges.
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                            CHAPTER 12 
             APPLICATIONS OF THE PROPOSED YIELD CONDITIONS 

          TO FINITE-DEFLECTION ANALYSIS OF RIGID-PLASTIC SHELLS 

1. INTRODUCTION 
        While the so-called PA-effect upon the load-carrying behaviors of 

framed structures has been investigated in considerable detail during the 
last five years as has been described in chapter 3, the effect of geometrical 
nonlinearities on the carrying capacities of rigid-plastic shells has not 
been investigated analytically except several papers [1]. A number of useful 
finite element procedures have been proposed for materially and geometrically 
nonlinear problems during the last few years [2] Analytical investigations 
for the combined nonlinear problems of shells appear to have been restricted 
only to circular cylindrical and spherical  shells[1,3]. Duszek [1] has shown 
that, since nonlinear displacement equations for Hi are uncoupled from the 
equilibrium equations for shallow spherical shells and since Kf leads to a 
linear equation in terms of w only, an elementary solution can be obtained. 

       It is shown in this chapter that the advantage of uncoupled equations 

for velocity fields derived in chapters 10 and 11 is still retained for 

geometrically nonlinear problems of rigid-plastic shells. Although magni-

tudes of plastic strains may amount to the order of 10.2, it is assumed that 

a small strain theory for shells such as Sanders' theory [4] is still 

applicable and that rotations are moderately small [4] The same notation 

as in chapters 10 and 11 are used here for shells of revolution and non-

symmetric shells, respectively. The general solutions are derived also for 

conical shells. Finally, it is shown that a single nonlinear differential 

equation can be derived also for nonsymmetric shallow sandwich shells in 

a similar manner to that in chapter 11. 

2. KINEMATIC RELATIONS AND EQUATIONS OF EQUILIBRIUM FOR SHELLS OF REVOLUTION 

       The kinematic relations proposed by Sanders [4] in tensor notation 

may be reduced for shells of revolution to

v cotyp - w- En  r
2 

      k cot  
K0 = r

2

e =v'-w+12 fp 
rlP 

K„,= -kp. 
1 
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 (1a-.e)



 ̂  +  w'  P = 
r 1 

In order to derive the consistent set of equations of equilibrium 

principle of virtual work is utilized. 

         r2Tr rP{(5/)(5/)cotp- Sw(Sv'- Sw
+p8p67)+ Sw' )      0n0r

2 + n9  1r1 

             + me (- k
rcotf) Sp + 59 (- k) Sp' 21 

                    Sy + SW'              + q  
r- Sp)} rlyded(p                      1 

        +J~ffJ~(pSv + pzdw) rlyded~p= 0 
After integration by parts, Eq.(2) may be reduced to 

        f2Tr~          0 f[{(rny)'- (rine cosip) qcr - nep + porr1} Sv 

             + {(rq,)'+ (rn0sirup) + rn+(nrp)'+ prr1}Sw 

              { k(mr)'- k m0r1 cosy) - gfrr1}Sp] dedp 

        - f27{[n
~r6v] (P + [(q,+ np)rSW] P - [kmrdp] li}de = 0 

The equations of equilibrium are given by

 (rnc)' - (q9 + n(p) r - (rine cosq)) + per) . = 0 
me +[(q1) +ncp )r]' + (rine sin(p) + pzrri = 0 
k[(mr)' meri co.* - qrri = 0 

If Eq. (4a) multiplied by sing) and Eq. (4b) multiplied by 

then integrated, the following equation may be obtained: 

me sinp + r(q (p + nep) coso = -frri(pc sinO + p 
Eq. (4a) may also be written as 

        rn~ - (q) + ne) r = -rripc - (nip ne)ri cos? 
Elimination of (q5'+ ntPp)r from Egs.(5) and (6) provides 

n' + n tan, = FN (T) 
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 cosp are 

cosc) dp 

2

 the 

(2) 

(3) 

(4a- c) 

added and 

— B (5) 

(6) 

(7)



where 
                                r1  cosp 

F(f) = -r1p9 - (n0 ne) ----------r 

_  1  
                r cos,{frr1(pf zinc + pz cosp)dip + B} 

The form of Eq.(7) is convenient for a later application. 

3. GENERAL SOLUTIONS FOR SHELLS OF REVOLUTION 

        The reduced velocity-strain rate relations (X-4a-d) are homogeneous 

with respect to an appropriate time scale and no integration with respect 

to time was necessary. The kinematic relations (la-e) in the preceding 

section for small-strain and moderately small rotations (in the terminology 

of Sanders' theory [4]) of rigid-plastic shells of revolution will, however, 

result in the incremental relations which are no longer homogeneous with 

respect to time. It is therefore necessary to denote by a dot differentiation 

with respect to a time scale. If c denotes the normal displacement of a 

representative point on the middle surface of a shell, c may be chosen as 

an appropriate time scale. The incremental form of Egs.(la-e) may be written 

as 

     • v coty - w• v'-
   E-,E=+PP    0

r2y r1

•• 
      K =_k cotfP , K = —kP'P• =v + w '  0 r2r1r1 

(8a-e) 
The second term ine

yis the only nonlinear term. 
        The approximate yield condition and the associated flow law are 

directly applicable to the present problem. General solutions can be found 

in a similar manner to those in chapter 10 with a slight modification as 

follows: 

(i) General Solution for H+and H.The general solution 
v = A sini , w = A cosp 

obtained in chapter 10, Section 4 is also the general solution to the 

present nonlinear case. 

(ii)General Solution for H+eand H0.Since Eqs.(8c and d) are the same 

as in the linear case, Eq.(X-12b) furnishes Eq .(X-15) again except B1 now 

as a function of C,i.e. 

v + w' _  B1 (c)v + w' _  Bl (C)                                                        (9a ,b) r
l r2 sin, r1 r2 sinf
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Substitution of  Egs.(8a and b) and Eqs.(9a,b) into Eq.(X-12a) provides 

       v, -•+•cotw -•+B11 = 0 
rl r2r2 

which may be reduced to

• 
         w 

        • +r~we + (1 +rl)w=hi(r' +Blr1)(10)                        -
2;--     r2r 1 r 

The general solution to Eq.(10) can be found in a similar fashion to Eq.(X-17) 

and written as 

B1(r1 cosp + x(tp)) + B1B12nr + B2 
w = cosp{B3+f--------------------------------------------sincos2ddo (11) 

                                  r 

        2p 

Upon substitution of (11) into (9a), v may be found. Substitution of Eqs.(9a) 

and (11) into Eqs.(la and c) provides

B1[x(p) + B2/B1 + B12nr] 
r260 = ------------------------------r

2 sin2p 

B1 cosip 
         r2Ke=-kr

2sin2p 

Substitution of (12) into Eq.(X-12c) furnishes 

                   1:32 ±(
ntp - n0)2k cosy){x(y)+B

1+B12nr} 

Substitution of (13) into FN(y) on the right side of (7) furnishes 
     na,

_ Fm(P) rlB2 (
cosi)=cos~p=2kr coscp(x(~p) +B+ B12nr) 

                                      1 

                co~~r---------cosl~{ f rr1(pp sincp+ pz cos y) dy + 
The general solution may be found by a simple quadrature. From Eq 

q can then be obtained. Substitution of Eq.(13) into the yield c 

Eqs.(X-7a and 8a) provides 
                                   B 

        m m0=±[1-21---------2(03(y) +?+B12nr)2]    T
4k21        B1 

Since Eq.(4c) can be rewritten as 

1r1 cosiy m' = kr1g0- On- m0) r
2 sinip 
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 (12) 

 (13) 

es 

 B4} (14) 

Eq.(5) 

condition 

 (15) 

 (16)



 substitutvnn of Eq.(15) and q' from Eqs.(5) and (14), into Eq.(16) furnishes 

mt, 

(iii) General Solution for H8 and H0. The system of equations (X-28a and-b) 
may be reduced to 

•• v+w' -
     P' = 0 P = r--------- = C1 , p=C1(17) 

                         1 

v' - w + C1C1r1 = 0(18) 

The general solution of this system of differential equations is given by 

v = C1 [r sinf - x (c)cos f + C1(r cos ' + x(ç)sin)] + C2 sing) + C3 cool 

        w =C1 [r cosc + x (c) sinf + C1(r sinO - x (f) cos p) ] +C2 cosip - C3 sin, 

                                               (19) 
Substitution of Eqs.(19) into Eq.(X-28c) furnishes 

ne = + 2k cosf[C3 x(f) + Ci(r1 cos2f + x(f)sin2f)] (20) 

Substitution of Eq.(20) into FN(c) on the right side of Eq.(7) provides a 
first order differential equation for nValone. If the general solution 

for nc is substituted into Eq.(5), qc can be obtained. The bending moment me 

is obtained by substituting Eq.(7) into the yield condition (X-9a,10a). 

Since rq9 and me are known, mp may be obtained from Eq.(4c). 

       As an example of the general solutions, a conical shell in the state 
defined by H;eorHf0is considered. The kinematic relations (8a-e) must 
now be replaced by 

co=(v w tana),E=V' + w'w' 

                              `1                                                (21)   K
e=-• = -kw"J 

The equations of equilibrium are given by

(ynf)' no + yP93 = 0 

(yq9) ' + no tana + (new,), + yPZ = 0 

k (ym9) ' - kO7 e yqc = 0 

The solution to the simple differential equation 
.4- 

and H given by Eq.(X-38) except that B1 

explicitly as functions of C. 

w = B1(t)tny +B2(~),w=B1(c)9.ny 
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            (22) 

defined by Eq.(X-12b) for 

and B2 must now be regarded 

+ B2(C)(23)



Substitution of  Eqs.(23) into the differential equation obtained for 

Eq.(X-12a) provides 

       (yv)' _ (B1kny + B2) tana - BB1/y(24) 

Simple quadrature yields 

v = Bltana (limy - 1) +B2tana - B1B1ky+y3(25) 

The third ratio (X-12c) furnishes then 
                  B

—n
ip- ne = +2k(B3- y tana - Blkny)(26) 

                      1 Substitution of Eq.(26) into Eq.(22a) and integration of the resulting 

equation provides 
                        B 

        n0 =-IPydy±                  it{1kny - y tana2B1(kny)2} +B4 (27) 
Similarly qP,mPand me can be found by simple quadratures. 

4. UNCOUPLED EQUATIONS FOR DISPLACEMENT FIELDS IN NONSYMMETRIC PROBLEMS 

       Uncoupled equations for displacement fields can also be obtained 

for geometrically nonlinear problems of nonsymmetric rigid-plastic sandwich 

shells. The strain-displacement relations (XI-14) must then be replaced by

          E       =auZw• +aw awK=     xoxxxaxox 'x 

     E=av-ZW• +aw awK= 
yayyyZWay 'y 

         auDv• aw awaw aw•        e
xy = ay + ax - 2zxyw +axay+ay-ox'Kxy= 

For shallow sandwich shells, the flow law (XI-9) leads to 

system of differential equations in place of (XI-16). 

                                      2'   au••                  awaw+aw 
       axZxxw + axaxkax2=D 

         DvZ•+aw aw+ka2w=0 
      Byyy ay Byay2 

    auav • aw awaw aw a• 
        ay + ax2 Zxyw +ax a y+ayax± 2kax a y= 0 

The velocity components u andv may readily be eliminated 

and the resulting single nonlinear differential equation

k 

k 

-2k 

the

a2w 

ax2 
a2w 

ay2 
a2w 
a

(28)

following

from 

for  z,

 (29)

Egs.(29a,b) 

becomes
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 or

a 

ax

a2 

ax

2a2a2 
2- (Zyyw) 2 axay(Zxyw) +3y(Z=w) 

32 raw aL 32 aw az 32 aw ay aw 

  ax ay ay ay ax as axay ax ay ay 

    a2 a2 
2--(Zyyw)2 axay(Zxyw) +ay`(Z w) ss 

 + a2w a2w+a2w a2r~_ 2a2w a2w= 
   ay2 ax2 ax2 ay2 axay axay

a~ = o 
ax

(30)
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CHAPTER 13

              FINITE DIFFERENCE EQUATIONS DERIVED FROM 

                  NUMERICAL QUADRATURE FORMULAE 

1. INTRODUCTION 

       In an incremental elastic-plastic large-deflection analysis of thin shell 

structures, it is essential to develop a step-by-step iterative procedure with 

which an accurate prediction of displacement increments to a prescribed load 

increment can be made at each step so as not to accumulate errors after a number 

of increments. For this purpose, the system of simultaneous nonlinear partial 

differential equations and the associated boundary conditions must first be sim-

ulated by a system of finite difference equations which result from ignoring 

truncation errors. Even if the simultaneous nonlinear finite difference equations 

are solved within a sufficiently small error by means of an iterative incremental 

procedure which will be described in the next chapter, the numerical result may 

still involve errors of more than a few percent if the finite difference simu-

lation is of a low accuracy. Consequently, the stability limit of a shell struc-

ture may not then be predicted correctly. It is important therefore to derive 

an appropriate set of simulating finite difference field and boundary equations 

with a  satisfactory accuracy which are well-balanced from the point of view of 

the discretization errors involved in a finite difference solution but not merely 

of the truncation errors. 

       In this chapter, a well-balanced set of finite difference field and 

boundary equations will be derived from the virtual work equation by applying 

a two-dimensional numerical quadrature formula. It will be shown by some examples 

that finite difference boundary equations of a higher accuracy are practically 

advantageous in order to obtain a sufficiently accurate result suitable for the 

nonlinear analysis. 

       Attention will be confined here to circular cylindrical shells but the 

procedure developed in this and next chapters will be applicable to other shells. 

Fig.1(a) and (b) show the coordinate axes for a circular cylindrical shell and 

the stress resultants acting upon a shell element, respectively. The symbols 

used in this and next chapters are listed in the following.
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                  SYMBOLS 

cross-sectional area of a sandwich flange per unit length 

force resultant in A-direction at (x, y) acting upon a shell element 
of unit middle surface area, A = x, y, a 

finite difference expression of Ax(i, j) 

coefficient matrix of numerical double quadrature 

circumferential length of circular cylindrical shell 

boundary force resultant in A-direction at boundary x = const., 
Bx(x,y) for boundary y = const. 

boundary moment resultant at boundary x = const. 

B/L 

coefficient vector of numerical quadrature along boundary i = I 

finite difference expression of eA(x, y) 

corner force redultant at corner (xe'ye) 

finite difference expressions of C(i, j) 

extensional stiffness, EA/(1 - v2) 
elastic stiffness matrix 

modulus of elasticity 
extensional strain of the middle surface in x-direction 

shear strain of the middle surface 

yield functions 
corner force 

G/MQ 

shell thicl4ness 

mesh length ratio, =W/J)/1 = B/IJL 

number of meshes in x and y direction, respectively 

node coordinates 

bending stiffness, AEH2/4(1 - v2) 

change of curvature in x direction 

= MOKx/NO=1 XH/2 
change of twist 

 MOxy/NO=xIH/2
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 Z 

A(x, Y)1 
     P(x

, Y) 

M0 

M 
x 

m 
x 

xy 
m xy 

No 

x nx 

xy 
nxy 

P 

P 

'
L' 'U' PLU 

Qx 

Qx 

R 

P 

5.x 

s 
x 

a0 

U, V, W 

u, v, W 

X 

x 

Y 

U 

Z 

z

generator length 

1/I, dimensionless mesh length in x-direction 

proportionality constant at (x, y) representing rate 
flow associated with F1 and F2, respectively 

fully plastic moment per unit length, AH00/2 

bending moment per unit length along x = const. 

= M
x/M0 

twisting moment per unit length along x = const. 

= M
xy/M0 

fully plastic uniaxial membrane force, 2Ha0 

membrane tension in x direction per unit length 

= N/N 
  x0 

membrane shear along x = const. per unit length 

 xy/N0 
Poisson's ratio 

external pressure 

= PL2/M0 

reduction coefficient matrices for plastic stiffness 

transverse shear force along x = const. 

= Q
x/N0 

radius of curvature of circular cylindrical shell 

R/L 

reduced transverse shear force 

xL/M0 
yield stress in simple tension 

displacements in X, Y, Z-directions, respectively 

= U/H, V/H, W/H, respectively 

coordinate in the generator direction 

= X/L 

coordinate in the circumferential direction 

= Y/L 

coordinate in the radial direction 

= Z/L 
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 2, 

of

If 

are

VIRTUAL WORK EQUATION 

    The virtual work equation  based upon the classical nonlinear 

shallow Shells may be written for circular cylindrical shells as 

    B                    X= I, 

  [JcNU+  07xy- Nxy)dv}dY QX 0 

LYB + fl(Wy-xy)dU + (Ny- Ny)dv}dX] 
0Y = 0 

  LBraNaNlaNaN +ff{aX+aId~ +(axy +]ovdxdY 
               0oJ 

      1-X =L Y=B                           L +fo(x -x)b{dr  +f-M)d[JdxJ-X= 0 Y= 0 
-X=L 

+ Jf xMaXx-2DMaYx:9+ (N- N)2L+  (N - N ) aW}dWdY 
0x x DX xy xy DI' x =0 

Y = B 

+f'y — aMy — 2axy + (N - N )W+ (N- N )aW}dWdX 
  0 NaYa xyxy a y y aY Y = 0 

  LBa2Ma2Mf Nj~.N 
        x + 2---------~y't -+ P 

  0-0{aX2ax2aY2R 

      aX(xaX+xyaY)5 (N;ri + Nyay)}6WdXdY       -

X = L Y = B - [[(.1 _ 2M ) 6W]= 0 
         xy X = o Y = 0 

the relations between MO and N0; 

MO
=H'.-h andMO 1 

     N02LNOH2 

taken into consideration, 1 .(11 may be reduced to the following 
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theory [1]

 (1) 

 (2) 

dimension-



less form

[10
  rl +J

0

for a

 {(Tx

{(n xY 

+r11 
 JJ O JJ O

circular cylindrical

- x) Su + ~
xy

sandwich

- n) Sv}dy
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•) Su + (n-

an x 
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x
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a~) Su + 

 y

n) Sv}dx

an 
s 

ax

 an 

  ay

x = 1

x 

y

y

= 0 

=8

= 0

shell:

) Sv }dxdy
                x = 1

((y = + hS   j0~xx)S~ax)dy+ h[1.                             10(my- in )6k—I 
       x = 0 y = 0 

4.IS{x-•- 2aa+2 (nx -x)2w+2 (nxy -n)a}S~vdy 

    0

    1 

+ h
1f 

    0

- ̂ f

{sy
am -a- 

   y

Ira 32mx 
 { 

0 0 as

am 
2 a

x      + 2(

a2my
x 2-------

axay

sy

 a 2m 
+ t 

  ay

- nxy)aw+

P+p

2(ny - n y )a} Swdx

x = 1

x 

y

y

0 

8

= 0

-2ax(xx+ naw) -
soy

Z--(n(nxya+
aw ) } Swd

xdy YaY

L
2m 

xy )Sw)x

Y

=o 

= y = 0

(3)

Eq.(3)

I

may 

1r 
O10

be written

{ Su (x,

compactly

Y) }{A(x,

as follows:

y) }dxdy

   0

{ Su (x, y) }{B(x, y)}dy

x = 1

x = 0

rl 
+ JI 

   0
{ Su (x, y) }{B(x,

=S 

y) }olx  

y = 0
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  +  [[ów(xs  
where 

{8u(x,J)}T =

'(x, ,  y)lx = 

du (x, y) 

6v(x, y) 

(Mx, y) 

6w,. x Gx, 

Sw, y (x,

               (x, y) 

     r, 

             B (x, y) 

   {B (x, y)1 =B(x, y) 

Bly(x, y) 

               0 

Ax (x, y) = 0 (A = x, y, z) 

tion. BX(x, y) = 0 and BA 

the A-direction along a bo 

by y = const., respectivel 

conditions along rx and ry 

equation for a corner forc 
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                                                                          - QUADRATURE FORMULA 
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must then be 
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displacement functions are therefore considered here which have continuous high-

er derivatives up to the degrees desired. The surface and boundary integrals 

in (4) may be approximated by finite sums of nodal quantities. The coefficients 

of a finite sum may be different depending upon a numerical quadrature formula 

to be applied. 

       For equally-spaced rectangular meshes I x J, there are  3(1 + 1)(J + 1) 

unknown nodal displacement components and 2(I + 1) + 2(J + 1) unknown nodal slope 

components. For a set of regularly spaced nodal points in one dimension, a 

Newton-Cotes numerical quadrature formula involves a smaller error than the cor-

responding open formula for the same number of meshes provided the end points 

can be inc'luded. It has been demonstrated by Miller [2] that, among various 

nine-point formulae for a two-dimensional numerical quadrature, the Simpson's 

rile product provides a considerably accurate result. 
' 'Let a(i , j) denote the coefficient of a two-dimensional numerical quad-

rature formula to be multiplied on the nodal point values of the integrand at 

node (i, j) . Let S(x) (i, j) (i = 0 and I) and SCY) (i, j) (j = 0 and J) denote, 

respectively, the coefficients of a one-dimensional numerical quadrature formula 

for the boundary integrals along Tx and F. If I and J are even, Simpson's rule 
can be applied:

[a(i, j) ] =  -1 4 2 
4 16 8 

2 8 4 

i)} = 3 3 

{R(i, j) } = {3 3 

The node intervals or mesh lengths 

Z and 01,.respectively. 

       Eq.(4) can be approximated

4 •......... 2 4 

16 ......... 8 16 

8 ......... 4 8

1 

4 

2

3    - -  3 3 3} for i= 0 and I 

42 4 1 
3 .......... 3 3 3} for j= 0 and J 

in the x--and y-directions are denoted by 

by the following finite sums:
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 J I'I=J 
 eZ2 E E a(i, j) {8u(i, j) }{A(i, j)1 +[6w(i, j)C(i, j)]: = 0 j=0 i=0 _                                                       j= 0 

 J.i=I 
  + AZ E13(i, j){au(i, j)}{B(i, j)} 

 `~_°i=0 

 Ij = J 
 + Z ER(i, , j){du(i,j)}{B(i, j)}= 0 (6)  i =0

j = 0 

It should be noted that, when a closed formula is applied, the double sum in-

cludes'virtual work terms dependent upon the virtual displacements of the bound,-. 

ary nodes and similarly the single sums include virtual work terms dependent upon 

the corner virtual displacements. If these terms are separated and rearranged, 

Eq.(6) may be written as 

        J-1 I-1 
   AZ 2 E E a(i, j){du(i, j)}{A(i, j)} 

j=1 i=1 

J-1li=I   + E {du(i, j)}(O12a(i, j){A(i, j)} + 0ZR(i,06(i, j)}J i=1i = '0 

 I-1lij = J   + E0/4(i,j)}(OZ2a(i, j){A(i, j)} + ZR(i,j){5(i3 j)}J i=lj =0 

  + [{du(i, j) } (0Z2a(i, j) {A(i, j)1 + 016(i, j) 6(i, j) }

+ ZR(i, j){B(i, j)} + {C(i, i)}J)i = 0

The nodal 'point values of the 

the following equations: 

 (i) Either eZ2{A(i,j)} =

j=

= 0

= 0

                           (7) 

force and couple resultants in (7) must satisfy

0 or {6u(i, j)). = 0 , 

(i = 1,..., J-1 and j = 1,..., J-1)
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 (ii) either  6Z2a(i, j) {A(i, Al  + ZB(i, j) {B(i, j)1 = 0 or {6u(i, j) } = 0 
(i = 0, I and j = 1,..., J-1) 

(iii).. either OZ2a(i, j) {A(i, Al  + 0ZR(i, j) {B(i, j) } = 0 or {6u(i, A} = 0 
(i = 1, , I-1, and j - 0, J) 

(iv) either 0Z2a(i, j) {A(i, j) } + j) } + els(i, j) {B(i, j) } 

+ {C(i, j) } = 0, (i = 0, I and j = 0, J) 
       or {du(i,j)} = O.(8a-d) 

      If all the nodal point derivatives in {4(i, j)}, {B(i, Al and {C(i, j)} 
are replaced by a corresponding finite difference expression, respectively, then 
a system of finite difference equations with which the system of Eqs.(8) can be 
approximated, may be obtained. Let {a(i, j)} and {rA(i, j)}, {b(i, j)} and 
{p(i,Al, {b(i,j)} and{ B(i, j)}, and {C(i, j)} and {rC(i, j)} denote the 
finite difference expressions and the associated discretization errors of {A(i, Al 
{B(i, Al, {B(i, Al and {C(i, j)}, respectively. The finite difference equa-. 
tions corresponding to Eqs.(8a-d) can be written as follows:
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j) 
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 I,
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 I, 
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I-1
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or 
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du 
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6w 
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Su 
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= 0
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(iv) either

 0 

 0 

 C(i3 j) 

 0 

 0

or

The 

the 

R [a, 

can

 du 

 dv 

dw 

6w, x 

dw , y

+ z"a cz, i)

 =  0

 b 
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 bz 

bM

(i, j) 

(z, j) 

(i, a) 

Cu, j) 

0

+ j)
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bx (i, 
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   0 

Em (i, 
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j) 

j) 

j)
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 ax  (i, j) 
         aY(i, j) 

+ eta(i, j) a
z(i, j) 

            0 

            0

j =0,J)

(9a-d)

 =0

total error rT consists of the discretization errors of {A(i, j)}, etc. and 

error due to the numerical quadrature formula, which will be denoted by 

I, Th. The virtual work done by the unbalanced force resultants at nodes 
then be written as 

              J-1 1-1 
    E`w = el 2 E E a(i, j){du(i, j)}{rA(i, j)} 

,j=l i=l 

 rlri=I      +{6u(i, j) }[012a(i, j) {rA(i, j) } + elF(i, j) {rp(i,~7) })1i =0 
  I-1lj = J 

                                Z~(i, j) {B(i, j) }j 
 i=1j = 0 

      + [{Su(i, j)}[012a(i, j){rr(i, j)} + els(i, j){rVi, j)}

+ R[a, 13]

+ ZS(i, j) { B(i, j) } + {rC(i,i) }) ii = 0
j=

j = 0

(10)
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 4  i.`I1rGHER ORDER  PFINITE DIFFERENCE EQUATIONS FOR BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 
. The total:discretizati-on error involved in the replacement of E4.(3) by 

Egs.(9),consists of two parts as given by Eq.(10). Since the unbalanced force 
resultant at an interior point is of 0(14) if rA is of 0(12), the numerical quad-

rature formula of the Sympson's_rule product with an error of 0(Z5) is suffi-

ciently accurate. On the other hand, an important problem which arises in apply-

ing the finite difference method to practical problems of plates and shells is 

to formulate an appropriate set of finite difference boundary equations with an 

accuracy which is "well-balanced" with the accuracy of finite difference field 

equations. It has been pointed out in [3] that only the Dirichlet problem has 

been discussed in almost all the literature on the appraisal of the discretiza-

tion error WF - W involved in the replacement of an elliptic boundary-value 

problem Dar the function W by a finite difference problem for a function WF. 
The appraisal of the discretization error due to finite difference boundary equa-

tions:given- in'[4] 'appears to be one of the most detailed treatments. 
       In order to discuss the essential feature of finite difference boundary 

equations explicitly, the linear elastic bending problem of a rectangular plate 

is considered as the simplest example of Eqs.(9). The boundary-value problem 

is defined by the fourth-order partial differential equation:

     :a4w 

a. 

boundary

- + 2----------+ 

      ax2ay2 

 conditions 

  22 
+K(    a23w2 

     ax 2- ay2 

     3 
+ K{-- + (2 -

    ax 

   2  2axay )6w = 0 

2 

 + K(++ V2 

   ayax 

    3 
+x{a3+ (2- V) 

    ax

a47.,

and the

lx 

lx 

(my

[x

--T- = P (x, Y), 
ay

)a(2) =0 

  3 

 aw2})Sw = 0 
axay

JS(
aw 

ay

 3   w
2}lsw = 0 axayJ

at x =  const  .,

at a corner,

at y = const.

(11)

(12a-e)



It has been customary to apply finite difference expressions of the "same order 

with respect to the mesh length" to both of the field and boundary equations. 

When the  biharmonic operator is replaced by the finite difference operator of 

square mesh 

Q
Z2w0, 0 = 20w0, 0 8(w1, 0 + w0, 1 + w-1, 0 + w0, -1) 

                   + 2(W1
, + w-1, 1 + w1, -1 + w-1, -1) 

                 + w2
, 0 + wo, 2 + w-2, 0 + w0, -2 '(13) 

the truncation error is given by 

                  6 
   rF={a6+ 42+ 264+6}w + 0(Z3) = rFZ2W6(14) 

      6 axaxayaxayay 

Similarly, the truncation errors in the finite difference natural boundary condi-
tions of (12a, b, c) can be bounded by 

     rM=rMZ2W4,r= rSZ2W5r= rCZ2W4 , 

respectively, where W4 and W5 are upper bounds of the fourth and fifth order 
derivative of w and rM, rs and rc are some numbers independent of wF and Z. 
It has been shown in [4] that, 

       II wF-w II"2INFrFwe,  + NMT Mw4 + NSrSWS + NCrCW41 (15) 

where NF,NM,NSand Ncare numbers which are independent of wF and 1. 

       So far as all the four terms in the bracket of the right hand side of 

(15) are roughly of the same order of magnitude, the finite difference expres-

sions of the field and boundary conditions may be considered to be "well-balanced" 

.It should be noted that NF and (NM,Ns,Nc) represent essentially sensitivity 

coefficients of II wF - w II to the field error loads rpw6l2 and to the bound-
ary error loads rMW4l2, rSw i2 and rCW4i2, respectively. If, for instance, 

NFTFW6 << NMrMW4, NSr5W5, NCrCW4(16) 

for a region, the influence of the boundary error loads upon the discretization
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error is far dominant compared to the influence of the field error loads and it 

may be more advantageous in practical computation to choose higher accuracy formula 

for finite difference expressions of boundary equations for a practical range of 1. 

        The crucial point may be demonstrated more clearly by an example for which 

the influences upon the finite difference solution of the boundary error loads and 

field error loads can be appraised analytically in a simple form. Consider a 

rectangular plate simply-supported along x = 0 and x = 1, clamped along y =  +0, 

and subjected to a distributed load  p.(x, y) = p0 sin Trx. The Levy solution to 

Eq,(11) may be written as 

      P     w =4sin Trx{1 - C1 cosh Try - C2Try sinh Try}(17) 
         Tr 

The constants C1 and C2 are determined by the boundary conditionsalong y = +S 

as follows: 

2 (sinh.Trs +NO cosh 743) __ 2 sinh Tr0  Cl -2
w0 + sinh..2TrsC22Tr3 + sinh 2Tr0 

The central deflection is given by 

          w(20) = p0(1 - C1)/n4(18) 

When this problem is solved by the system of finite difference equations, 

4>12wF = p(i, j), then the field error loads can be appraised by Eq.(14) and 
may be reduced to 

2 
rip = (1 4C2 cosh Trs)012 sin Trx + 0(l3) 

An upper bound of the central deflection due to rr may be estimated as 

     1 - C2 

   rF(2 '0) = ----------41(1-4C2 coshTr0)6p012 + 0(l3)(19) 
                       Tr 

The truncation error of the finite difference boundary equation 

aw 1 

                                  = ay2l(W-1zu-1) 

is given by



 2 3 

     B.=3 a+ 0(Z)           ay 

          2p 

        +Z3- (C1  +3C2)cosh Trs + C270 sinh iS} sin nx + 0(Z3) 

This error may be regarded to represent a forced rotation along y = +0 from the 

clamped state. The Levy solution to this forced rotation may readily be found 

and the central deflection due to rB is bounded by 

P2 2 

    rB(20)27$ +sinh                        Sinhs2~rs 37{ (C1 + 3C2)cosh~S+ C2n$ sinh Tr~} 

    + 0(Z3)(20) 

For S.=4 

wrF ( 2 , 0) = 0.00074p012 + 0(13) 

             wrE(2 , 0) = 0.042p012 + 0(13) 

The ratio rB/wrF57 indicates how dominant the influence of the boundary error 

is upon the finite difference solution. The ratio decreases naturally as the 

length of the clamped sides is decreased. For instance the ratio is about 2.2 

for a square plate. 

       In view of the foregoing discussion, it is apparently advantageous in 

practical computation to choose a finite difference system such that the dis-

cretization error due to the finite difference boundary equations is "well-

balanced" with that due to the finite difference field equations. The form of 

EW given by Eq.(10) appear to suggest a "well-balanced" set of finite difference 

equations. If a set of finite difference expressions with truncation errors of 

0(12) are chosen not only for the field equations (9a) but also for the boundary 

and corner conditions (9b-d), then the virtual works of the error terms at an 

interior node through virtual displacements {6u(i, j)} will be of 0(Z4), whereas 

those of the error terms at a boundary node and at a corner are of 0(Z3) and 

0(12), respectively. Ew would then be greatly governed by the error terms at 

boundary nodes and corners. One of possible well-balanced sets of finite dif-

ference equations may therefore be defined as that set for which all the error 

terms not only at interior nodes but also at boundary nodes and at corners in 
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 Ew are of the same order of magnitude, i.e.  0(Z4). This implies that the finite 

difference boundary and corner equations must be such that the truncation errors 

are of 0(13) and 0(Z4), respectively. 

       If the rigid boundary conditions 

         ax =w,x= 0 or8y=w'Y= 0 
are to be replaced by a finite difference expression by introducing an imaginary 

exterior nodal value for w, the truncation error in this case represents an in-

compatibility of the slope along a boundary. If w;x at a boundary node itself 

is considered to be an unknown nodal displacement to be set equal to zero exactly, 

no truncation error will be introduced to the system under consideration. Such 

a choice, on the other hand, causes a complexity of modifying finite difference 

field equations in terms of w,x for interior nodes adjacent to a boundary node. 
If w

,x , for instance, is to be replaced by a corresponding finite difference 
expression of 0(12), the forced rotation due to the truncation error of the finite 

difference expression would have a far dominant influence on the accuracy of 

deflections at interior nodes compared to the influence of the field error load. 

The later example of eliminating the forced rotation illustrates a drastic im-

provement of the rate of convergence of finite difference solutions. 

Eqs.(9b-d) is useful also for discussing possible forms of finite dif-

ference boundary and corner equations. 

(i) Sor far as no imaginary exterior nodal displacements are „tr,d:; into 

     the system, Eqs.(9b-d) in terms of w,x and w,y at boundary nodes and 

     at corners need to be satisfied. 

(ii) In place of w,x at a boundary node along x = const., w at an imaginary 

     exterior node adjacent to the boundary node may be "defined" by the finite 

     difference boundary equation, for instance, in the form 

+ 63w2w -Z31         x106 Z( t"Y2iDl01) t 0((21) 

(iii) Each term of Eq.(9b), say, may be required to vanish provided that three 
     further imaginary nodal displacements are defined thereby. If the field 

     equations at a boundary node are replaced by finite difference equations 
     with truncation errors of 0(12) just as at an interior node, then the 

     truncation errors involved in ?,A'j) = 0 need to be of 0(Z3) in order 
     to have errors of the same order. The only possible difference of this
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     procedure from (i) will be that  bx = 0 can be replaced by non-one-sided 
     finite difference formulae under the sacrifice of introducing additional 

      unknowns. 

5. EXAMPLES 

       It has been well-known [5] that finite difference solutions of a uniformly 

loaded rectangular plate clamped along the four edges exhibit a considerably poor 

convergence with respect to mesh length. It is then customary either to increase 

the number of meshes thus introducing more unknowns, or to apply a higher-accuracy 

formula [6] to the field equation here by involving a greater number of adjacent 

nodal pointquantitiesin the finite difference field equations. If a lower-

accuracy formula has to be applied anyway at nodes adjacent to a boundary in the 

latter case, it may be doubtful in view of the foregoing discussion, whether 

the improvement is really effective in problems involving boundary errors. 

       When problems involving geometrical and/or material nonlinearity are 

solved by a successive incremental analysis, the accuracy of a point on a load 

deflection curve governs the accuracy of subsequent incremental responses, and 

hence that of a stability limit. In order to illustrate the point in question, 

the following numerical experiments conducted by A.Kano under the author's sug-

gestion will be helpful. 
        Fig.2 shows the convergence behaviors of three different classes of 

finite difference solutions with respect to the mesh length. The numerical re-

sult B2 of 0(12) has been taken from Tsuboi's book [5] The B3-curve obtained 

by A.Kano indicates a drastic improvement gained by applying Eq.(21) for the same 

system of finite difference equations in [5]. For geometrically and/or materially 

nonlinear problems, however, the system of finite difference equations (9a) is 

more useful in incorporating the elastic and plastic stiffness matrices. The 

F3-curve has been obtained by use of Egs.(9a) for p ± 00 and the elastic stiffness 

matrix. In spite of the lower accuracy of the F3-curve compared to the B3-curve, 

the system of finite difference equations (9a) will be used forshells for the 

convenience of a simpler treatment of stiffness matrices and also for the advan-

tage that the F3-curve is still considerably better than the B2-curve. 

         Fig.3 shows load-central-deflection curves for a clamped circular 

cylindrical shell obtained by A. Kano by means of the finite difference stiffness 

matrix method described in the next chapter. The three load-deflection curves 

for 8, 10 and 12 meshes have been obtained with the use of the finite difference 

boundary equations of 0(12) and of 0(l ),respectively. The stability limits 
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   predicted by the finite difference boundary equations of  0(12) with 8, 10 and 12 

   meshes are 4.4%, 3.0% and 2.3% less than the corresponding predictions of 0(13), 

   respectively. Fig.4 shows the convergence behavior with respect to mesh length. 

   Fig.3 and 4 clearly demonstrate the advantage and significance of the use of the 

   higher accuracy formulae for boundary equations. 
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                            CHAPTER 14 

                FINITE DIFFERENCE STIFFNESS  METHOD FOR 

                    ELASTIC-PLASTIC SANDWICH SHELLS 

1. LNTRODUCTION 

        Combined geometrically and materially nonlinear problems of plates 

and shells have been investigated numerically by means of the finite element-

and finite difference methods during the last few years. The elastic-plastic 

stiffness matrix concept appears to have been explicitly stated first by 

Marcal [2] in order to develope a general computational procedure. While 

Marcal [2] defined the elastic-plastic stiffness matrix as the inverse of 

the well-known Prandtl-Reuss equation for the von Mises material which can 

be found numerically, Yamada et al [3] derived an explicit expression for 

the inverse. The elastic-plastic stiffness matrix for a sandwich plate 

element has been explicitly derived by Yokoo, Nakamura and Mori [4] 

Various general formulations have been proposed 1y Zienkiewicz et al [5] 

and others [1]. 

        The equations of equilibrium, kinematic relations and elastic-plastic 

stiffness matrix are all nonlinear involving current values of displacements 

and generalized stress resultants. In applying any numerical method of an 

incremental nature as an initial value problem, it is essential that the 

numerical result at each incremental step has a sufficient accuracy in order 

not to accumulate propagating errors. For this purpose it is necessary 

first to have a sufficiently accurate spatial simulation of the original 

system by means of either finite differnce or finite element methods and 

secondly to apply. for instance, the Newton mehtod or overrelaxation method 

to the "exact" incremental equations which retain squares of incremental 

quantities. The first problem has been the primary motivation for developing 

the;"well-balanced" finite difference system in chapter 13. The second point 

is gssential in correcting successive predictions so as to decrease the 

errors involved in the incremental procedure within a sufficiently small 

tolerance limit besides the discretization errors in the spatial simulation. 

        In this chapter, the elastic-plastic stiffness matrices are first 

derived for an idealized sandwich shell element in an explicit form. The 

stiffness matrices may be reduced to the known matrices for .plane-stress 

problems [3] and for plate-bending problems [4] The incremental equations
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are summarized in a form in which squares of  incremental quantities can be 

observdexplicitly and to which the well-known over-relaxation method [ 6 ] 

can be applied directly. Some of the numerical results due to A. Kano have been 

shown in Ch.13. Some of the numerical results which have been obtained by 

Y. Yokoo, T. Mori and the present author will be referred to in the Appendix to 

this chapter.
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the associated flow law may be written

2. ELASTIC-PLASTIC STIFFNESS MATRIX FOR A SANDWICH SHELL 

       The von Mises yield condition for a perfectly plastic shell element 

has been derived in chapter 11. Similarly, the loading function of the 
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Substitution of Eq.(2) into (5a,b) provides 
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The plastic work done per unit area of the middle surface is given 
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ated to the stress increment 

'
1 v 0 

v 1 00 

0 01-v 2 

                              0 0                             1 v 0                   0 v 1 0                                                                      1-v                                               2 

written as 

dee  

dKe 

} furnishes 

fdA - gdu ---F
da + gdu J

H' 2 (C) feq clef

plastic 

 (8) 

by the 

 dee 

 dee 

de
xey 

dKe   x 

dKe   y 

dKe xy 
, 

 (9) 

 (10) 

 (11) 

 (12) 

(13a,b)



 dA  =  ~,  f{ f1A ~ f1A } f _de 1.di=~,g{ gTA i -g1A } f_de_l(16) ldKf
ldKJ 

where the scalars IPf and are defined, respectively, by 

_ 1 1          1P
f. 2[fTAf + 4f2H

f/C]-                 eg2[gTAg + 4geg2Hg/C] (17) 
       The desired elastic-plastic stiffness matrix may be obtained by 

substituting (16) into (12). 

         DLU = DePLU 

where 

        PLUI - 1p fffTA- IUgggTA:- tV fffTA+ Vpe.ggTA (18a)                  -P
fffTA + ipgggTA i I -PfffTA -1pgggTA 

I denotes 3x3 identity matrix. PLU represents the reduction of stiffness 

in the plastic range and therefore will be called a reduction coefficient 

matrix. If the lower flange only or the upper flange only is in the plastic 

range, the reduction coefficient matrices of the elastic-plastic stiffness 

matrices are given respectively by 

              I -iU fff TA~-fffTA 
L

fffTAI -IpfffTA(18b) 

             I -~gggTA :~ggTA 
        T(18c) U

iPgggTAI-ipgggA 

       For a sandwich plate in the state of plane stress, DLU is reduced 

to the known matrix given explicitly by Yamada et al [3]. It should,

                                                  H'         { gTA I-gTA }
lf_de-}- 2gTAgdu = 2(Cg)gdeg(14a,b)                    aK 

where 

     HIf=deeaand Hg=de
g(15a,b)   fg 

represent the slopes of the equivalent stress-plastic strain curves. The 

right hand sides of Eqs.(14a,b) may be expressed in terms of dA and du, 

respectively by the use of Eqs.(6a,b). The following expressions may then 

be obtained for dA and du.
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however, be noted that x=m~=m=0 implies only f=g and hence that the non- 
diagonal submatrices of  PLU may not necessarily vanish unless 4f49or 

feq=geq and H? 11; Similarly, for a sandwich plate under bending only, 
nn~=n=0 and hence g=-f Again the non-diagonal submatrices of PLU may 
not vanish unless feqeq and H9and therefore de may not be identically zero. 

3. SUCCESSIVE OVERRELAXATION 

        Various methods of nonlinear numerical analysis have been applied 

to shell structures. The purpose of the present section is to demonstrate 

the procedure of applying the well-known over relaxation method [6] to the 

nonlinear shell analysis and of incorporating the elastic-plastic stiffness 

matrices (18a,b,c) and the well-balanced finite difference boundary equations 

proposed in chapter 13. The nonlinear system consists of the finite differ-

ence equations of equilibrium at interior and boundary points, the finite 

difference kinematic relations and the elastic-plastic stiffness matrices. 

       Let Lx,L
U,Lx'xyand LHHdenote symbolically finite difference 

operators corresponding respectively to 

      222 a
,a,aa anda  

     ax ay ax2axay ay2 

The value of a field quantity F at the end of the k-th incremental step is 

denoted by F,k. Let LKF denote the increment of F in the k-th incremental 

step from F,k -1, i.e 

          F •k = F,k-1 + AKF 

The incremental equations of equilibrium for a circular cylindrical sandwich 

shell may readily be derived from Eq.(XIII-3) and written in the following 

matrix form

 2L 
 xx

 L 
  x 

 0 

(w,k -1+,6,KW)

    0 

 L 

2L
yy(~,k-1+AW           K)+hp

 L 
y 

Lx 

4L
xy'k-1+PKW)

     0 

     0 

2n
,k-1LxxK + 2n~k-1LAKW+4n,k-1L A w        t^~~ K 
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 0 0 0 

0 0 0 

hLhL
yy2hLxy

 {..
AKn 

AKm



The finite difference boundary equations must also be 

 tutive equations may be summarized as 

i -AKm-I=-AKK 

                               K where D=De, DLU,DLor DU. The incremental kinematic 

written in the following matrix form

where.

T=

hE 
x 

0 

U

0 

0

i
A E 

K 
O

KK

0 

hL U 

2x 

0 

0 

0

The nonlinear system de 

written in terms of nod 

       Since the coeff 

current incremental val 

the k-th incremental st 

are replaced by 4K ,r-lW 

A w=0.When lAW-A 
K-1OK'r 

is regarded as A
KW and 

The numerical result sh 

the procedure described

 A
KU 

 AKV 

A  K

included.

relations

The consti-

  (20) 

can also be

              2 

 h2{ (Lxw,k-1)Lx+2(xAKw)x} 

 2 

 h2{(Lyw,k-l)Ly2(LyA~Kw)Ly hp} 

 2 

 2(Lxw,k-iyy,k-1x2xKy2yK           )L+(Lw)L+(LAw)L+(LAw)Lx 

h2 
 2-Lxx 

h2 
 2 Lyy 

h2 
 2- Lxy 

(stem defined symbolically by Eqs.(19.22) must 

 of nodal quantities in actual computational 

ie coefficient matrices in Egs.(19) and (22) involv 

ltal values A W, an iterative procedure is 

:ntal step. For this purpose A
Kw in the coefficent 

Aw when A w are computed with the starting  K,r-1 Kor 

 Kirw-~K,r-lW1 / 142k-1I < S, a small positive numb 
w and the k-th incremental step is regarded 

esult shown in Fig.3 and 4 in Chapter 13 has _____ 

escribed above.

(21)

furtherust  

operation.al  

involve 

necessary 

valuetarting  

numberive  

ed to be finish 

s been ob

(22) 

er be 

 the 

within 

matreces 

alue 

w 
r 

finished. 

tained by
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                              APPENDIX 

         A numerical analysis of elastic-perfectly plastic rectangular plates 

simply supported along the four straight boundaries have been conducted by 

T. Mori [ 4 ] under the author's suggestion, based upon the infinitesimal 

deformation theory. Fig. 1 shows the convergence behavior of the load-deflection 

curves with respect to mesh length. Fig.2 shows a comparison of plastic mesh 

points in the three different finite difference solutions prevailed under the 

two same load levels. The concept of the "solution surface" has been introduced 

in Ch.11, p224. Fig. 3 shows the variations of the solution surface for 

different uniform load levels.
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